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PREFACE.

1

fib

Before Cite war Commissioner P. P. Claxton issued a questionnaire
to 2,500 ieathers, selected through the administrative officers of large
city systen*askink for the games and exercises which the teacheis
used in correcting the classes of *errors. which are given as chapter
headings in this bulletin. Detailed responses were received from.
some 500 teachers.

Owing to the disturbances due to war conilitions, the work of
tabulation was not completed until last year. At that time the corn-
pilers of the informlition decided that they would have the games
and exercises tried out by a number of teachers, so that it would be
possible to evalfiate them as excellent, good, and fair; but this was
follnd impractical. Consequently, the devices are presented as sug-
gestions for grade teachers to use and evaluate for themselves.

The content of this bulletin illustrates a useful method of improv-:
ing teaching pnxctice. The 'compilers believe that if all important
problems of teaching were treated'in the same manner, by collectizig
the as of solution worked mit by teachers in the elassroom,- a
(Treat deal of very 4-ignificant material would be disclosed. If the
teachifig experierwt of the teacheis df the UnitedStates could be
pooled,by a method such as is used ber6, a great body of valuable
information would be.ayailable for the use of all.

The past decade has witnessed a radical change in the methods or
la age itudy in our schools. The- old, formil study of grimmar,
w h its learning. of endless definitióñs, its minute and often cum-
be ome classification of words, its, glorification of diagraming, has
giv place to what we believe are saner methods of teaching lan-

uage. For gradually we have been coming to recogpize Oat correct
linguistic habits were seldom -or never acquired by these older èxei-
cises, and that the use of göod English is á habit attained mu.ch abt

,

(
other good.babits-are'gained.

We have also come to realize that the child enters the school with
his language habits pirtly' formed and rapidly forming, and that wé
must take advantage of our opportunities during his very early and

lastic years to help him establish correct habits of speech. We are
also gradually awakening to the fact 'that the formation o even a
few simple habits of correct speech among our p . s is cften a
task that makes all the labors 9f Hercules look lik 'the past nie of
a summer afternoon. When we teach a fact in geography ot Iiisthry
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VI PREFACE. .

or arithmetic we ar6 not obliged to battle with a host .of other in-
structors proclaiming a false doctrine. The p1f4grouneirthe.. street,
the market, and the home are not insisting that 6x7=41 or 43,.as'
they are constantly insisting upoh incorrect foims of speech. For-
tupately, howe'ver, caieful investigation, conducted in various sec-
Lions of our cduntry; has revealed the fact tliat, as frequent and
pervasive as are many of these mistakes, the large majprity of them
fall into a few definitely m:- d classes,, and that from PRriland,
Me., to Portland, Oreg., the-' is an astonishing uniformity* in the
nature of these error's, especially in the misuse of certain verbs and
pronouns.

Nuturally the first requiremeni for effective langmagè training-in
our schools is a knowledge of the mistakes actually made by the
pupils. This .can be gained only by careful survey of the speech
habits of the community. Such surveys will, of course, bring results
varying with the nature of the community ; the problems of the
teacher in the ghetto. will naturally be quite different from those of
her sister feacher in a _fashionable suburb.

After such a survey has been completed, the next task is to decide
upOn

O

the errors which shall be attacked and to a..5sign the, attack
upon a small number of these to the teachers in each of the different
grades. Altich valuable time and strength have been ivaited in our
schooE by shooting wildly at every error showing its head in the
linguistic field: The teacher who has sticceeded in 'Aping hibr pupils
thoroughl¡r eradicate three or four linguistic errors from their speech
in a school year may well feel that her labor has fiot -been in vain.

Next the teacher must bring to bear in every grade whatever device
or method she can discover for rousing in the pupils the desire for
self-improvement, for we shall make little or no progress in- this

'matter until wEi have securéd the heart3i and
....

earnest cooperation of
our students; linguistic betterment springs from within rather than
from without: The teacher will collect and use the niany effectim
arguments and illustrations she cai find which help chive home 'the
,value of careful, cultivated speech.

She will also strive to enlist the, cordial Cooperation'of the home,
w4ich so. frequently does ihuch mOre .than the school in- forming ard
moulding the pupil's speech habitS. How tactfully and skillfully
this appeal .may be made is well illustrated by the following 'letter:.

Bricurrr, WASH., January $, 1916. .

:ito the Patrons of the Jefferson School:
No doubt yoti. have noticed a lendency ott the Npait of young people of the

present 'day to use very poor, slovenly English, and am inabip.ty to express
.themselves clearly and Intelligently.. ,

The bad habit of ushig seen for saw, done for did, whit for gone, and many. .

other mistakes; are very comnion, and could be easily overcome If the home
would .0olierate mith the scho61 in tip iearneest effort the. scho'ol Is .making In
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this direction. We are veiy anxious to have the children 1n.our school use good

English and are asking your hearty support of the 'following plan:
The pupils of-the Jefferson School will be considered members of the Good

Llinguage League, and plans and devices will be used both- in schoolropm and

on the playground to Induce them to express themselves correctly.
If at the end of the term any pupil shows that he has grown izi that respect

and has tried earnestly and faithfully to carry out the above idea, recognition
of the effort will be shown by presenting him with a card or certificate.

Accompanying ihis sheet you will find a list of erpressions upon which we
expect to grill. They seem very simple and elementury, but thêy must be so
in order that the pupils shall have no difficulty in understanding them.

Will you not please make an earnest effort7to help your children overcome
these bad habits if they have them? Hang this list up somewhere where it
will be constantly before the children.-

Thanking you Mr -the hearty support you are giving the school and urging
upon you the necessity ot visiting regularly,

We are, yours sincerely,
PRINCIPAL AND TICACEICERS OF JurEssoiir SCHOOL.

The Rrst step in thetprocess of establishing it correct speech habit
is to foCalize the attention of the class upon the right form. Some
linguistic mistakes are due to the fact that the child has never appre-
hended clearly the spoken word; still more are attributable to the
'further fact that for years his carp, have been assailed by the ineor-
rect form till he has unconsciously woven it into- the fabric of his
spgech. To-day we, are hearing a great ded about education by ex-

posure, and nowhere is this very potent kind of training more ef-
fective than in the matter of speech. Consequently, the teacher must.
skillfully introduce to the mind. through the eye, ear, ansl finger the
cbrrect form which she -wishes to make a part af the child's pcIrma-

nent possession. Through. numerous vocil repetitions, through-
jingles and stories she must accugom the child's ear to " Catherine
and I." Through appealing to his eye, through exhibiting the forni
in writing, and througii, axamples on the 'hinted page, she must
strengthen this impressioii; through training the child's voical cords.

and his fingers in pressing; the form, she must drive it deeper in
his milid; and then through drill, and ever more drill, she
must assure it Place at the top of his spinal cord among his un-
conscious but thoroughly established habits of speech.

In this work she must enlist every possible aid that springs from
the active participation of the pupil.- She must take advantage of
all the various ways and means of making good English fashionable. I

. in' the school. At fillies she will utilize her pupils keen delight
fn rivalry by matching thl boys against the grirls, or one-haff of the
room agiinst the other, or she may pit the clascagainst its own recft

ord by marking in graphic forni the progress in elimaating, the
, obstinate erisor, or she may turn to advantage the pupils' passion for

clubs by forming a Better Ehlish Brigade or a Never Again Club.
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PREFACE.

As the pupils advance to the upper grad'es of the elanentary school,
they will gradually learn the grammatical justification for much that
they have taken on fOth; and this grammatical approach will offpr
a _valuable means of clinching and vitalizing much of the previous

- drilL. Yet, after, all, drill is the greaf-nurs4 of habit; and to perfect-
ing afid making most effective- such drills the wise teaChei will give
much careful tlought. The' charade-ristics. of a good drill are that it

. be 'brie,. intensive, *rapid, 'Shared by all, and ofteil repeated': Fre-
quently it is well that the materials involvoi should be left. consku-

bn the board, both for utilizing to bes.t advantage dim inci-
dental education, the.value of which is so keenly recognized by eyery
firm that advertises extensively, and also to fieilitate those 1%441 re-
views at i3verr spare moment. which play "such a valuable imr,t in
clintching these drills and thus fixing correct, habits. TItO f llowinF
pages will be found especially rich in clever suggestions f r varied
and valuable drills.

Even more varied and perhaps more interesting than these drills
are the games here suggested. The characteristics of a good. game
Are not far to seek. First, it must offei the lure, the excitement, And
the .interest quit children find in their sports outside of the school-
room. The drill aims.to keep the attention- focused ulion the form
to -be mastered, and at certain stages -of learning' it is of unequilled
*due. But every. teacher -knows that (furing such drills
the pupil's consciousness is centered uplm.the proper form, and that
14 will then use language forms correctly which, a few nAinutes later
on the playèround, he will utterly ignore. A OM game, filled with

, life and motion, and bristlifig with the excitement of competition,
tends to evoke the pupil's habitual oral responses. If at such mot-

. ments the chjld uses correct language forms he has goni3 a.long way.towári Lbe establishment of proper speech habits. Furthermore,
whitt he learns in these moinents of pleasurabkaexcitenterd stands a
better chance.of *caving itself into the wariof his sPeech than do
forms introduced in the more comrnonpl;i6e, drills. In addition to
'animation and pleastrrable competition, a good game will_be !harked
by, its appeal to the imagination. Small children aipecially love
.games that take' them to the land of fancy, to the domains of such\ friends as Mother. Goose. Particularly valiable ire games that-
utilize the familiar activities of the playground, especially if 'they
involve a frequent 'repetition of the correct language form.' .Many
of the games .given in Language Game books devote entfrely too
'mu& dine to the sport in proportion t.o the drikip.torrect expression
they afford; a gOod languagé game is ifevev 9 per cent game and 5
per :ceAt laxtguáge: Finally, other things being equal, that *game is
bes 'Permits a large number of pupils to participate a gr.4at
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PREFACE, Lt

many times and gives a place especially to those boys and girls who
particularly need the drill. It is/hoped that in the followin.g pages
the tali& yrill find numerous games which meei many, if not all,
of these requirements.

In conclusion, a word regardin some of the forces making for
bett,er English which fall outside of the scope of the present study.
Prominent among these may bf.a niade the power of the sctiool read-
ers, especially in those selections which embOdy fine thought ex-
pressed n noble prose or verse. The reader- is a much motge potent
force in molding the pupil's language than has been gvnerally rec-
ogniied; and the skillful- teacher Limy augment its power by ever.
insisting that the pupils make their own, during these yeari when the
habit of memorizing may be so easily cultivated, spleivied lines and
ph.rases which are right fair a 'part of tlie child's magnificent lin-

,guistic heritage. Again, story telling and other simple forms of oral
composition are, of 'course, of immense value in training the pupil
to exPress himself clearly, forcefully, and correctly, 'while the daily
reCitation in every subject may, be made far more effective in fur-
thering these aims than most' teacherehave yet made it. Correct
Ehglish every minute of the school day I

And shall the teacher stop to correct every error of speech? Of
course not, espedally if the etror is one .on which the pupils have
as yet recefved no corrective drill. At limes, however, the error
should receive summary attention; btit when much.will be lost°137
interr.upting thé pupil's train of thought, such correction inky well'
be deferred to a Tore opportune time. But tin error in a form upon
which thp pupil heas received ample drill should not escape notice-
and correction. .
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GAMES AND OTHER DEVICES FOR IMPROVING
PUPILS' ENGLISH.

Chapter L

strig\Ecr OF VERB NOT IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE.

I. STORII,S.

Mrs: A. D. T. Whitney, in Sights and Insights, tells of a lady who,
paesirig one day thiough a Loridon thoroughfare, heard a woman
ellling repeatedly from an upper window. Notici'ng some c4ildren
playing- near, she said to them,- " Your 'mother is galling yOU ";
-whereupon a little girl -r6pliéd, ,` Her ain't calling we; us don't be-
long to she." .

Tell thé story. of GrAce Darling or read it aloud.
1. Teacher. What did Grace wish to dot
Pupa_ She *ished to save the people.
Teadier. What did she and her father do

S'A.5 'and her father went. .out to 'the boitt tind shved all the
people.

2. Have the childrk re-tell the whole story without any sugges-
i've questions frdm_the teacher.
3. Have the first child begin the story and continue with it until he

makes a mistake in the use of the Pronouns. Then Pave the next
child go on with it until he makes a mistake,-and so on.

f II. DRAMATIZATION.

( A. ) THE SICK DOLL.

Characters: The Doll, her Mother, the noctois tbe Messenger, the Nurse, the Nelighbool.

Mother. My dolly ii very 4sick. Will you go for a doctor? ,

Menenger. Yes, indeed. Afay -I take Neighbor Catherine with m401

Mother. .Certainly, if -you* at.id she will hurry:
Menenger.. We will. .

Messenger and Neighbor Catherine meet other neighbors, i'vho
k quire their eriand. 1 ,. I

1le88enger. Catirerine and I are going fór the doctoi.
,_
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2 GAMES FOR IAIPROVING PTIPII:S ENGLISH.

a

ar

J.

(or)

-Cathel-ine.- The messenger and I Are going foitthe doctor.
(Then the various neighbors to one another). He and Catherine

are going for the doctor. (or) He and she are going for the doctor.

(B.) AT THE DOCTOR/S.

Messenger. Catherine and Ir have come to .take ii to see a poor,.
sick doll. .

i)octôr. The nurse land I will -come at once.
The four meet the neighbors on the way home. They talk when

the doll is reached.
III. GAMES.

SERIES A.
t.

1. The circus.---Pup-ils select partners and ask permission to gó,
i. e.r":May John and I go to the circus? » If they ask incorrectly,
they have to stay at home .for that day: Those who ask correctly,
hp*wever, may i*Ilesent many ttnimal they. wish and, forming in a
procession, march around tile zoom.

2. mite picnic.There ,is a class picnic in a grove where there are
swings, tennis courts, a baseball field, a pond for rowing: and so on.
Each pupil may tell what game he haq)oen icilaying with his com-
panions.

3. The journey; or, Over the hills and far away.Arrange the
class in'two groups as for a spelling match.

Mary (the first child cvz one side, to J ohn, the flint on the opposite).
Jiave you come from far away?

John (glancing at the child at his side) She arid I came from 'I

Chfna. Have you come f;vom far away? (This question to Eva, the
8ecod child on the fliist side.)

Eva (Oancing at hild standing next td her) . He and I came from
.*Egypt.

If a child makes a mistake, or is slbw in naming a place, he must
ovek to the other side. The larger group at the close of the game

wins.

9

... A° Di4 IttEach pupil .in turn blindfolds his *eyes while a
--1.0 or girl, or. two boYs or. two 'girls, knock -44 his 4esk.

He wilts: Who knócked onamy de§kt ". S, ;

Answert:.4..I did .it." . We boys. did it" " *e ctd. it.r " We
girls did it" .' 1 ...

.

.

The pipil then aboutlooks .and tries to guess who was responsible,

It't;';x4,- -..,:a ,.,.:-.4:.
4 ) ::4"
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SUBJECN UF VERB NOT IN NOMINATIVE CASE. .

A nswm : oNIts was thdy." " It was he but not she."
Instead of knocking on the desk, the children may 'touch the

guesser, may erase the board ). or walk around the. room. (If the
guessing of file specific pupils who performed the act tends to make
the children lose sight of thq object of the ¡lime, or gives one chilat
a longer exercise thart _the' others, the questions rnabe linAited. thus
when a pupil 'has asked 'three qiiestions; " Was it he r", ,"Was it
they ?.", 4` Was it Au? " or made three similar statements_ withoqt

4. having guessed carrgetly,it might then become the turn of the, next
child to be blindfolded.)

2. " 0út of Sightx Out of ¿Wind."--John closes his eyes, and a
child leayes the room. John opens his eyes and aelis,."Who left tin.,
room? Answers: " We girls sent out a giri." " We boys sent out
a boy." " We gir1s's3nt a girl from our row."

If John guesses comctly the one who w(Cs ser4 out he may guess
again; otherwise the one who .went out takes his place.

3
3...Whom Have You Chosen,?--Mary leaves the room. liarry

copes forwatd and chooses some child, speaking the. rime so that
the class misty heat. Mary retuyns.

Mary. Whom have you chosen?
Harry. He and I livein Newton;
Mary may have five guesses, and liarry's replies must Oways be a

statement abctut the one diosen and himself. Thee class may 'join
the game by answering Mary's quéstions, thus: " It was he," or " It
was not he." o

4. The Helpers.A° variation of " What is .Your Trade? "
fake turns shdwing by yantdniime "what eitch 'one' and a

brother or sister do to help mother, such as,yvashing dishes, sweeping'
the floor, dusting; chopping w9o.d; carrying coal, building the lire,
and so on.

First child. This is what my sister and I do to help mother. (Panft4
tomime follows.)

*Second child. le and her sister wipe the dishes. If the first ones
to guess are owed to answer first. each vtime, the slower children
will wit hav as full an opportunity ofedrill as the others. To avoid
this, it might be well to call on each child in turn first and then go

k around again calling on the pupils who guess first.
The Corner Store.One corner offpthe room' may be "tile stori,

and *another corner, home. John and. Mary have gone to the store..
Mrs.. &JIM calls.

.

Mrs. &nit& Where i Mary
Mrs. B in. °She and John went to the store.
Mrs. Sffilia. Who i.f3 staying 4with you t
Mrs. Brawl,. My sister and I are at home to4lay.
At, store the grocer may uk the children questions..
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4 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS', ENGT:ISH.

Grocer. What' would you and he like' A-day1
Mary. He wants some apples, and I want s9me bread.
Grocer. Do yoti want these things sent home?
Jolts. No, thazik you. Mother said she and I might bring them.

IV. AXERCISES.

(A) Exercises which do not iinclude a working uie of grammar.
The method mosi commonly used ih one involving elimitiation, separa-%

tion, substitution, and combinatiqn.
1. By elimination:

" Me and Catherine had to go."
" Her and her father went."
" Us girls did it."

-Omit the nouns. Write the sentences on the board and let one
child draw a line through 1116 nouns or erase them. The class reads
the sentences without Çatherine, father, and agirls. ,If ,the ehildren
ao not know the nouns as such, they aré sowetimes told to leave
Catherine or her father at home. After *the sentences gave been
corrected without them, they may be taken along.

2. By separation and combination:
I have to go. Catherine has to go. .

He went.. His father went.
We did it. We girls did it.

Impress upon the pupil the fact that when in doubt as to the cor-
rect pronoun, he should separate his sentence into two parts and
put himself last.

Simple actions may lead to the forming of thesp sentences. Chil-
dren in sets of two or three are appointed to do something about the
room. They go to the hall, they write on the board, arrange chairs
in their places, and so on. Then each tells what he and his com-

panion did:
We girls erased the board. ov

Sam and I put the chairs in order.
Any tendency to say " us' girl§ " or " Sani and me " may be cor-

rected by weans of elimination. A variation of this proceeding is
to blindfold some pupil. A group then performs some simple action.
Thé leaderopens his eyes and asks of the various' groups, " WhO did
you do t " " Wei boys shook- hands." " We girls," etc. , ..,

(B) The children. .areasked to make. two short sentences ';,litter,
increasing. to three, contaiAing the 'correct pronoun.. These, Oen,
are combined.' ,Further drill is afforded la substituting pronouns
for nouns and. *ice versa.

Mary and :Mary'o hither.
She ind her father. ... ,
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SUBJECT OF ATERB NOT IN NOMINATIVE CASE.

(C) Supplying 'understood words:
He is taller than (
She can do that better than ( ) :

3. Questions serve also to bring out the 'orrect form,:
Who have to go?
Who went to Boston?
Name two people who halve gone.

Two honest boys broke a 'window accidentally. They wish to con-
fess any'pay for the broken pane. What do they say?

Where did you go this, noon V

Who else went home?

aV
Where did he and his f4ther go?
Did John and his brother go to theomef
Did Mary and you'go td the concert? .

4. The appeal to the ear:
How does this sound to you? Change' to the one that sounds

better.
Me have to go. I have to go.
-Her went. She went.

Shaw how ridiculous the incorrect forms sound. Prepare for thl
appeal of the correct sound by reading selected paragraphs Which
illustrate the correct form and usage of pronouns and also by fre-

,quent drills.
(B) Exraises which inchule a working use of Oainnvir.
1. The children are asked to give sentences about what they hive

done or' are going to do and are then told ihat we use the pronoun
" I " when representing the person speaking; that I is the subject

. form, called nominative. Then the list of pronouns which may be
used-as subjects is taught.

2. Declension of personal pronoun4tSome teachers have the de-
clension of personal pronouns membrized. Some teachers suggest
that it may be thought out, " after pupils hive realized person, num-
ber, and gender» Place the nominative and objective forms on "the

N, board in miscellaneous order. Call on the pupils to give the ease
each

N.-
. 3. Application to sentences:

1. Analysis.i
D agráms.
Rules.

2. Suggested questions.
What is the subject?

t. Whit is the case of me, her, \1st Case of subjects? or
What is the case of subject I Form of me, us, hert

Is the. subject form? Decline the pronoua.
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GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

3. As a final test place on the blackboard a paragraph in which
all the pronouns uwd as subjects are in the incurect 'form: The
pupil is required to recite from this paragraph, giving the correct
form and the reasons for correction. Instead of writing hi the
wrong form, it might be better to leave blanks for the pronouns aild

Ph
aye the pupils fill them with the correctform.

V. DRILLS.
s

1. Short sentences illustrating tire correct use are placed on the
blackboard :

I did it. I have to go. John and I came at 8 o'clock.
He did it. You have to go. May James and I water the plants?
She did it. He has to go.
We did it\ We have to go. When may Henry and I go?
You did it. You have to go.
They did it. They have to go.
Grace did it.
Mary did it.

A

These lists are kept on the board, so .that the teacher can turn to
them for a few minutes at the beginning of each 'lesson. They are

. read by different pupils and then in concert by all in order that
the pupils' ears may be accustomedgto the sound of the correct form.

2. Instead of complete forms, use sentences with blanks. These
are read first by the best pupils, next by thé second best,.with the
most attention to the Poorest.

.

8. A senteiice may be given by each child in which he mentions
that he and some compitnións have played a certain game, have seen
a certain animal, or come to school along a certain street. Each
one shall mention a different game, animal, or 'street, for if conscious
interest is centered on this variation the child will gain practice in
using .Catherine and I automatically. .

4. Sentenee building.---Sugge6stive words may be placed on the
board, .written or printed on earls, eno4gh for the class. Sentences

. may be built from these words :

JohnMary's co.ufiin. MaryPhillp's sled.
{a. WilliamHenry's dog. Ben--Margaret's father.

4
I We boys. We girls.h.

`. We teachers. We people.
f pity father and I. My brother Rill L
thly motherand I. My sistei and I. .

i Harry and (mention your own name).

' Boys endusttvi9lotd,paimitothweucohwas,emdVicheessga, mrdtkene. ch.

Hat and (substitute w)ifth
¡wonOlin.

."..

,

, .

s.

The &Mien enjoy this last, especially if thif cards are given out
scriminat0y, so that boys are doing girls' tas :
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d. Use naine of pupil befiind you with the

Girls dust the pailor, wash Abe (limbos, mgke the beds.
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PREDICATE N OM lbri NOT IN NOMINATIVE,

Chapte II.

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE NOT IN THE NOMINATIVE
CASE.

MONIIIMIN1611P

I. STORIES, RHYMES.

7

1. Professor White.
Sonic college boys, having a forbidden midnight feast, were startled

,by a knock on the .door. Ciotiously they inquired, " Who's there? "
b It's me." " Who afe you ? " " Professbr White," came the reply.
" A w, go on ! " the guilty boys called boldly to the intruder. " Pro-
fessor White says, it is I.' "

A reminder of Professor White serves later as a corrective.
One small student broke herself of the mistake, " Are thes6 them? "

by composing and le#ning the following rhyme:
They are these,
And these are they,
That is, what I needs must say.
These are they and they are these,
Say that is correct now, please.

II. DRAMATIZATION.

i

e

a

The troll and the Three Billy Goat8.

TrollA rather large child.
Little Billy GoatA small child.
Brother Billy Goat--À medium-sized çhild.
-Billy Goat GruffA large child.

aor

tak.

The big troll crouches in the aisle past which the billy goats
have to go as"though crossing a bridge in search of griener pastures.

Troll (im a very grumbly voice): Who is crpssing Midge?
Little Billy Goat. It is I, ler. Troll.
Troll. I am going to eat yolu loll walking on my bridge.
Little Billy GOat. Oh, please don't eat me, Mr. Troll. My brother

is coming soon, and he is much htter than I gm.
Troll. Very well, rii wait for him.; but don't you walk on my

bridge again.
Little Billy Goat. Oh, thank you, Mr. Troll; I won't.
Brother Billy Goat now comes onto the bridge,. and the conversa.

tion is repeated. Then comes Billy Goat Gruff.
TrO11 Who is crowing my bridge?
gilly Goat Gruff. It is I, .Mr. Troll..
Troll. Ah, you are th9 one I have waited for, and now I shall ea

you all up.
'.
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GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH,

Billy Goat Gruff. We'll sep about that. (He chwes the Troll
away.) .

. Thereafter, if a child uses the wrong pronoun the teacher has only
to remind him that even a billy goat uses better language than that,
aild the next time he is more careful. e

III. GAMES.

In ally of the gtiessing gam6s the teacher may be "-it " first; after
that the various children may -be " it," and a score kept of their

. guesses..
. 1. Red ,Riding Hood and the Woq.------The children in one row are
áll Red" Riding Hoods, while the children in the next row are wolves.
Red Riding Hoods knock on the desks of the wolves.

Wolves. Who is there?
*Red Riding Hood8. It is I, Little Red Riding.Hoo'cf, Grandmother.
7'Ite parts are then reversed.)
2. Jack The Giant Killer.--!--The children in one row play the part,

ot Jack, and thtise in the next that of the giant's wife.
Jack. Whose step do I hear?
Giant's Wife. It is he, my husband; jump into this chest.
8. The Rainbow.--Seven colors of-paper for folding are palsed.
Teacher. Who has the tsian&V.
eirst,.caid. It is I. (He. COMM 4t0., the- front of the room.) .

When all ihe colors hive been call:'; .,for. and 'have responded, the
-children are arranged in the same. posit . i as the colors of the rain-
bów. The children at their desks are bt4ecl, " Who has the red
paper? " etc. They answer " It is she," or " Ifisa:be." As each color
is called, the child holding it takes his seat until tile " rainbow " has
entirely faded from the " sky."

4. .1V1w Did ht---One pupil is sent to the dolt rioám and during
his absence iomf; one performs one of the followipg Acts: (a) Rings

(b) says goixi 'moTning; (e) cuckoos or recites; (4) draws ti
circle, misplaces book, vase, map, balls; (t) writO a word or sen-
tence on the blackboard (f) chaiiges his seat; (g) kiocks or answers

come -to t e knock ;. oes somet ing previous y- : eed upon y
the schbol. Whtm all is in readiritss, the 'pupil is rec led from the
hall and tries tóguess 'oho it was that did the. deed. -To
'Itch one of these suggestions may b.te worked out as it sep ate game;
but each may follow thift general* plan. The children ver their
eyes, and ihe teacher touches Harry, who goes into the all .and
knocks on the door. John; calls, " Who is it I " Harry nsiofers,
" It is I." The &Mien have one guess apiece as to who .o. ocked.
'Then Mary says, ," Come. i.4." Harry enters and tries to ess who.,
-oiled: to him, saying? "Was it ..he I " Was -it she t Was

i it youl

I
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PREDICATE NOMINATIVE NOT IN NomiNATrva, .

Was it they I " John could speak to_ Harry both times instiad of
having John and Mary speak, but when a boy and girl each speak
it gives an opportunity for the third child to use not only he and
she in his questions but also they.

If after several guesses Harry does not giless who called him,. his
turn is over and the game may be repeated. If he guessa3 correctly,
he may choose the next one to go into the hall,. -

5. Good Morning.Eight or nine children 'stand in a row across
the frorit of the room. The rest óf the children stand by their seats
facing the back of the room.

Mary, who is standing in the front of the room, says, " Good morn-
ing, Bessie."

Bessie, recognizing the voice, " Good morning, Mari."
Mary runs to her seat, saying " Irwas L"
If, however, Bessie answers " Good morning,. Jane," Jane answers

" It was not I," and remains statcling.
Beimie. as it you, Sallie?
Sally. No; it was not I.
&my. Then it was you. Marl,.
Mow. Yes; it was I. .

Etta child should be allowed not more than three guesses; other&
wise, he or she will get all, the practice, and that is not desirable.

- 6. -Who TOuched Me?.--One child stands in front of tho room, and
hides her eyes. the teacher chooses several other children who stand
around this child. One child touches her.

Dorothy. Who touched me?
Betty. It is I.
Dorot6. Is it Mary
Clap. It is not she.-
Dorothy. Is it Beity ?
Claa. Yes; it is she. .

Betty then is blindfoldedand the game is repeated. If two chil-
dren touch the blindfolded child, the questions and answers maY run
this way :

Marjorie. Who touched me?
0

Tom and Ethel. It iS mi. .

, Marjorie. Is it Billy.' arid Clara?
,

... Clan. No it is not they. , i
-MarjorkIs it Tom and Bettyt ,

,

Man. It is he but not she.
Morjorie. Is it Ethel I .,

,

Yes.; it ¡a she. ..

As Tom was guessed first, he is the hext to tx3 blindfolded.
Me circle need not be formed, and some -action other than toliching

the blindfoldeá one may be performed. ,
,,
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1.0 GAMES FOR IMPROING 'PUPILS' ENGLISH.

A

.
7. (a) Who ia Knocking at lify Garden Gatet--One child is blind-

folded. Another child taps or knocks three times on a desk.. The
blindfolded one asks, " Who is knócidng at my garden gate? "
other replies, " It was I." The first child goes in the direction from
which the voice came and asks " Was it he " or, " Was it she?"
The class answers ",No; it was not he," or " Yes; it was he " until
the right one is selected. The one, who tapped is next blindfolded;
ánd the performance is repeated.

(b) Tito Seeks an Entrance to my Dungeon DeeplThis may be
varied by, having the first child, the owner of the dungeon, hide
under the teacher's desk, while the second one, the adventurer,
knocked-on it and then runs back to his seat. .From under the desk,'
the first child may call, " Who seeks an entrance to my dungeon
deep ?." After the answer' " It is I," the first child may emerge
and seek the daring adventurer who wishes to see the dungeon.
When the adventufer is guessed, he becomes the owner óf the-dim-
geon.

8. Fairy games(a) Follow the Fairy.One pupil is the fairy
and is seated on a òhair, her throne, in front of the room. The chile
(ben, her subjects, by a wavt of her wand are thrown under the
spell of an enchantment and can not open their eyes. While they,:
are under the spell the fairy passes up and down the aisles touching
various children.' Then she yesumes her throne and calls to her sub-
jects to awake. As they awake, the teacher or one of the pupils who
has been out in the hall while this was stakiiig place, asks,' Was it
you that the fairy touched-while you slept, William? "

William. No; it was not I.
Fairy. No; it was not he.
Teacher. Was it you, John?
John. . No; it was not I.
Fairy. No; it was not he.

. Teacher. Was it you, Betty/
Betty. Yes; it .was I.

, Fairy. Yes; it was she.
Teacher (when all who have been touched have been guessed).

Why did you touch these children with your wand ?
Fairy, Because I wanted them to follow me.

'.The children then 'follow the fairy, imitating all she does until she
lifts her wand, when they run to their seats. (The first one to reach
his seat may be the next fairy.)

- (b) The Fairy's W and.One child, as the fairy, stands in the
front of the room with her Ores closed and the pointer as her wand

her harid. The other children then foism a circle around her.
The fairy says: " I am a fairy -and shall' touch Lawrence with

" .She touches sop:ke child. If the child touched is the

.
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PREDICATE SOICINIITITE NOT IN NONCINATIVR. 11

one named, he answers, " am he " and takes his seat. If not, he
says, 4' I am not he."' Then the fairy judgiug by the voice says,
" Then you are Ben." (She-might say, " Since you are not he, you
must be, or you may be, Ben.") If she guesses correctly, he answers,
" I am he," and takes his seat; if not, he say-s, "-I am not he," and
the fairy takes her seat. The one touched becomes the fairy. The
fairy may continue to play the part_ of the fairy so long p,s hp or.she
makes no mistakes. 9 elplfti.v rVi...

9. Descriptive gamm.(a) Whom Am I Describing t eftbetli
leaves the room. The chiss decides what pupil shall be described.
When Elizabeth ieturns Louise describes the one chos6n. After she
finishes Elizabeth asks, " Is it you, Mary! "

Mary. No, it is not I ; or Yes, it is 1.
The guessing continues until the right one is fouhd. .That one

then goes to.the hall, and theJame begins again.
(b) Whom Am I Describing? (Simplified for younker children.).
Teacher. Who ig the boy with brown eyes?
John. It is I.
John. Who is the girl with the red ribbon!
Mary. It is I. Who is the boy with the blue tie?
Arthur. It is I.
This may continue until each child hAs an opportunity_ to say,

" It is I."
lo. Blindinan's Mu/ .One child is blindfolded, another ap7

proaches. By the sense of touch the blindfolded child tries to rec-
ogniie the 'other. She confirms her opinion with " là i Oral " If
it is Ora, she answers, " Yes; it is I." If it is not Ora, the *class
answers, " No; it is not .'she." This continues until/ the child is
guessed, when another blindman is chosen and the game', begins, again.

11. Button., Button.:(a) One child may be sent from the room,
while the button or other small object is passed from hand to hand
iii the circle of children. When he returns to the room he stands in
the center of the circle and asks, " Who has the button? Is it you? "
The child who. is questioned answers, " It is I," or " It is not I,"; as
the case may be. .The one who has the button becomes the next
questioner.

(b) Instead of one guesser, there may be several. One child,
v passes about among the rest, pretending to drop the button into each

one's hands, and quietly leaves the button in die hand of one child.
The children guess. Who has the button, thus: " John,. is it you to
whom Verna gave the button? " " No; it is* not I; but I think it-wasi
Kate to whom she gave The one who is discovered to have the
button becomes the'one.to pass it.

(o) A penny may be given to each row. Pupils pretend to pass
it on 'to the one behind them, 'whether they, have the penny 'in not.,,

a

a

I
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12 Gains FOR IMPROVING PUPILS° &NOLTE&

'Pupils in the', third row then gu who has it in the first row, and
'Tice versa!, and the-second and' fourth then take 'Liar turn,
\llaroki. Is it you who has the penny, Frank?
¡rank. No; it is not I. I think it must be; he. -He indicates an-

othoi child in the row with Harold.
Char let. No; it is not I. I think it is she. He indicates one of the

girls in the row with Frank. Thiscontinues until the kolders of the
pennies are all guessed..

.

.,1 12. The. King'. Keys. (This is a variation of Button, Button,
but it is more individual than the pleceding _variatioils and hence
worthy of-a place by itself.) .
\.The children close their eyes and put their heads down on their

desks. Cine child holds a bunch of, keys called the kilag's keys. He
passes áround the roóni touching eacb one's hands, giving the .keys
to any pupil he chocises. When he returns to his seat he fiayii, " Who
itole the .king's keys, Harry " All *lift up their heads. Harry
studs and -says, " It was not I who stole the king's keys; it was
she,", pointing to Erminie. Erminie stands ind repeats, " It was iiot
I who stole the king's keys; it was he," designating some other child.
The game continues until the child is addressed who has the keys.
He stands and siys, " I stole the king's keys. Ar9 ilot these they I."

13. 'The Picnic.This..fOrnishes ample opportunity for drill on
" It is I."

Teacher. Now we shall have a picnic. Where shall we got
Chidren. Daugherty's Grove. The dam.
Teacher. How many prefer the. grovp
Beivera.children. It is I.
Tecich,er. As most of you prefer the grove, 'we shall rto there.cnNow let us prepare the lunch and try to get things that verybody

likes. _Who is it who likes sandwiches?
Chikiren. It is 1. It is .not I.
The teacher then asks about -fruit salad,. cake, icé crearh, aild the

children answiir _as before.. Thechildren are then led to imagine the'
trip on the can and the arrival at the grove. Ttiey are lisked,-0 Whci

:saw the number of the- earl " "t Who saw the most automobiles? "
s " Who saw ál goose in Farmer Brown's .yard? "64 To all di these'

questions they can make the answer, " It is I," 9r "It is he or she."
When they arrive at the grOve they are asked who wants io
or to slide, or teeter, or play games. To all 9f these* queitigis the
answers, " It .i01,7! Eaar 1e given.. Whezi the title for flinch:his- comò,
the teacher-aas¡ Who.is it that ivants chiçken I " etc. The' answer.,

. will undoubtedly 'be the sable as given. before.
(The- iescher seems to do most of the work in this 'game is it

..estands.. If el; 'Children. /rise .each asked tp suggest some article of
some Sight to. be seen from the car, or soutiVpoielt4 b,.Olvedt
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_ PREDICATE NOMINATIVE NOT IN NOMINATIVE.

at the grgve, they will probably
.

enjoy the gazne\more and. answer

1

with more interest theoteacher's question.)
14. Game* of Ilearing"--(a) Who is walking?
Emma stands in front of the room with her eyes closed. P?.er

walks up and down the aisle.
Emma, Who is walking? Peter. It is T. Emma. Are iou Peter!

Class. Yes,11it is he. -90

Peter then collies forward and another child walks.
(b) Who is opening the (Mort
This In-ay be platved exactly as the preceding game.
15..A list of names of objects in the room is writteg on the black-

board. One child is blindfolded. The teacher points to the name .

of an object and alio to a child who runs toih4t place. When all
the places are taken, the first child, Frances, with back to the class
opens her eyes and looking.at,the list asks

Who is at the chaii? Gail. It is L Frances. Is it Gail/

et

Gail. Yes, it is L
If a child who is sitting is gueised, he answers: " No, it is not I."
16. 1)o3t7 Materia1s---Slips to be given to the children, each

with a fictitious name or that.of some historical character written
thereon. A largé envelope. fr.'sr the postman's bag containing ;duplis-

cate slips. The teacher may choose a boy to be the postmali on a
new route. He should carry Ole bag of slipp. The ogler iset "-*of

slips are given to the pupils in the room. The postman may leave
the room while these are distributed. When le enters the room the
postman approaches a child and asks, " Are you Dr. John Smitfi "
If the child is not representing the character, he replies, " I am not

, he." The' postman asks the same question of another child. If the
second child bears the name on the envelopi, he answers, " 1- am he,"
-and receives the letter. The postman then selects another letter and
repeats his ipquiries. If in the fifth attempt he fails to Itnd the
oivner of the letter he must ask to be directed to him. hie owner
of the letter takes the postman's place, and different children ammo
the name&

17. Historic&
matiç repetiOon
as much as an
thought, the g

One child lea

This game involves more than auto-
Orrect for*. The ability pf the guesser tested
g in framing correct qu "4 ons. To give time for
will move slowly.. /
the room. The teach writes on the board, lists.

of names of °eh racters the children sZrfamiliar with, u Gems
Vashington, C derella, Qtristophe". Columbus, Grace Valingsi,

Robert Bruce, y children u there artr name!'
in the list co e. room. Each child cho6ses a
character an not the same order that the
characters For. instance,

ercules, -etc. As m
e to the front of
stands in line, bu
listed on the boa
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14 aten rot! IMPROVING PVPILS' RNOLTSE.
as

name heads the' list on tie board, the child havirig that character
'may stand third cw fourth in the line. This makes the game: more
diffi.eu)t. The child mho has it out df the rooii retprns and looks
oirei the list of names on the Ooard. He does not speak the nAme of
the character but frames a question involving some. wbil-kno*n
deed of that charaqter; as to the first child, " Was it you who
covered America? " If the child questioned has- ch6sen Cdlumbus
as his name, he 4nswers, " It was If he has chosen one of the
.other names, he answers, " It was not I." The questioner then
passes to the next child in line find risks a question conmnii\g intither
character in the 1ib-4, as," WAS it you who rode in a pumki6 coach?"
The child _answers as before, " It was I," or ".It was not I," as tho
case may bit. The èame is continued until eatt thild in line has
been questioned. The first child obliged to answei the affirmative
leaves the rsom for the next . game. Any child in the line Who'fails -to recognize a question concerning his -chosen character Is-

. counted out öf the game.
18. Prince of Paris.This game Pali scarcely be surpassed for

rapidity, inteiest, and much drill in a short space of time. The chil-
dren are numbered, and then the following dialogue takes place:, .

Teacher., The Prince of Paris lost his hat, and who's to blamebut Number 91 No.. 9. What, I, sir? Teacher.- Yes, sir; you, sir!No. 9. It wasn't I, sir. Teacher. Who, then, sir ?- No. 9. Number
sir.Three,- No. 3. What, I, sir? -Teacher. Yes, you, sir. etc.

The teacher should see that the dialogue is kept up very briskly.
Any pupil who fails to respond when his number is called becomes it.

Ariatrusacai gamea---(a) Multiples.One child lelves theroom. The children in the room decide on two multipl of sometabk, as 28 and 56. The child returns to the room and the c dren* *their seats f4, "We have chosen two multiples of 7." The e dwrites any two multiples of I on the blackboard, turns to thesolisks, "Are thése they? " The children respond, ``Thoselre they;" r "Those they." the child has four hots. If
Biccetisful in his i e may choose the next child to leave the

(b):Sunsa.-;Instead of it ultiples The children may de.cicie upön the
- fn..= of two numbers, thus, 8+6=14. They tell the guesser the

'.sum; -he writeft.' the board two numbers whose sum is.14 and asks,
"Are t4ese th " The 'child is. allowed. fewer guesses than .there.are:**nati form' tke. sum. I .

.

.#$Ó. Books.i4ogietimes die 'children plate towo ormQre beiolcs, ohtheir dead. Mary comes to the the mini and. hides 'her face.
John gives Mary's boolo to Will, who puts his own books in his d
Mary then faces the class and asks, "-Where are niy books?
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PRANCATE NOMINATIVE NOT IN. NOTERATIMIL 15

Class: ". These are not.they." .

Will remains silent, and Mary is to guess who has the books by
watching the lips of thotie ti nswering. .

..
,

IV EXERCISES.

QtieRtion an(1, Aiwtrent- Ises
.which do no,t invo'Ne

knowledge of grammar. \

kercises one ofihe most frequently ust9 devices is that of
question and answer. Oftntimes. the te.ache asks a number of
questions which require the answerIt is I, he, she. Are these they I
These arettifqr. If the answer to be drilled on is " It is I," it is
well to ask thi pupil about something creditable Ire has done. Some
times a row of boys faces a row of girls. Each in turn asks quesm
tions necessitating the use of the:predicate nominitive. " Who wa's
there? Who is knocking? Who is calling? Who was singing?,
Who lost a books Who clo§ed the &or? Nas it he who knocked/
Who takes care of the bills? "

(a) Prove in answer to " Who opened the window'? " the
answer comes, " It was me? " then the teacher tells the pupils to
prove it. To do that the pupils (Ake the answer and use it with
part of the question; i. e., " Me-opened the wiiidow." Of course they-.
iminedliitely see tbat something is wrong, inct veil the error is cork,' \
meted. They soon learn that' the same word must Ji5 used ifi the
answer Aat fits into the question. Like arithmetical examples, if
it is it will " prove."

lOversion.Closely connected with this means'.is that of
version. By reversing.the order of the sentence the pupils mils be
brought to see that the complement may take the place of the gab-.
ject. Thus the sentences, h wa§ me, These aie them, become Me
was it, Them are these. Since the subject must have a subject form,
the sentences become These- are they, It was L The error thus
becomes apparent Again, it is well worth while to use the.simple
illustration of connecting the soma% predicate nominative wth
a 'line shaning that they refer litrihe same thing and must be in
the same case, as, It was L In turn, if the sentence is interrogative,
changing it to an assertion, will often clear up the difficulty.
.2. Ear' training.In all- these_ *corrections the appeal has been

chiefly to the ear. The class complains that the correct form 1r4and8..
wrong to ,them or the pupil 'often says? " I know it* right tò iay
'Are these they, ' or ' It is '48; but it doein't sound. right" .Accordiq
ingly the sense of hearing must be trained by frequent repetitioni
of the correct form. Sometimes short sentences are kept on the
blackboard for weeks. From these a ..to..,minute drill is given at
the beeilning of each language or greptiar pertiodi so that time
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16 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' 'ENGLISEC: *
tb

the correct form may sound right. When the sentences " It was me "
or " These are them " are inverted,,the ear is affected by the found
and the faillt is corrected.

4. Dictation.orrect forms may be secured by the uses cif dicta-
tion. The following sentences are suggested : .

It was I who raised the window. It was I who cleaned the boards.
It was she who raised' the window. It was she- who cleaned the

boards.
It was he who raised the window. It 'Was he who cleaned the

boards. .

It wags I who collected the books. Are these they who came in late?
It was shé who collectéd.the boOs.- Are these they who failed in

spilling I.
It was he who collected the books. Axe these they who brought the

ers I
IV. DRILLS. la

Drills may be read daily 'or memorized, as the teacher prefert.
1. This little rhyme may beasunk, to an improvised tune:

It is I, it is he, it is she, it is they,
Who do the best work day by day.

2. Charts for these drills dre as follows:
It is I. It isn't L It was I. It wasn't I.
It is he. It isn't he. It was be. It wasn't he.
It is she. It Isn't she. It was she. IX wlisn't she.
It is we. It isn't we., It was we. It wasn't we.
It is you. It isn't you. It was you. It wasn't you.
It is thiy. It Isn't they. It wasobey. It wasn't they.
Was it I? It was I. Was it she? It was she. Was. it we? It was we, etc.
It is I. It is yon. It is he. It is sbe. It is we. It is you. It is they. .
Is it I? Isn't It I? I am be. I am she. I am it,

h Is It we? Isn't it we? Are these they? They are these. These are theY.
Is it you? Isn't it you? Is it he? Isn't it he?
Is it she? Isn't it she? Is it they.? Isn't it they?
It is *ho? It was
It may have been he.. It may have beed she.
It may be we. It may be they.

61

Exercises for which somq,knowledge of grammar is essential.
1. Even a primary chil4, iLowiiver, cah understand the simple

rulq-ithat all piks of the verb " to be " take the same form before
as after if enough-specific examples are given. No ckild of average
intelligence would think "Of saying, " Me am here.','. or " Him is my
father." It ean readily be explained to him, then, thit following
words such as are, am, was, were we use the same word vie should
use' before thije verbs.

2..,One way of explaining the use of the predicate nominative calls. .

oirs list of intransitive veriv on the blackbon,rd. Among these
/4",
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FIRST PERSONAL PAONOUN STANDING FIRST. 11

verbs are sorné which may also. be used as co.pulatives. The class
decides upon the cciimlatives whfch are arranged in a colunin. Next,
the teacher places before and after each verb a noun, both referring
to the same thing, as "James is cashier "; "._Mountains are barriers."
Next the pupils are led to see that because two nouns mean the same
and because their positions may b interchanged they must be in-the
same case. After a good deal of drill on the predicate noun the
predicate pronoun is introduced, the nominative forms of th6 pro-
nouns and their uses having 'been' taught first.

3. At ames the pupils are simply taught the rule, as "A pronoun
which completes the predicate and means. the same as the subjeci is
in the nominative case. To complete the meani4g of the verbs amy
is, are, was, were and of the verb phrases ending in be and been use
the subject foims, never the object forms,'of the persont1/41 pronoun."
Afteyhe pupils have been taught this rule, sentencesjilustrating
the correct use of the pfedicate nominative are wiitten on the. board),
and the pupils are asked to select and explain tlie predicate nomi-
native.

4. Whenever a mistake occurs, the pupil is asked to analyze the
sentence, giving the subject, the verb, kind of verbs, the predicate
nominative, the case form of the pronoun ustd, and the irule for
predicate nominative. The pupil then reviews the .declensions of the
pronouns, locating the different cases. At times the class may be
reminded _that forms of to be are not transitWe verbs and so can not
have objects.

5. Finally, the diagram may be used in order to show the arrange-
ment and relation of the parts of the sentence. After the chilarer .

have been taught the personal pronouns and the rule for predicate
nominative, they place the correct forms of the first, second, and
third persons in tbe predicate nominative place, as follows: '

It/was/I he---she, etc.

Chapter III.

FIRST PERSONAL PRONOUN STANDING FIRST IN A
SERIES.

'

, ...maNtarimiessois!

I. STORIES AND H 'AND' SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS.

there was litthigirl who was very selfish and who wanbid
the biist of everything heaelfthe largest piece of cake or cindy,

the prettiest picture or ribb n, the first drink of water. Quite dif.
bruit from her was Maryffrho never thought or spoke of herself.
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18 GAMS'S FOR IMPROVING pliwilrbe ENGLISH.

Familiarize the children with this story. Afterwkrds if they put
-themselvr first in the sentence, ask them if they want to be like

unselfish Mary."
2. My dog and I went down the hill,

And there we met my good friend Bill.
Bill and his dog were filled *ith glee
When askedto join my dog and me.

3. (a) " SuRpose you had a friend visiting you, and your father
one evening offered his canoe for your evening's pleasure, saying,
however, that he could take only one of you at a time. What wo
be the polite answer for you to make?" " I should like to have Oli
go first." " Who should have.the vacant seat, you ora anot6r
Whom, shall you serve first at a table rt .

* (b) rf self should come last in actions,. it should come last in
speech also.. When the mistake wcurs, the teacher may ask the pupil
if he is in the habit of serving himself first even in words.

" Why did you walk behind Olive? " " Because -I ought not to
walk in front of her, unless it 4s absolutely 3ecessary." " Then you
ought not to stand in front of her in the sentence."

(c) . Post in the front of the toom a. picture of tvto children, one
of -whom, a littl& ahead of tlye other, is called Olive, the second. I.
The teacher awn has usually to motion tovyard the picture to indicate
the error.

(d) Errors are most frequently made when the pupil is asking a
favor. Deny the favor on account of the incorrect statement and
next time the child will try to use better English. To the question,
" May me and .0live go? " reply, " Olive may," and immediate car-
iection will usually folrow.

II. GANES,
1

41. Hord Fa8t,-What! Gime You. -----The children stand in a circle
with their bands behind them. The teacher passes Around the circle
with a basket containing two balls, two pencils, etc. The teacher
puts an object in each child's hand.

Teacher. lidold up your objects. Who i.ave tops?
Massy. Doris and I have tops.
Teacher. Who 'have balls?
tick*. Fred and I havebalis. I

Lpter three or more objects may be1 used to bring (kit the series,
'sta. site " Joini, Pred, Frank, and I have marbles."

2. The Parrty.--The teacher says, "i1Ve are having a party. I am
the hostess, you are my guests. Yo%i must ask my permisition to do

certain things and have certain t mg& James, you may begin."
May S116 and I have some ice-c emit? " " May James and I play
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FIRST PEASONAL PRONOVN STANDING FIRST. 19

croquet?" "May Jane and. I help you serve the small children? 7
" Now,te11 me what you have been sdoifig." " John I looked at
books." " Caroline, Fred, Mabel, Glen, Janet, Mary, and I played
drop the handkerchief."

3. Shopping.A set of brightly colored pictures cut from tiie,
advertisement pages ,of madazines and mounted on stiff cards is
Omit in a row in the blackboard groove.

Teacher. I wish some one would go to the store for me.
John. May Ritlph and I go/
Mary. Mity Mildred and I go?
About eight children shop, and with selected pictures stand in

front of the room. N.

Teachtr. Who shopped for sme?
Henry. Tom and I bought minced ham and bread. (He hands

over the pictures.)
4. 77 ravelk q.(a) Write on the board a list of Countries, States;

or buildings, numbering each: (1) Capitol. (2) Union Station, (3Y
post (nee, (4) Mount Vernon. The children on one side choose a
timber and a partner from the other. side.

. Bill May John and I go to the Capitol?
Teacher. Yes: you and John may go to the Capitol,.
When all the children on orie side have ask41 permission to go, the

teacher asks ihe Partners on .th(1.6ther side where they went.
John. Bill 'and I went tp the Capitol.
'1111(1 children may tell in similar manner what° they saw.
(b) One child walics uto the aisle.. The teacher names a second

child.
Mary. Where° are you ioing, Philip!
Philip. I am going to 13oseon.
Mary. May Anna and I go with you!
Anna and Mary follqw Philip while the teicher names the next

child.
Harry. Where are you going, Philip!
Philip. I am- going to Boston.
Harry. May John and I go with you?.
This cpntinues until 8 or 10 have gone oil the trip, when. the teacher

leads the way back past the seats of the various 'children, who drop
out until all are seated.

(e) TeaCher. You* May choose .sonfie. one to. take yim to NoVit Sdotiti:
Two go to the ncotp, .10.cate the place, *hile the. &It child -says:-

Fred and I went to Nova Scotia."
fracher. Who wants to'go to Tucatint
Catherilm May. Elizabeth and I go to Yupatan f

'I.'(d) t.tch pùpil mist, nat4 n lifferent city as his destinati?n,:sny#
he. and opte or padre .9t his eompathons have been the*.
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20 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

pupil whb giv&3 the name of a town which bits previously been given
is out of the game.

(e) A similar game has each child ask permission for himself and
a friend to go' to a place determined by the letter of the alphabet
which falls to him in turn.

I.

May Olive and I go to Alameda?
May Olive and I go to Berkeley?
May Olive and I go to Chicago?
May Olive and I go to Denver?
May Olive and I go to Europe?

ft

fa

5. The game of What is Your Trade? or The Ilelpers, already
described, applies equally well here. .

III. EXERCISES.

ol

1. Separation, elimination, and-combinations.
Mary. May me arid Olive .go I .

Teacher. Omit Olive's name. Use the pronoun with the verb.
Separate the sentences; now combine them. If you wanted to go by
yourself, what would you say I

2. Appeal to 8ound.
Mary. May me and Olive gol
If Mary runs Me and and toOther, the teacher may suggest that

Olisie is not meant. She may likewise appeal to the hearing by ask-
ing, " Does me mid Olive sound right? "

8. Questions and answers.
Teacher. Who. read the paper last night?
Marjorie answers, combining into one sentence the names of all the

children whO read the paper, " John, Henu, Betty, and I tread the
paper." In a like manner are treated such questions as " Who went
to the store yesterday ? " " Who ate the cookies? " " How many
made May baske0? " The pupils may ask of each other such ques-
tions as tWith whom do you play ? " " To what school do you 01"

. .
go?" To what school do Grace and you " " To what school do Grace,.

Alice, and you go? "
4. Conmersationd method.Lead the children to talk to their

classmates of themselves and the things they have done together. At
other times let the pupils work together .for a short time in pairs and
then. give sentences telling what they did .in order to show that ,they
understand the correct order. " John and I found New York on the
.map." .." Mary and I went to the 'cloakroom:" " Mildred and. I
wrote on the board." " Gladys aid I passed the penCils." " May
Grace and Lgo I " " May Max and I raise the windows! " " May
Glen and I erase the boards? "

t.
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IV. DRILLS.
1

(1) First child. Olive went. May Olive got
Second child. I went. May I go t
Third chiki. Olive and I went. May Olive and I go I
(2) Have a row of six or more take this exercise. The starter

gives " May " and adds his own name, as " May. Charles.- Each
child following repeats what has been said and adds his own iiame,
as: " May Charles and Henry," " May Charles, Henry, and Alice,"
until the last one adds " and I go? " .

(3) Require sentences to be built from the words in columns on the
board, -as :

Mary
John we have the boxes,
she us

they }he broke tile window, etc.
you

(4) May John go? May she go?
May John and she go?

May Grace go? May we go? Combine May Grace and we go?
May Olive and I go?

P

May Olive go? May I go?-

(5) Sentences are placed on the board with blanks to be filled
with the correct pro.noun.

Chapter IV.
FAILURE OF PRONOUN T9 AGREE Wulf THE ANTECE-,

DENT IN PERSON, NUMBER, AND GENDER.

I. STORY.
4.

1. Robert Brace an4the Spider.The correction of " It teaches
us not to give up when you're started," would naturally follow a
story told to illustrate perseverance. The story of Robert Bruce
and the spider is one that may be used in this manner. After it has
been told in class, or perhaps used as a reading lesson, die teacher
asks', " What does this teach us? " The answering sentence, if given
incorrectly, iS, with little people, simply cortected. With older chil-
dren a few sentences ow the board, for to discoverstudy the 'faults.
and to giire the reasons, serve better. Then, by way of drill, the 'clings

, dren are asked individually, " What does this story teach you t"
" It teaches me notlito give up when r have started."
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22 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

II. GAMES.

q.

1. Ring on a String:The familiar " ring on the string" is one
of the few'games used in dealing with the failure of the pronou4s
to agree with the antecedent. The teacher su'ppliei a string long
enOugii to reach around the circle. On this string is suspended a
ring. Each child takes the string in his hand, ready to hide or to
pass the ring as it comes along. One child is." It " and stands in
the ceriter of the circle. " It " saysi "John take the ring." As soon
as John has the ring, " It" closes his ayes, and the ring is passed
along quickly until the 'teacher says, " Ready." 'The child who then
has the ring keeps it. " It " asks, ".Jobn, -where is the ring that I
gave you? " If the child has it, he ahswers, "Here is the ring that
you gave me." He then becomes " It." If not the child 5pswers,
" I haven't the rink:" and the guesser continue's to try to locate. it.

2. ,Stray8.----Mat7's row goes into the hall. Pupils in the room
leave articles belonging to them at various places. Jane leaves her
eraser on a chair, John his cap on a desk, Robert his umbrella in a
corner, Helen her ring on the ledge. The pupils return from the
hall, and the game proceeas somewhat like " I spy." They look
around the room. Whoever finds an object out of its place stands
beside it. 'When all are stationary the teacIler asks, " What did some-
one leave there, John? " " Someone left her ring here J(;lin then
asks "What ,did someone leave theré, Mary? " " Someone kft his
umbrella here." Maty in turn asks, " What did someone leave on the
chair, Robert V " " Someone left his orange here," and so on.

III. EXERCISES.
a

1. The Lost Cap.The teacher sends a child to the corner pf the
room and also sends another child to him with 'his cap. A third
child appro4aches quiely and takes away the cap. This teacher asks,
" John, :svh6e, is the cdp which I 'sent you? " thus suggesting the dor-
rect form in the answer. I lost the cap which you sent me." The
teacher next turns to the child who has the pit I.; askin& "Did you
see the cap which I sent to John? " -The tifisvi-.1p. " Here iq
the cap which you sent to John," or "Irikie4te;:liap " lich you
sent " .

To vary this game the .cap is sometimes handed about from pupil
tá pupil. They ask in turn, "What di4 you do with the cap that
you had I " " i.gave the cap that I had to Charles."

2. How manyl----In order to establish the numbino of " somebody,"
after having Mary alike a book, the teacher says to the class, " Some-
body took 4. book. Who 'took it 'I " " Mary,') "How many is she?"

One." _Next the Nadler. has John and Mary take., the open book
iogiother, 'asking, " Who took the book I ". " Jo d Mary." " How'
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PRONOUN NOT AGREEING WITH ANTECEDENT. , 28

many are they ? " " Two."' " Is it proper 'low to :say, " Somebody
took. the book.?." " No, om; must say, They took the book.' "
" What pronouns stand for one only ? " . " His, her:" At this point
the teacher writes on the blackboard, " Somebody left coat
t here." Having pip blank. filled in as many different ways as possible
adds interest.

3. Somebo4.Have Jacob leave his book on ea chair and then
ask, w" What did JaCob do?'" .Write on the blackboard the answer,
" Jaca left his book on a chair." Then while tle Children's eyes are
closed have sofme one secretly leave a book on the chair. " Do you
know who lat the book on the chair ? " " May you then use the
answec On the board ? " " What word can we piit in place of Jacob
and by so doing make thé answer correct? " "-Somebody." Make
the change ancl then compare the sentence -with the sentence in which
the mistake occfirred. " Soniebody- left theii coat there."

4. Somebody Has Been Here.After the: fact has been pointed ont
that thé sentence " Somebody left their book here " is not only gram-
matinlly incorred but false in stateme'nt, the children -enjoy passing
around the room in a slow walk and, without the one watching' the
other, leaving a book or less ëasily identified article, such as a ruler,
eraser, or a pencil on the Agsk of a classmate. When all have resumed
their seats they may rise,,one after the other, and say, '` Somebody
left Mg oir her rdler or pencil on my desk." The teacher asks that the
name be not meiltioned, 'but when the children do know the owner .

*of the various articles they enjoy the emphasis they place on hi8 or
her alone.

5. Thi8 Kind. (a) For drill upon " this kind " the teacher selects
a group of tall boys and then a group of short boys and asks, " WI*
kind of boys have we here? " pointing to the first group. The teacher,
again setting an example, asks, " What kind of boys have we here? "
" Which kind do yoù prefer ? " " I like this kind .better." The wile
device is varied by arranging for games at recess. The teacher seletis
a large, vigorbus boy, turns him around before the class, and remarks,
" This kind of boy for the tug of war "*Qr " I want boys of this kind."
" Novo, we want boys for the chinning bar. Look carefully and select
the kind of boys who you think will Op." " I think boys- of this kind
will do." In the same way " Girls of this kind " .are -selected, with
emphasis on the corred form of expression.

(b) Instead of boys and .girls objects may be used. Two piles. of
:books of different kinds, or of pencils, erasers, are arranged on the

: . The children pass by the- desk, each in turnéremaiking about
this or that kind of pencils, books, erasers.
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24 GAMES FOR.. IMPROVING PUPILS' ENpLISEt.

. Iv. DRILLS. 441

Jib

1. Word8 that agree.---17ntil children have a sufficient knowledge of
technical grammar to apply the rule for, the agreement of a pronoun
with its antecedent drill on -such sentences as the following helps to
establish the'correct form by emphasizing the sound of the sentence:

They lost the hooks which you sent them.
I lost the book which you sent me.
She lost the Amok which you sent her.
It was this' kind of book which was lost.

By talks with the class and by illustrations of correct forms on the
blackboard make lists of pronouns which agree with antecedents in
person, number, or gender. Have sentences using these. pronouns
given by the class : .

Capwhich, Ime, somebodyhis, , youyou've, uswe've,
theytherd, this kiid, hehe's, etc.

Make a full listikand have manyillustrations. Drill upon sentences,
continuing these pairs used as agreeing with one another.

2. Pronouns and their antecedent8.To correct the failuie .of the
pronoun to agree with its antecedentin person, number, and gender,
first introduce the pupils to-the relative pronoun. "A studious boy
is a boy who studies." "A runaway horse is a horse which has run
away." "A frame house is a house that is made of wood." For what

. do who, which, and that stand? Have many exercises in which the
pupils select the relative pionoun and point out its anteckdent. Next
use an exercise, `,` Mary studies MarY's lesson." " John admires
John's sister." Have the children put in the_ pronoun instead of ré-

4

peating the name. What 'is the pronoun? What is -the antecedent!
In what respect are they alike? Drill. It 'must be impressed upon
the pupils that a pronoun is singular when it stands for a singular
noun, and a pronoun is plural when it stands for a plural noun. The
meaning of antecedent should first be made quite clear.

3. Agreement"----(a)"An error in the agreement of a prdnoun with
its antecedents in person ip so rare that it needs no teaching."

(b) To determine the agreement in number--
1. Select the antecedent (expressed or. understood). :

2. Decide the number of the antecedent.
3. See that the pronoun is in the same number.

Such wordi as the fcalowing need special attention. :. Each, every,
people, crowd, and so on. .

(c) " Nó special .
A.

teaching 'is necessary in giving the correct agiee
ment in gender, although attention should he called to the use of, the
masculine profioun when the antecedent is common gender. Every-

has his faults."
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ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS CONFUSED. 25

Chapter V.

CONFUSION OF DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES AND
PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

I. GAMES.

1. These and Those.The teacher places on the board two col-
umns. One is labeled " These," and other " Those." A child is se-

lected to read sentences from which These. or Those is omitted. The
children, who know the correct word stand quickly by their seats.
The child'who stands first writes the sentence in its proper column,
placing alter it his initials. In the end those who have written
the fewest sentences must write original ones using these and those.

2. Shopping.This game begins by the children's choosing a store-
keeper to take care rof a store in one part of the room. He has for
sale pencils, books, pads, balls, marbles, etc. A number of the pther
children are given toy money with which they may buy whatever
they desire. The customer asks, ." How much are those books?" or,
" 110W many of those marbles do you give for a cent?" The store-
keeper answers, " Those books are 5 cents apiece," or " Those mar-
1)11-. are 10 for a cent." The customer then makes his purchase,
always buying more than one and saying, I want two of those
books," or, "Give me 3 cents' wortirof those marbles." The game is
continued until all have made a purchase; then new customers and a

new storekeeper are chosen, and the game goes on as before.
3. W ho i8 Thinking of Those Erasers?John conies forward.

The class is given a minute in which -each child selects something
about which to think. He must select tivo or more things of the
same kind, as the books on the table, th'e pictures on the wall, cer-
tain figures on the board, or eriisers, or Chalk, or trees in the yard.
The things selected must all be things in the room or that may be

seen from the windows while the children aie in their seats. After
the children have had sufficient time to make their choice, John points
with the pointer to some objects, as the erasers on the ledge, and
says, "Who is thinking of those erasers? " All who have chosen
the erasers answer, " I am thinking of those erasers." John then
points to some other things, asks his question, and is answerid us
before. If John points to something of which no one is thinking
he is " caught," and some one else takes his place. Each child, as
soon as he has named the objects of which he is thihking, chooses
something else of which to thinks

4. The Fairy's Commands.Teacher. " Children, Helen is a fairy,
and this [holding up a pointer] is her wand, Now, put your heads
down.= your desks and go to sleep. Do not wake up until I call
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26 faxas FOR IMP.ROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

you." While they are asleel) the teachei distributes object§, two or
three of a kind, on some of the desks where tile children cap easily
see- from their seats. The teacher n'ext says, .` Wake up, children,"
and tells them they are to bring the object to the fairy when she
asks for them. The fairy sits in a chair; called the thOue, and',
pointing with her wand to some objects. says, " Bertha, bring thoie
balls to me," or " Charlie, bring me those marbles." The children
comment on the articles each timÒ as they hand them -over,
" These balls are large," or " These marbles are stily pretty ones."

5.. Where Did-You get Those rencit9?--The class is divided intc
two parts. m`A. child in part 1 must ask a question,qh§ing them or
those, as,`` Where did you get thbe pencils, John?" John, in part
2, angwersf " My sister gave them to me." A child' part 2 then.
asks *a question of some bile in part 1 until every child 'has either.
asked or- inswei-ed a question. If the word's are used incorrectly,

-'\.points,are scored against the side making th-e error. The si*_ hay-
..ing the lowest .scorp is theiw. inner. ..e

6. Those crciyons are 7u4.Objects are distributed to some of the
childrep, sevOal of the g4ine kind to each child. The leacher chooses
one child as the:" director," who stands in the front of the room
facing the f:hilc¡ren. The game proc6eds as in an ordinary spelling
match, althouglrOnly the children who' have no objects' are chosen
for the two sides.. The " director " then calls Pauline with her
object to the front of the iom and asks one of the leaders to tell
him something about the a-rtides Pauline has. 'The lead4 answers,
" Those crayons jire .new," or " yellow." If the answer is correct,
Pauline joins the 'answering side; if incorrect, the opposink side has,
an opportunity to give a sentence. The side having eventually
most members wins,-

II. EXERCISES.
NO

L Questions arid anowera.--To correct the confusion of the demon-
strative adjective and the personal pronoun, the child is asked to
perform an act; and then the teacher by-question and answer trks to
fix the correct form. Such suggestions include: ,

(a) The. roses. The teacher says, " Bring me those roses. Which
roses did you bring? " ." I brought you those roses." Teacher again,
" What rout are pretty " " These roses are pretty; those are
wilted."

I (b) The book8.--Any object may be, used instead of roses.
hap irphit brinv3 his books to the teacher explaining, " I bro
these books to you." , The teacher may continue the exercise by
saying, " Mary., ou may take these books to Jané. Whatr ou

" "I took those books to. Jane:" Jane in turn passes on

o
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ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS CONFUSED* 27

books, explaining what she has done, .until those seems the only
natural word to use.

2. Sightseeing. a) 116 teacher has many objects on i table and
asks Mary to come to the table, select two objects pf the same kind,
and tell something about them. The pupils take rapid turns. Mary
says, " These books are green." John: " These pencils are sharp."
Alice: " These apples are yellow and red." In a similar manner the

e children are led to give sentences using objects that a not on the
table. If the objects hav6 been 'collected from amç4 the pupil,
insteA of describilir the objects, the children *nØ hold them up
asking, " Whose mittens are these? " " Whose c cons : artl theo? "
The Owner of the articles responds, " Those mitténs are mine." ,

(b) Instead of tilt teacher's giving- tommapds, one of the pupils
may give them.. He may ask the pupils tOring to the desk the
various articles used in the preceding exeruises. Thus, " tiring me
hose mittens. What did you do? " i

3.... The Messenger.A kindred tiethod suggests that one child be a
messenger. Another child, a forOman perhaps, asks him to take or
bring these or those articles: " Take those books to, John." The
messenger does so and mist say to John, ", I brought these books
to.foli." Then John tells the messenger to do something, as " Bring
those papers to me," After the messenger has done so -and told
what he has (trine, he chooses another messAger to take his place.
ActiGns already -described th the dther sections may be used here;
such as closing that door, opening tho-se books, moving those chairs,
looking at tilose pictures, and so on.

4. Conver8atio7M.---The questions and , answer or conversation
method brings out these suggestions for use:

.

(a) The teacher first paves the way by akininumerous* questions,
such as, " What kind of curtains are those? " " Those are green
curtains." " What kin0 of words are those? " " Those are whose
rubbers? " " What areihesae? " " Those are eais. Those aie hands.

books." " Bring them tp me. What do I ian 6y them/ Which
tThose are .eyes." " Wliat books are tho " " Those are your

books do I want.? " " 1hich books do you prefer? " " I prefer
the* books." The class is led to see. that Own stands for thirigs
spoken a; ind the8e and 8e point out parti ar objects or things.

(b) Next thé pupils a allowed to ça on-- the -conversation
among/themselves. Someûimes a number f objects ieeady for UP
will stimulate flagging cònversational q ewers. The pupils not

, actively _engaged in conversation may I ' set to watch for mistakev.
..or to count the ntimber of tinles these and those are used correctly. o

50 Near and Far..I liave: three or. four objects, as pentil, book,
pen, and eraser, oft.the (flask I take one of these objects in my hand
and poiht out *hat I have init by telling the children " thisis. Ltt
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28 GAMES FOR PUPILS' ENGLISH.,

_eraser," This is a book," and so on with each- object.. Next I develcip
the -idea of .when it is in relation to myself and- the children 6y
saying, " I can touch this book " ahd How many of you can reach
this book from where you are sitting? " -6' Why can I touch it and
you can not.? " " Yes, because it is nearer to me." TI%-refore *e
use the word bhis for some (3ne thing close by.

6. He Saw Thon.---These sintences are placed on the ,bbard:
" John said, 4 I saw Tom, _Frank, and George." Where did you see'

them? ' asked Freg', A pupil is asked to give the names of te
pe.rsons mntilimed in the first fiefitenpe, and next is asked for 110
word in the second-sentence used instead of the names. The teachir
then expliiiils 4%at, them is a pronoun that takes the place of nouis,
Tom, Frank, .and George, and. is used as the object of the verb -8+.
It may also be used as the iibject of a preposition, as " He went -wiq:1

them." The-words me, him, her, us, and them takétlig place*of nQuOs
used as objects, never as subjects.'

gift

III. MULLS. 611,

The formal set drills recommended for this ermr are not abundant,
although them are several exercises whose function is plaifily that of
drill.

1. Elliptical seaelleC8.--The use of elliptical sentences in this con-
, nection seems to take an unusually predominant part. Many are the

telitences tecommended, such as
roses aré beautiful.. Mere did you get books?

Give the red roses to Charlotte gave to me. Do these
rose.o.belong to are fine balls. .4.... roses are mine.
Yes; mother bought for me. 'Wherie did you buy
sho& word is hard to pronounce. I bought allb alb M. alla at my!
fattier's store. _sm.'s... kind is usually used.

/'2. Model senktwes. in /model sentences are 1 d on th
board and kept before the pupils. Child after cIild reads them'
aloud. Sentences illustrating the persolial pmnou are written on
the blackboard as well as ones illustratirig the de onstrative adjec-
tive. The pupils contrast, the uses bf the two fárms and then. build
original sentence& They al:0 selot from thp'si original sentences'
the demonstrative adjectivos and the personal pronouns and dis-

.\ tin¡ruish between- diem. -Finally they are *Liked to bring to dui;
from newspapers or' magaLines three .sentenc,es containing the correct

,

use of thou.-and, three gontaining the coriect use of these.- These.
:\eentences are read in class' with distinct emphasis *on the adjective

\or* pronoun in question. The childr.0 then copy carefully all. the
:correct sentericès that have bpen writ* on the board, underlining

ese,. tho_sel this, tkat, or them. .

"
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VERB NOT AGREEING_ WITH SMIZECT. 20

, 3. Changed Sentence..---Pupils are asked also to copy such sentences
as the following, using 'these in place of this and those in place of
that, making such other changes as may be necessary, Example : This
knife is sharp. These knives are sharp.

4. Formd drab; (knowledge of grammar npt invelee,d).--Tho more
fórnial drills suggested are Oese:

(a) Drill
. This book. That book. These books. Those books;

This knife. That knife. These knives. Those knivea.
This !midi Thai pencil, These tgbnclis. Those pencils.

(I) ) Give each day a few minutes to making sentences using ithoRe.

40ne day let the children make a declarative sentence; another, in-
terrogative sentences; and a third day, imperadve sentences.

(c) With a picture full of action as a basis, the children are asked
to tell quickly as many things as posaible that they see in the picture,
beginning ihe -sentences with such eipressions as:-

This girl
That girl
Tlieze boys
Those boys

VI» 444 I.. Ms NM gab

um or. en. 4r 444.

Thc9e children
Thnt bill Those chydren

This sled mow moral.. These bushes
That sled Thtise bushes

IMP

Am any 14 Vim e VII/4414

4=4 INN 00 SIN

5. Formal (knowleldge of grammar weessary).----In dealing
with ti* objective case of the third personal pronoun used for the
subject. one teacher summarizes the corréction thus:

" They " is the correct form because
(1) The office of the word is the subject.
(2) The subject requires the nominative case.
(3) " is the,objective case of the pronoun " thèy."

"They " is the nominative, and because the third person plural
nomiriative is needed " they " is the correct form.

Chapter VI.

V I

FAILURE OF VERB TO AGREE WITH SUBJECT iÑ
NUMBER AND PERSON.

I. GAMES.

1. What -Were We DoingPJohn and Harry go into the hall and
do something which they think the class can not easily guess. They
may shake handi, bow to each other, or walk up-and down the
They will easily think Of somethini to do. John 'and Harry 'comi in,
stand before the class, mid say, " What were we doing? " All the
clarss who are ready to petis raise their hands. Eithei John or
'tarry, as the teacher may decide, designates which child may answer.

41.
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30 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS ENGLISEC
't

The child thus delignqted guess
.

es, perhaps, " You were- pntting on
your hats? " Joh* and Harry answer, 44 We were putting on our
hats," or " We wer1 s not putting On our hats." , The game cantinues
until some One guesses cortrectly, when he mayychoose soffit one, and
they g9 into the hall, and the game maybe played again.

2. 1 aln Thinking of a Certain Book.Another form is that ol
Guess What I am Thinking About." The teaclier commences the

game by saying, " i on thinking of a certain book." The children
th6n ask, "Is it large'?" "Is it alniogt square?" and so on until some
child guesses the name of the book, a geopaphy, speller, or any .other
of their hooks. In the samé wtiy two or. more _objects may be useu.

3. WItat Word did you'Choose?A list of perhaps 20 words is
placed on the board. The' class chooses some ohild to guess. While

4the child chosien places-his hands over his eyes, another child points
to . any word in the list. At the. signal." Ready " die child selected
takes the pointer and, pointjngto a word asks,," Is it oppoPtunitg?"
The class replieg "No; .it is not opportunity" or "'Yes; it i; oppor-

.tunity."
4.5 Where 18 the ,Boole?liooks are placed on diff 'rent objects in

the room, as on the table; window, chair, one boqk on each object. .

While .one child has his ers closed, another picks. up one o.f these
books and then puts it, back. 'Fhe chihiren then flak the guesser,
"*here is the book? " 11e answiTs, " The book is 011 'the table.''.'

that is the .one iliat was picked up, th@y. auswei:, That is 'the
'book." It.in .two chiinces he gues-sesriglitly, he may choose a child:

'Sfr to guess th6 next time. In teaching are, inore than one book is used.
5. What Are. They Doingfri:Chirdren also. may perform flirt mo-

tions of washing; scrubbing, playing ball, whiL) thè rest of the class
guesses .*Itat is being done. ,Thrbughout all.these grimt§ the 'drill, .

of course, is on is and are, so that no:mistakes in their uNtiould be
allotved. After the 'use of i8 .and are as singular and plural fowls
has Imp1 explained, the children mhke sentences. Eack.child makes

usinithe singular iform..This he giyes to. the 4hild next in line
who chariges it to th i,. plural form. If the second .child gives the
correct change, )1e passes on his-singular foym to his neighbor.. Or
the odd rcttrs I, 3, 7 may have as tiléi.r iord iii, or iva.s,
the' e'ireiWrows,havé are'br liere. _A leader gives his sentence,' telling
fröm .which row. his *ord is chpsen. The birds coming
sóoh," he sitysrpoiliting As .116 does. so .tò a chi,ld in .4ka.,csorrect.row..
This child repeats thq sentelice, -stipPlying alt. If die leader.
.1!

ChtiosOs froin- the *tong io.w, he nplifit surren.cret place. . .

,

Matched SeitteTi,coh---iSqmetimes .a sét of. cartis 1.ipprepared,114.
;with. the of sentences in singular and plural fotins, the other
half Nyith the remainder of thee sentences. These %Are distributed

.voraiscuously tbrciu.sh thé class, d after being properjj.inatdhed,
, .,
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by the pupils, are read .itloud. Cards also are lied Which contain
singular and plural verbs. Each child draws a card, gives his sen-

tence, and calls on another child to give the rule. If the rule is car-
reedy stated, this child in his turn gives his sentence. .

7. Die4m8.--Sentences .are also formed by the dream route. The
children put their heads down on their desks a mirtute, pretend to
sleep, then tell what they ch:eagmed. " I dreamed I Ivas a flower."
" I dreamed we' weise at the seashore j3iuddling in the wilier."

8. The iZoo.---The children may be 'assigned to take the part of
different animals. One çhild, for instance, may be a donkey. ThO
teacher commlinds tij aonkey tO bark. The donkey remains silent.
The teacher comiments in surprie. " The donkey doesn't bark." The
children answer, " The donkey doesn't bark. 'Ile doesn't know how."
This game may be varied in many ways to delight the children.

9. Like.A simple little game of " Like " will furnill drill for the.
caorrect use of .doe8n't. One child asks another, ":Does Hairy like
apples? " to which he replies, " No; he doesn't like, apples." .Turriing
to another (giiild he asks in turn, " Does Harry like oranges " " Nò ;

It doesn't like oranges." The questions continue until a fruit lias
been named tAce, when the answer may be, " Yes; I think he likes

k
oranges."

lo. The Shoppers.---John conies to the front of the foom a'nd sa.
" Mary and I are going io the dryoods store to get Some thread."
Mary joins him, saying, " John, Jame's, and I aie going to the dry-
goods stote to get tl.iread and buttons." James, coming up, says,
"iJane, Mary, john, and I are going to the store to get thread, but-

, tons,:ançl ribbon." The game continues, each child choosing another
'and adling art¡ele. All articles must be appropriate to the store.

H. EXERCISES.
9

1. The Front Seat.Have the children in the outside row stand and
.face the class. Requiie tile children at their seats to answer conc,eiiil-

, ink each child standing whether he uses the front seat or not. Re-
quire them also to_ give descriptive subjects rather than always use
the child's name. " The smallest girl doesn't use the front seat."
" The tallest boy. doesril." " The last child doesn't:: etc.

M. DRILLS.

1.: Model 8enienge8.In dealing wieli the failure of the .witerb to'
agiee with its subject in number and person, many of the reports
emphasize developing the ide4 of agreement in number, 'This is done
partly Placing on the bgard a series of sentonces from which the,
pupils draw conclusiondkas to the ute.of i8,' are, do., (Zoo, eto.
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82 .CIAMÉS FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

The'paper teas torn.
The papers were torn.
Thie bird was in the nest.
'pie birds were in tile nest.

liusi many papers are mentioned in the first sentence? WYat verb
"Ivas Wed? How many papers are mentioned in the second sentence?

What verb is used? At the end of a list of sentences some one will
see the connection of the sill& thing with the use of wasand will
state, " When speaking of one thing use was; when speaking of
more than one thing use wive." (This same method may be employed
for the use of i and are.)

,Harold is at hoTe.
t -11.11aroldipand his brothers are at home.

. My book is interesting.
My books are interesting.
George, where are you going?
Children, why are you laughing? A

e

2. .Questions and answers.----The ue of was and were is evolved in
the sakie manner. Sometimes the se tences ustbd are brought out in
ripsponse tct questions of the teacher, a " What can you tell me about
,this picture? ".That picture is pre ty." " What can you 'tell me
about these pictures? " " Those pictur s are pretty." At oth,er times
sentences taken. from the compósitions 'af. the children furnish ample
familiar material. Then the children'are 'set to looking through
theii% 'compositions to see if they have 'ilsed '18 and are incoq tly.
Those who did stand, read their sentelice,'Tind correct it.. .

3. Cards.----Instead of having the sentences writteri ori the board,
the teacher may use set of cards. Each cgrd has on it two sentences,
one using is and the other are. Zia .child is .given a card. and in .

turn asked to read it. No comments are made until perhaps a third
of the Cards occur agitin and again in the- sentences. The questions
mid reasoning thon cpntinue as above, showing how many persons
are mentioned in each case.

Teach the following rules:
Use is in speaking of one.
.Use are in speaking of more than one.
Use was in swan* of one.

we.tre In speaking of more than one.
Vse has in speakink ofone.
Use hiìve In speaking of more tlan one.

4'

5. Wit pupils too young 4.4) understand that Oita
subjects. /Iced 'Aunt verbs the tetcher uses incidental correction,
substitutii; the right form for the.. wrong... **Oftentimes the pupils
will récognize whiph farm sounds better. so that mere emphasis by, the
teacher on the wrongwad will Bugg* die right for
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VERB NOT AORMING WITH Stirtinar. 88

6. Wumt;er.---Another. Correction which normally presents itself
runs something like this: The sentence, " The rose is .pretty" has
been given. The teacher takes up the cudgel, saying, When one
spe.aks of roses does he mean one rose or more than +me? When we

use the word is do we mean one or more than one ? As roses
means more than one, and is means only one, we must get some word
that means more than one instead of is. What is that?" Thus
the attention is cent6red definitely on how many persons or things
are being considered.

7. Agreekent.--Something- of novelty appears in this -form of
correction : " Suppose the sentence ' We was here all night' had been
given in the classroom. Mary, where do you live? 86 Franklin
Street." Jennie, where do you live? 20 Hutton Street.' Very,
w01, you have a niiipber and a street, do you not?' Suppose I
wish to send a package to. Mtiry, and I put Mary's name and 20
Hutton Street on it, is it possible,. taking for granted Jennie does
not know Mary, that Mary will get the package?' No." Why
not?" Because you put some other person's number and *street with
her name." And that is just what you have done in this senience.
You have taken some other persori's riumbér and street and put it
next to Mary's name. Whatp corresponds to the number 'and, Street?'
First singular or third singular." What riumber arid street belo,ilgs

to we?". First Instead a calliv these numters +and
streets, when talking of verbs, what do we call them.?! Number

\ and person." Instead of saying "Mary" what part of the sentence
do we mean.? " The subject.' What relation does the verb always
bear to its subject ? " The verb always agrees with its subjéct in
person and number.".

8. "8-verbs."---A kihdred method of correction deals primarily with
the grammar element. The teacher begins the drive by askiag,
" What is a verb? What must eveky verb in a sentence have? " .

" Every verb in a sentence mist have a subject? " " What. parts of
speech may be wed as sajegts I Mitt do we mean when we say
that nouns are singular or plural in form t What do we mean when
we say a pronoun is in the first, second, or third person? Are verbs
singular or plural ifi form? Do verbs have persori 'I dive several
sentences using thé s-form of the verb% with singular nouns and pro-
nouns. as subjects, as She is here; Ile wap here; Jolui is late;- the
boy studies' What is the person of each of these subjects/ Why t
Are these subjects' singular or plural in .formt Why? Vilih whit
lettig; do all these verbs end I. .What name might ;'ou give to verbs
ending in s 'I " " We °KIM call them the 8-fort of verbs."'
" What is the person of the subject that goes with thi elorm of the
verb? ". The third .person is. used." . 'The teacher Points .Iiut the
tact dud/ 4Da8-is. tin exception, and the onl exceptiôn She
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84 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH. .

of.

gives several sentences in which the subject and the vérb are plural,
as " The lessons were long," " The roses are red." ".What is the
number of these subjects? What is the form of the, verb? When
do we use singular verbs? When do w9 use plum!" 'verbs? Why is
the sentefice, " We was here all night,'.' incorrect ? "

.9. Objeet8.One noticeably large group of these drills 'suggests
questions% which the téacher is to ask. In Ow reply the pupi4s are
required to use the forms under consideration. Sometimes ohjects
are used, as when die teacher places several erasers, peucils,
pictures, on the desk or about the room. One w.ay of using thesi.
by writing the word are on the board, and then having the children
tell' something about the objects and. are. Care is taken to.see
the are is spoken distinctly. It may* 1)6 also that a child .at. n time
picks .up an article,. saying, " This ced is pretty." " Thi book is
huge." " This doll is pretty:" With the articles scattered. about
the room the teacher may -ask a series of questions as to their loca-
tion, as " Where is the eraser? " " Where are the flowers? "
" Wherit is tlie dictionary? r Sifigle objects are sometimes used first,
with others added later for drill on the plural. Agaili the teacher
has a box. Ih this is placed first, lk us say, a ball. " What is in the
box? " Next. a ring is added. " What are in the box nifty ? "

10. Actions.*Two or more children standing in- front..of the c;lass

.furnish material for drill. " What- is Mary doing? What are tile
children. doing? What are-. all of you doing?" All rise' quikly as
they answer, " We are standing." A like repetition is uséd in sleating
them again: Furthermore, the teacher may use a set of questions on
the homes of the pupils. ".Does Floya have to .go in °this direction
when he goes h6rne? " " No; he doesn't have..to go east to get home."0
The activities of some preyious time are lik6wise used. " Zelig, what
were you doing yesterday ? " " Who. else was playing marbles? " An
exercise which is not only interesting but -.friiitful of drill comes
when the teachers ask' such questions .as What is done to things by
the gs.vind? "A tree is shakenrtree.s ar8 shaken." "A house is blown
down ; houses are blown down." " W.hat was done tobthings on a, very
cold day? " . " Imagine diat in the night 'some hungiy rats crept into
the pantry. What was 'clone to the different things there?"

11..,Are.---Write the word .itre prominently on the board, Place
befóre. it .a.plural subject, as the boO, ahd after. it -a -phtasé, in the

;:tioOfit. .111.tvg the class 'read it individually mid in concert. .Sée that
the are is". spkeri..distinctly..- the subject and the :phrase and
subitittite new inibjects and new kdings. Have many of these sub-

! jects. ady in yolirinotes so that ripid drill-can be given.
PlOral shalt something about Ònè person

r.14 Y,Ou' .rn# tell me the: sdioè thir4 464- tore than one.,.
playing." " " Thei re playing." 4/4k:
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VERB NOT AGREEING WITH SUBJECT. 35

13. Doesn't.Name five things your mother doesn't do; your
fat ber; brother; a squirrel; a robin; a kitten.

14. ()um desiring positions.-7-First place on the board a long list
of nouns in both singular and plural, more plurals preferably. Tell
die 'children that these nouns are at present out of work and desire
positions in sentences. If combined with the right verb 'they are
satisfied and pleased, but if combined with the wrong one they will
leave at once with great satisfaction. Then the ,children rapidly
make sentences using is and are. Ask occasionally why is or are
va- used, Have the class tell rapidly which words in the list stand
for one, which for more than o-rie.

13. Paradigms. Drill on paradigms as

Presrnt tense. Past trnsc.
I come. We come. , I came. We came.
You come. You come. You came. You came.

i tense.
Ile comes. 'they come. He came. They came.

Future Present perfect,
I shall come. We shall ,e()I-ne. I have come. We have come. è

You will come. You will come. You have come. You have come.
. He will come. You will come. He has come. They have come.

From these the pupils form many sentences.

b. There was
were

number? does.a re
Is

I am. I was. We are.
you are. You were. They are.
Ile is. Ile.- was. We were.
She is. She was. They were.
It is. It was.

d I do. I do not. I don't. Do I not?
He does. He does not. He doesn't. Does he not?
She does. She does not. $he doesn't. Does she not?
We do. We do not. We don't. Do we not?
You do. You do not. 'You don't. Do you not?

They do. They do not. They don't: Do they not?
Don't I? Don't we?
Doesn't he? Don't you?
Doesn't she? Don't they?

Pupils repeat these drills until they feel that an incorrect form
sounds wrong.

16. Don't v. doesiet.The chief method c:f correcting don't for
doesn't is supplying the contracted form, expanding it to the full ex-
pression. The cprrect contraction of doesn't is explained. If the
pupil is forced to say hi! does not every time he says he don't, he will
soon overcome his habit.

17. The" wwwere" column8.A. device which adds interest and
keeps the pupils 'dive to errors consists in planning on die board a

ido.

.1
don't.

c.

d

.

t es
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Is
e teacher suggests a make-believe /3arq. Firii the children tell

86 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

column "labeled " waswere." If a pupil uses the verb incorrectly,
any pupil in the class recognizing the fact raises hi§ hand, and at a
nod from the teacher corrects thie error. The name of the child
making the mistake is put on the board in the " waswere" column
and left there until the close of school on Friday, when all names are
erased. Pupils have the privilege of correcting the teacher and of
placing his name cm the botird if he makes a mistake. While this
seldom happens, yet it removes any resentment a pupil may have in
being corrected by a classmate.

Chapter VII.

CONFUSION OF PRESENT AND PAST TENSE.

L RHYMES.

1. Jimmy Grgy.By repeating this nonsense rhyme, emphasizing
ran each time, the children drill upon the past form:

4

Onee upon a rainy day
Naughty liftle Jimmie Gray
Lost his hat luid ran away
Ran away, ran away,
Lost his hat and ran away.

II. DRAMATI2ATION.

1. :The Lion in the P'ore8t.A simple dramatization dubs one pupil
a lion in the forest. Other children go for a walk in this forest. On
seeing the lion they turn and run. Each child then tells what he
did whi3.n he saw the lion.

-2. Other Play1et8.----The children may reproduce such stories as
that of the Apt and the Grasshopper, the. Three Bears, or Chicken
Little. (After the stories have beep acted, Nave the children tell
what 'they did.) In the .story-telhng itsélf there must be a thought-
ful use of the word." said."

7.

III. GAMES.

1. The Party. After the pupils have heard that
October gave a party,'
The leaves 'by hundreds came,

how they Sm'es I came hi a carriage, !tn autoniobile, on the
:

street
tars, on hoiseback, by train. Then if it is a birth(14 party, the

upils play iass.by some pupil's de;ik, leaving various articles. *The
recipient ka, "Who gave me this? ." I. ga...you.tis book," pr,(?
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PRESENT AND PAST TENSES CONFUSED. 37

gave it to you."' Much interest and merriment may be devel.-
, Atid the, giving of such presents may be safely encouraged;

2. "epell-down" Games.(a) Give the past tense.. After several
verbs have .been 'studied the class phooses sides. The first puPil on
side 1 begins with I come. The first pupil on side 2 responds I came,
coritinuirl. I run, to which the seéond'pupil ori side 1 must reply
I-ran before he may give a present tense to the other side. If, how-
*ever, he fails t9 respond quickly, he passes to the other side. Swim
and dive are (1)on learned to trap the opposing side,. Encourage all
to give short koentences, but insist that they be correct.

(b) Principal parts.The tedcher has written on the board the
present forms of the irregular verbs abide, wake, be, bear, beat,
begin, etc. The first child on side A gives the principal parts of
abkle. If he can.nót give them, or gives them incorrectly, some other
child on his side (he need not be the next in order) gives them if he
can.' If, however, some child on side B gives them before anyone on
side A can, then the pupil who missed must go to the end of the
other side.

(e) Questions anwered in the same tense.A similar match is
conducted by means of a series of quegtions j)reviously prepared by
the teacher. First one side then thq other answrs to " Where does
he sleep? " " Where did he sleep? " ." What do you write every
day? " " What did you sing last Sunday? "

(d) Questions answered in the opposite tense.Sometimes the pu-
. pils prepare a iet of questions and select a leader. They ask the leader
the questions one at a time. If the question is asked in the present
tense, he is to answer in .fhe pást, andvice versa. He holds his place.
so long_ ail; he makes no mistakes. The prpil who asked his fateful
question becomes tge next leader.

(e) Tkrte.---In the " Time. Game " the leader is the quesiioner. He
palls on differént önes, always using a certain yeti) in it§ yesterday,
to-day, and to-moroow form. For instance, he asks., " What did you
give yesterday,. John? What do you give to-day? . What shall you
give to-morrow? " If the student called on anèwers correctly; he

r. becomes the questioner and takes up another troublesome word like
come, say, run..

3. Games with eards.---(á) Verb families.--Cards ax9--used very
effectively in the games. One teacher recommends using a set of
them.to 1e likeplaysed "Authors." Eách book consists of four cards,
all bearing the saine number,' three of .which have one of tho prinCipal
parts of ap irregular verb. on them, the 'fourth having all three
pirts. One book would consist of " sing, Bang, sung." Theré are *
hundred or more of these 'books. The circle from them arò mixed.
and passed to .the pupils who, call .for the parts of ,the verb needed
:to Pomplete .,1
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88 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

(6) The teacher has a set of cards containing different forms of
various verbs as, see, go, give, sees, gone, went, saw, goes, seen, gave,
"given. The pupils in a row stand. The teacher flashes one of the
cards at a time. The child whóse turn it is must name the verb and
give a sentence using it. If he fails, he steps out of line. The
exercisp is continued until all the pupils have had a turn. Then
those who have failed have the opportunity to return to the line.
To return, the child must name three words and give correct sentences
for them.

(c) Another teacher prepares a set of cards mith verb forms corn-

.. monly misused. She then places these cards on the ledge at the side
of the room, arid tells the children 'that in this game Class I works
against Cigss II, the object being to see who can not accuninlate
any cárds in the front ledge before the class. If a child in Class _II
says I 8ern, some one, teacher or pupil, places the card "1 "
before Class IL If a child in Class I says I done,'- some one places
the card " I. did " before Class- I. The game doses each week. It
goes without saying that duplicate cards are necessary, as Classes I
and II. may inake the same error, perhaps, many times.

4. " When."Six or seven pupils may play the gaine of " When."
One of-them is elected as " When," another asks questions, _and the
rest answer. The quesOon asked may be, " When did you get
your bicycle? " " Mother gave it to me yesterday." If the answer
is given incorrectly, " When " asks the question, when? If some one
else in the game asks it first, he takes " When's " place.

5. Climbing t4 Ladder. In' climbing the ladder the present and
past forms of verbs .are written on the board. Beginning with the
lowest word, each child makes a sentence, climbing witir each word
until be makes a mistake.

6. Santa Clat49.One child is the questioner and asks of different
members of the class, they in turn answering with a complete s'en
tence, ,` What did Santa Claus give you last Chaistmast" The ques-
tioner repeats the answer that is given him, supplying the speaker's
name instead of me. When he fails to quote exactly he must .thke
his seat, while another takes his place.

7. Motery Man.--aThe children form circle. They next place
their hands behind them and close their eyes. The "tmystery man"
(the tetcher or one of the children) then places some object, such as
chalk, scissors,,eraser, in the hpds of each child. When this is done
they all open their eyes,ibut do not rook at the object. the teacher
du% asks each ,one in Will, " What did the mystery limn give your
" The mystery man gave me comes the reply, as the children
tail the objéct by touch.

8. The Rvinaiways.---To hell.) drill on 'ran Mary stands brit. front
°di her eyes el The teacher then touches a4. bi4t
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PRESENT AND PAST TENSES corruszp. 89

seven or eight children in the class. Those touched put their heads
down on the desks. Those not touched run flown the aisle and back
to their seats. When the teacher says, "Ready" Mary opens her
eyes, kind the children sit in order. Mary asks, " Did you put your
head on your desk, Teresa r Teresa answers accordingly. If she
sayA she didn't, Mary asks her why. And she answers, " tecause I
ran away." Mary continues until she locates all those who ran away.

IV. EXERCISES.

1. Aiitrice:Told Tale.---In cordei to bring out the distinction be-
tween the preient and past forms the teach& selects a short story or
paragraeph which uses the past tense of verbs.' The pupils pick out
the verllsiánd make a list of them, as (1) reached, (2) stood, (3) saw,
(4) fleisa The children use thé ver,10, telling something thai was told
in the story. These sentences theh .arel'epeated, tisint instead of the-
past tense the Present. Again fhe vgrbs are listed, as (1)
(2) stand, (3) sme8, see, (4) /lies, fly. Both lists ofwordit and sen7

tences aie written on the board, so that the children cab readily se,
how the second group of sentences changes meaning from the -first
group.

V. DRILLS..

1. Develop the simple present and past tense.
(a) What does he dol (now time). k

, (b) What did he do? (past time).
(a) He gives it to me. (b) He gave it to me

Tha come often. e They came in an auto. .
I say to him (now). I said to him.
I run every day. I ran away.

When pupils have become familiar with the principal parts of the
verbs used most frequently, the words now, yesterday, last week,
to-day are addel after each sentence given. /This simple test usually
shows them which form to use: In this way the expression denoting
time is used until the association is formed which connects the proper
verb with the time expressed.

2. Additions and changes.-v-f-(a) Bay to said. A group of responses
uses the question and answer method of apptoach. One suggestion
runs as follows: " Have a boy tell another boy that our school won
the game; then ask, What 'did you say to Tomi ' I said we won-'
the ball game.' When dict you say we won it? I. said we won It
last week.' Why did you say it to him'? ' I said it because you
asked me to and because I wanted him to know it.' What form of .

',ay have_ you used each time you Flowered? ' I have used the past
forrnSid.' What do **ou notice, about the end of that word? ' 4It
ends in d to show 'past " ..;
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40 calms FOR IMPROVING PUPILS° ENGLISH.

8. Break, broke, brokin.For little People where no, reference h
made to verbs or tenses as such the teacher writes the three words,
'break,-b.roke, broken, on the front board, and then fish for sentences
oontaining the word break. She explains that e ..sentence must be
something that happens right now. Then after giving an example
and explaining that it should refer to ;some past, she asks for
sentences using brAe. For broken she explitins it must not be used
without putting are, was, were, had, has, or a like word with it. Then,
she asks for sentences containing was broken, then had broken, are
broken. She ends by a thorough drill, with all the words. She uses
no game for this,lecause the children answer quickly without. -They
lire anxious to talk. -

4. Que8tion8 and answers.Questions with their answers are
10 recorded on the board as:

What did Mary give me yesterday?
Mary gave you flowers yesterday.

Is the time present or past? In all the sentences it is past. The
vvivabs are then underlined.

When does-your father give you your lesson?
He gives it to_me every day.

Is the time referred to present or past? The present time is re-
ferred to in these sentences. What is the difference between the two
groups of sentences ? The sentences in the first kroui refer to Past
time, 'and the sentences a the 'second group refer to present time.
The verbs have been changed to show the difference in time. The
teacher then gives:

Tenses ae the forms Cif a verb that distinguish time. The present tense of
a verb is the form that generally refers to present time. The past tense of
a verb is the form that generally refers to past time.

5. Regular verbs.---Have se tenees on the board containing regu-
lar verbs in the present time, : .

(a) I walk to same).
(b) I am walking t school.

The teacher takes u0 the sentences one at a time, asking, "What
word tells what I. do? !What word tells what I am doing? " " Then
vheti do you think t am doing either or these I " "What does
present lime mean to 17ou " " 'Now, rig* ilow." The teacher then
writes present dam oil the board under which to litit verbs in the
present time. The piipils list the onei given in the sentences. Next,
the teacher takds up the idea oi actions that are finished. " We tell
of those things as having bappened in what time? " "Of Nivhom, did
we.read this morning who is not *living now, who did things in the
put time, " The; children give Sentenceii about Franklin and write

e verbs on the board. The tê,aher underlines all the verbs ending
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PRESENT AND PAST VENUS OONFUSED. 41

in ed, and develops the fact that a it many action words end -in
ed when they mean past time. The past tense of some verbs must be
remembered as being very different from the present tense, as give,
gave, come, came.

6. ;Verb hiat.Divide the irregular verbs into groups accoding to
certain similarities which occur in their forms. These are placed on
the board, and each learned as a group.

(a) Verbs in which thee vowel in the last syllable of each changes,
such as--

begin
ri4g
¡sing f

began begun
rang rung
sang sung

(b) Verbs having prffien nd past perfect alike, such t.ts:

come r came COMP

become became become
run () ran . run

(c) Verbs having all three forms alike, such as:
burst burst burst
cast cast cast .

cost cost 0 cost

(d) Verbs which havi the 'perfect forméd by adding en to the
past, such as:4

beat
bite

beat
4 bit bitten

beaten
.

-, break broke broken

In the sentence " He give it to mè," the teacher may ask; " Is the
verb give regular ór irregular?" " What ire its principal parts V"

" How is the past formed?" " The past is formed by the internal
vowpi change of i to a."

7. To-day, ye8terday, lost week.After a vigorous study of the
principal. parts of the verbs, the principal parts may be used in sen-
tences with the words, to-day, yeaterday, or last week, as:" ffe gives
to-day. He gave yesterday. He. had even last week."

8. Historic chhracters.Sometimes the teacher Places.on the black-
board before the lesson a list of men notd in history;science, or dis-
covery; ór names of battles or familiar places. s ese are used as a
basis for sentences stating some past fact, as :." Washing& became

, the first President of the Ihíited States in 1789.'1

.Change the tense.---Sentepces in the present te
to the .past. These may. be prepared on cards, or. paragr
reader or te*tbooks. may, !xi used instead. The teacher m
paragraph while the children, Who .are piovided with pa
the verbs they notice in thé past tense.

lo., Fotimal difs418.----Liota Of :principal parta.---The forma dzins
Consist *.liaTing .the, priocipal parts' (if the firer that. give oubie
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42 GAMES FOR 11KPROVING PUPILS/ ENGLISH.
ts-

pl ced on the boird and repeated every day until the correct form
mes habitual, as itee, saw, men; write, wrote, written; do, did,

/done. Sometimes these forms are first given orally, next a subject is
added, finally the children write the forms and sentence:s.

Chapter VIII.

COMPUSION OF PAST TENSE AND PAST PARTICIPLE.

I. STORIES AND RHYMES.

1. Katy-did.--In the IsSyening before the birds and insects-went to
sleep, they had a story-telling hour. They told where they had
traveled and what they had' seen. Now when Katy-did told her
Otories she always said, " I done it.," when she should have said, "
did it." One evening a fairy bird heard her say, " I done it." The
fairy bird touched Katy-did's throat with her magic wand and
made it so small that now all she can say is oni) " Katy-did, Katy-
did; Katy-did."

Our young friend Kid Katy-iltd
May be green, but none

Ever, ever hear her say,
She done, the done.

2. Th4 Seen Family...Ale real abundance of stories deals with
the whole participle family. fibre one finds an array of blind
men and their dogs, brave men; bad men, old men, mother, 'father,
brothers, friends, cowards, the old woman in the shoe, and the
bachelor who lived by 'himself. For me-re convenience this faniily
is called " Seen " throughout, although " Done," 4'u Rung,"

" Written," or " Bisoken " would be quito as appropriates a cogno-
men, according as the case demanded.

(a) _The bad men and the good men.A story is tol4 Of the bad
man Seen, who is so bad that he dank be trusted alone, but always'
has to haye.a guard with him-. These policemen are called " Have,"
'" Has," 'and " Had." Only one of them goes about with him at a
time. -On the other hand, " Saw " is a very good man and never
needs a ¡lard to make him behave.

(6) Link Fraid Cat and her brother.--Siiange to say, this bad

an Seen next becomes a cowardly little girl, áfraisieven of her own

idow. She :wouldn't step 6ut of the house alone ot even to play
the gall:ten; so thCer par!mts had io employ tw nurses for her.

ne stayed with her all day, and the oiher sat by h r bed st
eft nurses' names were ".Have " and " Has." One f them walked

fore Seen wiienever she went. out. (The ohii make several
have aen, had seen, find has nog.) ow, Seen had
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PAST MSS AND PAST PARTICIPLE COMM.

a little brother Saw, but he was the bravest lad in the whole tountry.
He even went out and pumped a Oink _for two Indians.who came
one day in a boat. They did not hurt him a bit. Instead they gave
him some strings of beads, real Indian bads; because he was so
brave. He did not want any tiurses poking along -with him. He
would rather .be alöne, and, juid just lots of fun roaming about the
woo:As, ank fishing down at the brook. (The children make several
sentences with saw to fasten its use in their minds.) They label
the verfrforms, as they give thitm, binve or cowitrdly-r.

(e) .111rs. Seen and Mrs. Saw.--The next metamorphosis of Seen
is to a lovable mother. Mrs. Seim and Mi%s. Saw were both members
of,the family of See, but were very different in their_ &sires and
habits. Mrs.- Seen *as a lovable:woman who loved all good childien,
especially her own little ones, Have, Has, and- Had. It was a
common sight to see them in turn climb on her lap. What is more,
she never under any.ocircumstanes *eat out without taking one .of
her children with her. But Mrs..Saw was iiot so lovable. In fact,
she liked neither children nor home, and was often seen pin to the

.club or theiter alone. 'She never took Have, Has, or little Had
along, The children quickly grew to fear her, -and when she came
near they would scamper away to find their best. friend, Mrs. Seen,
who always comfórted and cheered them,

(d) The family.2-Ifi another vtirsion Saw, instead of .beiné the
unsbciable enemy of children, becomes the father, who, because he'
must go to work,' can not take the children along. In yet another
version the present form See is the mother, who is somettimes not
very stro.ng and at times(ineeds á helping hand as Shall, Will, Do, or
Did, The. past form is the father who is strong and nee'ds no help.
The past participle is the feeble gratdmother who always needs the
assistanco of Has, Hoe, Had, Am, oks Was:

(e) rite Lam aid the Hal ; or;OK See 1118 oruiehes."Stien" next
becomes a little boy, a man, or an of0. m,n. In all eases he is lame,.
so lame that he always needs eithér ti,crutch or a cane. Hp can not
walk withoùt it. Now, just as childreii do not like to wear the same
suit all the, time, so Seen does not like to xi:* the same cane all the time.
Let's see how many crutches or canes he' ma\y iise. Have, Had, Is, Was,
Had, te. '.'With some, of lais canes he. is q4i\te selfish. He will 'loth
none of tf4m. to Saw, nor will he let .$ee caiy flu, Have, oi Had.

() TheÇ i,o brotheis.--Seisn and Saw... aiC);Irotliers,' a . different
,

as brothé* can. bé. Seen .niust always have help to* do his. work
His helper0 are; :(s, Are, Mast:Were, Haye, His, HA etc.. Saw
needs no wile tp help him. iledoes his work alone. He does not can
forha .1?io1k4er's. friends; IS i11 not *Wow ilient to touch bis wpriir;
he is angry if they come ;liar. hina. If you have !harp ears, iou cat
hear thefus he's.4imliee when &lit as$een's -friends' dog* near
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44 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS/ ENGLISH:a

Those same sharp ears can also hear the fuss Seen makes if -ariyone
tries to force him do his work without a helper.

(g) Goosey-Goosey Galickr." Seen " next appears on tile board
as a goose. Trailing behind her are many little goslings, Havé, *gas,
Was, who were always with her. Saw also is drawn op the bóard,
a kander who has no children. As different words are consider6d,
such as came and come, did and done, the names of the goose and
the gander change, but the goslings remain the same. For variety
a picture of the old' Woman in the Shoe is used in place of the
goose, with children instead of goslings, and a picture of When I
was a Bachelor for the gander.

(h) The Blind, or Mr. Seen7 dog8.-1;irial13, 'Seen having -been
lame anC1 halt, now goes blind. He4 can travel the right road, o'nly
when led by.his faiihful dogs, whose names are Have, Had, and Has.
The past* form; Saw, needs no help and is led into trouble by the'
UZI man's dogs. When a pupil says, " I seen him," the teacher .com-
ments Alas, my faithful dog is gone."

3. Going, gobtg,tivne.(a) Johnny. For older pufAli the ariecdote
may have' its place. Johnny habitually used have went for Ove
gbne. The teacher thrnking to- break the habit told him to *rite"
hove gone on the board 100 times. 6 Beforikhnny had 'finis Iel the
task the teacher was called ()from the room. Later wherAe returned'
he found on the board,

*ei

e DEAR TEACHER : I have wrote my paper 150 times and have, went home.'
It

Ibb JOHNNY.
e t).

4°

In a like =Olter may seive the quotation, " I neirter made a mist-

taka in gramniai in my life, becatise just as soon' hi I done it I
en it." 0.

(b) Gor Little Booklet.Similar to this is the little poem, said
to have been written in, pne of Bill Rye's books. Oneleacher spb-
iiiitthlg it sap: .'"Aktvdo

I.

Despite fact that it is not good pedagogy to put the wrOigsprpresWn.
!Wore the child, the writer has secured gopd repults by reeltb7 for the pupil

t

th*StanZaptIORI the well-known humorist:.

Go, little booklettigo!
And bear an honored taine$ .

TIP everyvihere that you have went # .
4 . %,.) ... ,, , Thpy'ié. glad that you have 'tame..

0 t 0 ' I
,

e f

ii Go, little tfipklet, go," is.all tbe cue that Iv necestititi to' tiiiggébt correction.. -. A

«this'4. and $ownds.(a) Ppr.liaps .here also helongs Op.jingiew
.

sfailiistiing drial..on I saw 6'4. . .I.4.
,,. .

,. ._ ..

6 "-.. I ea* Esau kissing Kate.
k..

- The fact 1$,Weeall-threb saw,..- 1 ,

. .
... ,.. For 1. saw. Esau, saw'be Me.
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PAST TENSE AND PAST PARTICIPLE CON/PilSED. 45

(b) Somewhat more pedagogical is the use of Steverison's Foreign

Lands and Longfellow's Bell of Atri. These are read' akitd, with

'emphasis on all the forms of 8eq and ring. The teacher Men allows

the children to.imagine themselves in the cherry tree, and tells them
to jump down arid be ready to answer rapidly In turn. " What

did you see wIdle you were up in the tree? " Or she asks, " Who

raiag the bell of Atri " " Why 4ad the bell rung? r " How was
it rung? " .

5. An- artie.One final set of verses remains for consideratioh.

Tjlesil are used to illustrate the correct:forms of draw.
1

Yesterslaf I drew a tree,
It waAgeasy as could bet
First I made the trunli juit so,
With the brisn.ches, high and 1qir.
Said my teacher, " Boys, do you
Know this 'tree that William drew?"
'Twas an oak,they tI1 could tell;

drawn.my tree40
4

II. DRAMATIZATION.
IMP

Seiel'al lads of imitation are used in correctiqg this erica, and
teachihg córrect habit.

1. The Verb Dol/pOne pupil represents seen, one have, one ho4,

one law. Anothe pupil is §elected to come forward to touch min or
itnd if necessary a helper. 'Like aniniated dolls, they syrk their

° mutes. The children at their'seats think of sentences, using the words
selected. Has ,and seen may be the words pointed to by *the child.

. The sentence given b¡F the children may be " He has seen a 'Hock of
geese."

2. The Rat Prince#8.Mgre Nina fide dramatization is suggested,
however, iyi the acting of the " Rat Princess " from Tilryant's ".How
to Tell Stories to- Children." Here, as the father IV comes to the
various celebrities to offer the hand of his daughter,lhe piefaces his
remarks each time by telling why he has come, thus drill on
home

8.The Go Family..=Ta fix the corfect 'forms of 0, tvio9 children
fly/fa The. first .

*s. Father
ol, store, and

e two chit6k-p

eople,tvad truant
tdenibers of

. . '6

.mo,st misused
ake dhildre

are sekcted to play the parts of parents of a large
kene shöv'vs the family at home performing assign
and all 'but two of the children leave for work, sch
market,' A neighbor mills for mother. to go shopping.
dren are left to answer the questions im by
officer, friends, and peighbors as to 'where tiv diere
the family have gone. .

4. The SentkelspSince fiseen nd done ate the tiv,

trf thee,e form, another teacher selects two wide-
1 s' I
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naming one Seen and the other Done. Whenever these words are
used incorrectly these children simply stand, not saying a word. The
culprit then corrects his own mistake.

III. GAMES.
.41

In turning now to the use* of games,,one finds a number of sug-
gestions of wider significance than mere application to past tense
and past :participle, which have been preyiously discussed under

. general methods. Thus, here are found the telephone game, numer-
ous forms of thE; old spelling match, those in which sides are chosen
by using a troublesome verb in' a sentgnce, those in which sides
banter back and forth questions and answers, intorrect arid correct
form sentences first with past tense, next with past participle and
principal parts Cof verbs'.

1. Choo8e.--(a) A game on,the order of a spelling match, but
applicable chiefly to verb forms, has not yet been mentioned. In it
the teacher gives out the following groups of words one by one:
A bubbler
A potato.
A bean bag.
A horn.

s

A tulip.
A whistle.
A ball.
A seedling.

A riddle.
A wagon.
A flag.
An answer.

The pupil ,whose turn it is should reply instantly, choosing the
most fitting answer froin the following sentences. It is a miss to
hesitate or to iise a sentence' which is not applicable.
I grew it.
I drew it.

I threw it.
I blew it.

I flew it.
I knew it.

(b) A similar game may be made, usthg the following sentences:
I saw it
I chose it.
I broke it.
I worg It

I gave it.
I took It.
I bit it.
I swung it.

dB

OS

I did it. Ns

wrotelt.
I tore it.
I. ate it

I sang It.
I hid it.

shook it,.
rang it.

2. the Sight8 We've Seen."Practically all the other games
are built upón the action in the wórd on Which the drill is to be
concentrated. Although these may at times be adaptalle to other.
words, the discussion natarally falls under the verb most adaptable:
to it.

*. (a) The teacher's desk is covered with various articles. The chill.'
dren march slowly Past the desk back to their ieats. Different .

.0hildren stand 4aild fell -what they saw, as " I saw a box," ' I saw at .

book," .".I saw fivi pencils.',' The child who naziles the longest list
wins the game: Care shoulate taken that, despite the drill, onSadot

,the game .el.eindilto predominate *snot* to make the exerase quitiu
interesting. and keep it frozp being a ifièntal. bugbear. Sometimes

o

the ;11041,1 -alit told to, hake bile think 'in the ,boo
e..,.
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kAST TENSE AND PAST PARTICIPLE CONTUSED. 47

case. Each later reports his find. Perhaps greater inteiest is main-
tained if imagination is allowed to enter in. The teacher tells the
pupils to play they are going to a toyshop, which has around the
room rows of shelves on which are displayed the pretended toys.
When the pupils return to their seats, after a march, they tell what
they saw. Boys may take one side; girls the other. Every child
is called upon to tell five things he saw. " I went to the toyshop. I
saw dolls, I saw drums, I saw balloons, I saw kites;II iaw whistles."
Later these items are enlarged into more detailed sentences, as " I
saw a doll with a pink dress.' All those who Vo this quickly and
correctly stand in a row. The side having the largest number when
the game 'ends wins.

(b) Another quite popular game is that, previously described, of
going to the circus. After the imágination has filled in all the
necessary details of the trip, tents, side shows, etc., the Pupils tell
what they saw at the circus. The same plan holds true for the
pdpils wba go. to the farm or the woods instead of the circus. Some-
times, to increase the sense of the difficulty overcome, thE; enumera-
tion becomes cumulative. The fir.st child says, " I saw a bear."
The seçond child says, " I saw a bear, I saw a lion, and I* saw a
tiger."

(c) Another cumulative game is' Played by having one child point
to an object, saying its name, as " Clock." A second child says, " I
saw a clock," arid points to.-it, then tó another object. The third
child continues, " I saw a clock, I saw a chair," as he points tt) a
third object.

(d) The teadier, dividing the room into two éTival divisions, says,
"We äre going to take a journey. Each one may go where he
likes, and when he returns he may tell me -What he saw." Children
close their eyes and think a minute. " Now our journey is over,-
and we'are at home again." The children open their eyes and are
ready to tell what they saw. The teacher 'chooses first one from one
division, then one from the other .division to tell what he saw.
Each child called upon tells where he went and five things he saw,
as " I went to the beach-. I saw boats, I saw fisherman, I saw the
wharf, I saw the waves, I ,saw crabs." 'The teacher may ask them
what they saw at the cfrcus. Such a game, it is évident, is closely
related to the games of travel preyiously discussed.

(g) . The children pretend they..are in some country which the*
have studied about in geography, suçh asSwitzerland, where Seamy
nette, the little Swiss girl, lives. Each oii ielis what he 'saw.

.

.

'(f) .A list of winds on the board is concealed from view. e
the pupils Are allOved to .look at the words a moniept,.after :which

..they are .again'coviired.r, The children' then. ties. .43,411,.n

most viordsieen.
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et.

3. Newcoturs.(a) The game starts with the story of a prince
froin a far-off country who is coming to -visit the class. Each
pupil mity ask him a question. One child then is chosen as the
prince; the others ask about his coming, " Who came with you?"
`,` , When did you come ? " " Did you conics Jar? " " How did you
corn(*) I "

(b) Several children e to the store in one corner of the room.
The busy storekeeper tries to find out who came first. " When did
you conie " After having decided the order in. which they came
he asks what they came for. He then wraps the articles and asks,

. " Who came for tea ? " " Who has come for sugar r"
(c) One child acting as Mother Goose leaves the room. Other

children choose which Mother Goose character each will represent,
e. g., Humpty-Dumpty, or Mistress Mary. Mother Goose on return-
ing is greeted by a chorus of " For whom have you come?" " I have
come for Mistress Mary." Mistress Mary goes to the front of the
ròom. Again the chorus, " For whom have you come? " and again
t6 selection until all are taken.

4. Bell ringer8.(a) Naturally, the games on the verb ring
center about the ringing of a bell. Sometimes this is hidden in a
pipil's desk while all the %pupils keep theill) hands in° their desks.
It is softly tinkked to help the guessèr loote it ai he asks " Did you
rfng the bell, Joseph? " Sometimes several children ring the bell
during the guesser's absence. He endeavors to guess the four or five

who did the ringing.
5. Runawa0.---(a) The teacher chooses three or four children to

run a race. These children decide what the different parts of the
room will represent. At a signal given by the class, " Ready, one,
two, threerunl " the children run to the places they have decided
upon. The class then asks, " Where did you run, Alice? " " I ran
to a fire." Where did you run, Tom? " " I ran to the store."

W. EXERCISES.

Conversations and exercises, accompanied as far as possible by per-
forming the acts mentioned, furnish the greatest drill on the different
forms of the verb and their correct use.

1. Whitt did you do?---On the board is placed a list of verbs, as

see, write, rin4, break, come, Using these words, various chit.
dren make sentence's asking other children to do these things : " John,
writ* your name." " Mary, run to the window." " James, ring the
bell" When they have performed their tasks they stand in a row in

front of ,the room and tell what they did. " I broke a stick; " I
wrOté my name."

,

The teacher then asks them to tell% what it, is they
*' ave. done. $he niay next ask some puia at his seat *hat John
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"He wróte his name." " How do you know he did? " " I saw him
write it." With older pupils
"Henry had written hi .94104013...baore
gone home before hisAiikk cám

2: See.For convenienée the

two actions may be involved; ass

he wet, home." " John had

verbs are simply listed,:
(a) Teacher and class go on ia field trip. 'On returning to school

the teadher questions the class as to what they saw.
(b) Severál children run to the window and then tell what they

saw, asking also, " Have you ever seen it?"
(a) One child walks along the back of the:room, noticing as. he

does so such .objects as blackboard, chulk, eraers. With his bick
turned sb he .can not see the back of the room, he tells all he saw.

(d) A group of objects is :arranged on the desk. A child is choseii

to rim to the desk and take one article. " Who saw :what Mary
took ? " " I saw her take a pencil."

(e) With objects on the desk, pupils pass by and -tell Whit they
saw-&-not seen, not sorra.

(f) Afouse4-the Curiosity of the pupils by placing articles on a
table behind a screen in one corner of. the room. Two children are
allowed to go to,the table. One of them raises an 'object so that it

O

can be seen by the remainder of the class. He lowers it quickly be-
hind the screen, while the7- elass responds. I The
expression I saw is thus repeated many times.

63. Db. One child raises the shade. " Who raised the shade?. "
" You *did it." Who closed the doOr? " " He did it."

4, Come.(á) Teacher beckons to some boy, saying, 'also, " Come
to me." " What did you do? " " Whát have' you done? "

(b) Teacher* sends one pupil out of mom to return immediately.
" Who has come back? "

5. Ri4.John comes to the front of the room and ring's a bell.
While he is doing it, he says, " I ring the bell," dr " I am ringing thé
bell." When he stops he mist say,-" I rang 016 bell." " I have rung
the bell." or tIle teac4ep asks, " What are you doing? " " What did
you do? " " What have you done? "

6. Go.--(a) Send one child to the hall, one to the board, one to
'another's seat " Where did John go ? " "Fliere has James gone/ "

.(b) -Have two or more children go to the same place. ..".Where
did Susie and .Mary gp?." " Where have George .and. Carl gale?

(o) Teacher Whispers to different pupils to go to plaCes in. the.
rOom... At a sigfial the children go Ao these places. while thq Cones at
theire.seats queition Where have you gone I."

-came."
actions suggested for the different
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50 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

V. DRILL

1. The klpers and the helped
and leen are placed on the bóard.

e 19 John saw a robin.
2. Helen saw a bluejay.
S. You saw a bird's nest.
4, He idw a crow.
5. The boy iiim.ft lack.

Several sentences containing saw

1. Mary has seen the book.
2. We have seen you.
S. Alice had seen the nest.
4. They have seeh robins.
5. We have seen pussy-willows.

'The children re0 the first group of sentences and locate the word
that is repeated ; salvis underlined. -Next they read the second group,
loçating the Niiord repeated there; seen is underlined. The pupil§
then look for -sbme wordAhat is used with seen and determine whether
an* such word was used with two. They. are then* led to form the
conclusion that seen is not used alone whil.e4 :saw is. This methQs1
involves then : (1) Presentation of varied senten6ts .c9ntaining past
'form and past participle; .(2) comparisons made of die difference in
use; (3) generalization developed, participle used with 'a helping
word, past tense alone; (4) a listing of helpers used in the senieneek,
with other sentences and other helpers; (5) application in the form

..ot sentences containing past tense and past participle given by -the
children.

- The idea of the helping'word, brought out strongly by the stories,
Is employed again and again with the explanation, " Some words are
never used alone but need a helper." The pupils ire set to hunting

, for .helpers in sentences. They make lists of Verbs which can and
those which can not be used. with has, have, or had. Then comes

1: drill, using these verbs in sentefibes. It is well at times to haye' these
sentences changed from the past participle to the past tense.

2. Verb forms.--" There is but one remedy for this most common
error (confusiion 'of past tense and past participle) . Teach
thoroughly the principal parts of the common .irregaar verbs. In-
sist thit they be drilled upon arid thoroughly mastered. Tip class
should be taught to find the principal Parts of unfamiliar iriegular
verbs in the dictionary, sifice they will keep .a vdictionary 'after an
English textbook has been sold.

8. -Thiews seen.---After pupils know and undArstand the why, the
next step Ai drill, and more drill. The object, of course; is to
evoke as much repetition. as Possible of the correct form. One set of
siiggestiois stile use of'whitt 'the children saw or heard u
they came to school; or went home. Perhaps the teacher may begin
by saying, "As I came to rhocil this morning I saw' a big ,automobile.

at. did you4/

see ? "
qointractorseam-Lists wordinoun, sométimes

hrases--litay e place4 on, the board, .and: from these the' childre#
rm 8e4tences.. To 'make 'the drill tiiore intetestingt, tell thigi3 they
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tres .or INCORRECT VERB, 51

are contractors who must build .setitence houses for their thoughts.
If the sentence is not grammatically correct, the houses will fall
down: One child may lay the foundation, " The fire alarm," and the
next may complete the h'ouse by saying, " Has rung just now." The
sentences thus formed are made over intó old or new houses by chang-
ing the tense from past to present, or vice versa.

At times a sentence contest is held. The teacher first gives the six
gr seven verbs, then calls on a pupil quickly, sayighg, " Verb, ran
Give a sentence using present tense," or " Verb, write thie
the past participle in a sentence."

5. Formal dri,118.Many of- the formal drills repeat over and over
the principal parts of the verbs. Tile' principal pots' are wiitten
on the board band used in several ways. The pules read the list in
c9ncert and individually. Théy prefix a pronou'hey take words
by columns. .Hiving only the present fotms before them, they drill
on the past, or the participles, anA so on.

6. Th8 up-to-date car.Throughout all the drill work the teacher
emphasizes the fact that there is no " speed limit " ing.reciting. If the
pupils -are especially interested in automobiles, she giveg them the
uotation "A habit is an action with a self-starter." She fills- in

con4arison, emphasizing the loss of time if one is required to
crank-hi$7 machine, or if he has to stop to correct his langliage.. She
asks ,theni to see how many. can drive 00 Minutes without getting out
to crank. It is surprising to observe the disgrace attached to one who
does -not drive an up-to-date car.

Chapter IX.

USkOF THE INCORRECT VERB.

CiTORIES AND RHYMES.
6

One of the- best and pleasantest ways for the children to learn cor-
rect forms in English is through the story-telling period.

le The Three Bear8.--In the Three Bears occur the
I.

statements
" Some one has been eating my soup.", " Some one has been sitting
in my chain". " Some one has been lyintrin my bed." This affords
nine times a repetition of correct forms of mucb,-abused 'verbs, lq3

ivell as emphasizing the pronunciation of " Some one has
Irokei my cbaire' and " Some one has .eaten all my souP," occur als9.
In reproducing this story, care is taken that these sentences are given
verbatim, as well as that md, _109 and other connectives, may
diminish.

2..' The Little the story of the little pig, repetition of
may and pm appears. 4. ,The little pig grew tired of living in his 9
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52 GAMES FOR IMPROVING' ENGLISH.

so he decided to gó to the woods and build himself a house. On
his way, he met a rabbit: " Good morning, pig," said the rabbit:
" Good morning rabbit," said the pig. " Where are you going this
spring morning?" asked the rabbit " I am tired of living in a pen,

a. so I am going to the woods to build myself a house," siid the pig.
" May I go with yoim? " asked the rabbit. " What can xou do t "
" See my sharp teeth i I can cut down the trees to build your house."
" You are just the one I want then ;, come along with melt" said.the
pig. The pig then met a duck and a .rooster; and the same conversa-
tion ensiled, except that the duck said, " See my broad bill. I can
carry mud with it. You will need mud to plaster your house," and
the rooster added, be your .clock to wake you up in the
morifingl" -

3. Boy Scouts.--A story of the Boy gcouts m4 arouse interest and
stimulate repetition. William and John are of the same äge and are
in the same class. William has belonged to t4e Boy Scouts, for a
year and has told John about it. John wishes to join the Boy Scouts,
but before he can do so he must be able to do certain things..

William. pan you swim V
John. No; I have never learned how.
William. Can you walk a long distance without getting tired?

- John. Yes; I can walk a long distance.
William. Can you make a fire for moiher in the morning?
Ohn. Yes; I can make a fire.

Thus the 4uestions continue. John-is determined to jOin the Boy
Scouts, bùt he must have his parents' permission. He goes hOme to
obtain it.

John. Mother, may I jöin the Boy Scouts?
Mother. Yes; you may.

obi. Father, limy I join the Boy Scouts?
Father. You may, if your mother agrees.
John then asks permission to leArn how t(i.do certain things. Dif-

ferent children in the room, after being familiarized with the story,
take the place of William and of John.,and of the mother and. the
father. . _

4. " Can I Run?" Tkeiiitcher, after emphasizing the difference-.
in meaning between can and may,, may qu.ote this rhyme:

Can I. run? Can I play?
. Both are silly things to say.
Surely one can run and play-
If he Is well and has his* way.
All folks' rights 'wit must observe,
Some folks' rules obey.
If, permission one does seek,.

. " gay It plea.ser Is what to say.
.
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5. " Mr. Aint, Miss Am Not, and Miss Are Not." From-4 maga-
zine is cut a large pictilre of a slovenly man. Thitris pasted on a
cardboard and labeled, " Mr. Aint." A pictu f a pretty girl called
" Miss Am Not " and another for " Miss Are st " an also provided.
It seems that Miss Am Not and Miss Are Not can not live in the same
room with Mr. Aint. The Pupils are asked to select which shall
live in their schoolroom. Mr. Aint is Itccordingly relegated to the
closet, whére he must live until some 'one brings him in. When a

child uses aint he must take Miss Am- Not and Miss Are Not down
and bring in Mr. Aint, who stays until the correct expression has been

used a required number of times.
6. Some rhymes.In the courses of study of the schools of Decatur,

II; the' following rhyme- is- offered :

.41., fat little. boy who said ain't
Fell into a big can of paint,
And when lie got out
He said with a shout,

8' I'll say isn't, and aren't, not ain'i."

oat

411.

1 '

4r

When children have learned the uses of will and shall ,and have
perhaps heard the rhyme : A

When I or we desire to ask
Of things that are or may be,
We summon shall and bid it lead
Our question on its journey. J.

They may _appreciate the story of the Frenchman who, because he
cried when drowning " I will drown, nobody dial] save me," was
allowed to drown.

H. DRAMATIZATIONS.

7. The trinds.rOrill on shall and will is afforded through drama-
tization.

Five children may itepresent the cold north wind, five the east
wind, five the warm summer south wind, and five the wegt wind, while
other children represent flowers of different seasons of the year, as
violet, daisy and goldenrod.

East Wind. Shall I come now, Violets
Violet: Yes ; and bring your warm sprifig mins.

The east wind blows and the five children softly pass the violet.
South Wind. Shall I come now, Daisy I
Daisy. Yes; yob may come now and bring warm weather.

The south wind passes the daisy very, very quietly.
West $hall I come now, Goldenrod?
Goklenrod. Yés; you may come and bring Jack Frost.

\
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54 GA ?OR namovnvy PUPILS ENGLISH.

The west wind with huffing and puffing passes by.
North Wind. Shall I come now, Flowers?
All Flowers. Yes; you may cgme and scatter our seeds about.

The north wind passes noisily by, and the children scatter to their
seata.

2. The Four Musicians of Bremen.---The Four Musicians of Bre-
men are interesting actors. Four children may take the pup of the
cat, the -dog, the donkey, and the rooster, respectively. The other
children may be the audience, and when one of the actors ekes a
mistake the chilefirst detecting it ittay take his place.

Dog. What shill you do?
Cat. I shall lie on the rug by the fire. What shall you do?
Dog.. I-shall lie by the tree. What did you do I
Cat. I lay on the rug. What. 4id you do?
Dog. I lay' by the fire.
(The rooster and the donkey ctlry on a similar conversation. The

_whole story mitr be worked out in this way.>
3. Mother Godse's vizigtor..

erbod morning, Mother Cfoose, I have come to see you and
your children.

Mother Goose. Come right in, I'm glad to see you, but my cljildren
are not all at home. .

John. I am .very ?zirry, fair I love them all. I hope 139y Blue#1
here.

Mother Goos, No, he js not. He is still lying under the *haystack
fast asleep. \ t.

John. Does belie there all the time/
Mother Goose. He has lain there many years.
John. Aie Jack and Jill away, too?
Mother Goose. go; they are lying in bed.
JAIL-, Lying in bed ! Oh, yes; I reinember. They tumbled down

after they had run up the hill, didn't. they?
Mother Goose. Yet and cracked their crowns,--poor things.
John. I am sure I shall end Jack Horner here.

. Mother Goose. Yes; he still sits in the corner.
.John. And Ilo-Peep, where i she? ./

Mother Góose. Always hunting her sheep.
John. Look, Mother goose, I see .a mouse !

A fothe Goose. Yes; he .belongs to the family.
Thé:obe that ran tip-the clock?

Mother. GOot.se. The véry Ome.
John. Mother Goos.e., mi?.st ¡ci ho*te. have enjoyed my visit;

.

good-by.
Mothe r Qom. Good-by. 091129 agaixt.
John. Yes thank You.
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USE OF INCORRECT VERB: 55

. III. GAMES. .

1. Supply th Missing . LinkAfter the difference beOgeen lie
and ky, sit and sat, let and leave, and shal1 and will have been
taught, a game drilling upon all these adds interest -and 'helps to
gain results. Four kroups ofshort sentences are placed on the board
with the samé number of sentences in each group. The blanks- in
Sentences in. group 1 require either lie or- ky; group 2, tit or sat;
group 3, let or leave; group 4, .19hail pr will. The class looks at the
sentences; then, one pupil froni each row goes quickly to the board
and fills the blanits for his row. The mistakes are then discussed,
and the reasons reviewed*.

2. May I Have Your Penci2PA game which provides .repetition
of the use of may and I have no sends a group of four or five chil-
dren to the .front of the room where, each selects some article. A
leader stands -before them. The children show the articles very
qiiickly, then place them behind their baCks.. The leader asks, " May
I take your bell. Alice? " " I have no. bell, .Mary." " May I have
your. pencil, James ? " " Yes; you may take my pencil."' This is
continued until the leader has collected all-the articles.

3. Can and .Afay.----ia) One child stands before the class. He
holds up before. them a piece of crayon and a music reader. He

,fisks different children questions, as " Can you clyawit" " Can you
sing a song?" The first child answers, ." Yes; if I may have the
crayon." The second, " Yes; if I may haie the music reader."

(b) Rose goes to Freda, who asks, " Wher9 kre yoù ¡going, Rose
Rose replies, ",I am going to Boston:" " May I. go? " " Yes; yOu
may go." Freda then goes to another child, who asks.the same ques-
stion.

.

Freda replies by saying, " I am going to New York." The
*question, " May I go? " is repeated; and the game continued.

(c) A leader is chosen. The class 'questions the leader, who must
answer with a sisntence using can or may. When the leader gives an
incorrect answer, he goes to his seat 'ind another is chosen in his
place. -

(d) First Pupil goes. to the .hall; the second acts as doorkeeper.
To the first pupil's kfiock the doorkeeper replies, " What do you
wish?" The answer is, " I wish to come in. May II" The door-,
keeptkr repeats the request to the claw. If the question is correaly
given, the class responds, "Yes; 'you may &woe in"; if not, No;
you may \not."

Iv. EXERCISES.

As with the mimes, so with the exercises; almost all of them d4
with specific illustrfitions rather than general suggestions.. Tlse
1at4r are limited to quite broad m'ethods, such a# illustratin the
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56 GAMES FOR IMPROVIkTO PUPILS/ ENGLISH.
.

cor t form, using sentences v'th blanks, conversational develop-
m s t, corrections, incidental. by sound, all -of which have been,
previously considered. The one idea chiefly applicable tò this group

that the meaning of t ese words be made absolutely dlear and then
drilled upon until it is amiliar. Throughout practically this whrile
group meaning is the eynote.

1.. The Bound B ---4)ne boy chooses a second boy; the second
cheoses, a third; the thIrd a fouyth. The first boy bounces a ba.11;

turning to the second boy he says; "John, e you bounce a ball?"
John answers, " Yes, om, I can bounce a ." Tom, " Then you
may bounce the ball." John then. turns to e third boy and asks
thé same tpiestion. .estions and answers must be the ame each
time.
. 2; Cotite, Write on the Boats. .'Léna.. stands in the front of the
MOM She-.. says, 0." come, write on the. board, Lucille." Lucille)
stawis and says, " Shell I come now? " Lena answers, " Yes; yo
may come now.". Lucille performs the *la, anct then calls' upon
another child to ròad or recite a poem, mceivirig and giving the same
answer and Reply.

ft. Getting You Have.Ruby is ent to the closet to get a

book. " ',),hat did you dot " asks the teache.r. "I got a book."
"Who la§ it nowt " " I -have- it." -"Then what is the differnce
tween got and have?" l this =inner is developed the 'fact that
got is used to describe the act of obtaining and have the poAsession
of a thing. _The 'teacher gives two marbles to Ruth, saying." You
rimy plice one in Robert's hand and one in his pocket. Robisrt tell
me 'where you have the marbles." Next she has a row of pupils
come to the desk and choose aíi object from it. The children then
stand in front of the class and say, " I have a peiicil." " I hfive an
eraser." "I have a. book." Pupils in their seats question eac4 other;
asking, "'What does Margie have? " Then the children /Put the
objects back on the table, Eipd again eaph tells 'what he had.

4. Lay. it Doon and Let Lie.-Much the same miithod plustrates
8it, 8et. " Josephi i

i. ay your book on the table. Where is
it lying? Who laid it theri. Why did you lay it thetei What
position has the book? Wha bas.' Josephine done I " teacher
returns the- book to Josephin asking for a isipetition /of the act.
" What is José:phire doing novil Two or three achair0 are placed
together, gild }Lamy_ is sent to lie down on them. s' ilar set of
questions asked concerning et eaning of lie and lay. From these

,

answòrs the meaning .of lie and is determited.
O. Si and "sat,PIn develop die distinction beftvepn sit and

eat a , book, 'or° chair The- teacher 'a in qùestions,
" What, did Raymond do/ What did you mean by set I Where is the .

air now Why use the sit/word How long has Put chair been4
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tircomixer USE or MOOD. . 57

there? " Raymond then sits down in the chair, and the questions
ooncerning his action continue.- The children in one row exchange
%its with those in another and tell where they are sitting. Mary
takes nine piniand sets them in a row. From the constant quilt,,;,_
in case after case, the differences between the words and their uses
become apparent.

6. Shaa and Wil.---For drill 10,01za1 and will, small *mounte4
pictures, or objectb, or.cards, are used. These represent either in
picture or in writing an apNe, cherry, lemon, orange, basket, penzy,
and so on. If .cards or pictures are used, shuffle and let pupils
draw. If objects, put them into a large tos and have the pupils
close their eyes while drawing. As each pupil draws the teséhár
asks, "Jobn, what did you 'draw " John, " I drew an orange."
Teacher, " What shall you do with your orange? " John, "I' shall
make Come orangeade /aid give you all a drink of it." -,

Chapter X.
INCORRECT USE OF MOOD.

Opinions regarding the teaching of the use of the subjunctive m9od
vary. To-day few uses of the subjunctive exist as anything more
than a historidal remnant of past elegahce. Except as introductory
to yerb work in-foreign languages little is done with the subjunctive.
Probably ni4iy who study the subjunctive will find in' later days
that " If I was sure" and " I wish there was swimming" will have
become syntactically possible through enlargement of the fun"ction of
the verb was.

I. GAMES.

The games are all very similar, practically all of
form of the wish game with only slight variationá.
most of these is this:

1. If Wishes weie Homes, Beggars would R
is supplied with these words:
king
Ufrd
dog
robin

lo
raindrop, 6
but,terfly
apple tree
inuaielan.

goldflih
silkworm
prince or
pert*
elephant
fafry

lilionaire
ator.

alligator

star
Santa Claus
clock
artist
sunbeam
author

em being a
e basis for

\,

set of cards
..110

ye.

horse
tiger
cricket
kitten
farmer
mouse
-bee
star
slow flake
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5g. GAMES FOR ¡NG PUPILS,* ENGIAISW

.3`.

passe4
.

he teaéher a mid to each ipi1, taking ont herself.:
teacher begins the game by .saying; " I -wish I were an applé*'tree,
If I were an apple tree, I wouldtgive a _big red appré to each..4ttlq
boy who passed by.r

*Each child follows in the same manner, using his myth word. Later
*pupils may vse these sentences as beginning of iinakirratiOri stotie4,

This game may be varied by putting appropriate adctivés before-
the noun, as I wish I were4in old, gnâiled, wide-spreAdi4g -appld
tree," etc. :The teacher must insist upon the correct form and éori*t
use of mand an. Refer to these as " Rules of the game."

Os 'choose partners. Pass cards to questioners. N. 1 asks, " If
you'.were av

.
what would you do r" etc. His partner re-

.

1
plies,-." If I. were a 1" ptc. *The list of words may vary

that Indian; Eskimo, flowers, spring of water, king, .knight in
Artbur' urt, are all suggested. .

2. The Fairy .Wand.--Let each pupil draw a number. The fairy
wand is given'first to pupil No. 1 who holds it up and makes a wish,
as,, . I wish I 'were a: brownie." ,

Pupil No. 2 thep asks, " If you were a brownie,what would you
do? ". Pupil No. 1 must then reply by telling. somothing he would
do, as, " If I were- a brownie. I'd slip into Santa's sleigh on Ch4st.mas
Eve and filt the stockings of eN:ery poor little girl .and boy I know."

'He then pb$Oes tho wand on to pupil No. 2, who Makes a wish as,
before. Rupi1-$o. :3 asks the' question of 'pupil Np. 22- This the,.
game pies round .the class.

3. The good fairy.ATAhér fairy *game is played as follows:
Stle4.one'chikl for the fairy, another for a bira, another for a boy,
anbtlier for a girl, another for t squiyrel. The fairy pAgefkby, and
each in tuit calls out tó her for a wish.

Boil. Oh, Good Faiiy, flear, me, giye me a wish fo-clay..
Scar.y. What do you wish for?

, '

Boy. I wish there were. swimming here.
Fairy. Behold I Them is Asswimming pool. 'behind you.

there were more little boys to swfin with you..
Girl. Oh, Good Fairy, give me a wish to-day.
Fairy. What cans I do for1/4 you?
Girl. I wish the sun were shining so Icould go and
Fairy. Behold! there is dui. sunshine. wilih..there were tikorp

. lIttlé girls to play, ypti: .*

G66d Fairy, grabt 0e a wish, too.
'.11'aity.WhO .c1.9 you *ish fort 6.;.*
Bird. I wish there ivere a few worms. here for lily little birds.

.44Roeiry.: Pehold There. are some worms on the ground for yott..
werorifiore:.
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INCORRECT USE OF MOOD.

Squirrel. Oh, Gooa Fairy, give me a 'wish.
Fairy. For what do you wi8h?

59

Squirrel: I wish there were nuts here so I could gather my-winter's
store. . . e

0.. .

O Fairy: Behold ! There ar4 the nuts. I wish there were many
more, busy squirrels like you.

Dream8.The basis for the rest of the games for training in the
correct use of mood is this :

.Teacher. Children, all sit back in your seats. Close your eyes! Go
to sleep. 'Dream that yotit are not a boy or a girl, but aie some-ani-
mator flower or-treé-.' (Waits while they dream). Wake -up! What

.did 'you dream that you were, John'?
John. I dreamed ,that I. was a fish.
Teacher. If you were a fish, what would you do?
them. If I were a fish, I Would swim.
Teachfr..

e

-Mary, what did YOu dream that you were?
Mary. I. dreamed that I was a btitterfly.
Teacher. If yoil were a butterfly, what would you do?
Mary-. If I were a butterfly4 I would fly high in the air.
Continue as long as the children are interested. If they fail to

dream of a variety of things, the,teacher may be a fairy and whisper
a name to them while they sleep.

Sentence testing.Many sentences are given to bé tested thus:
O If he were here (he is dot here) , he would help you.
If he had come (he djd net' come) , you would have seen him.
If I were sure (but I am hot); I should be happy.

O

I wish there Were swimming (but there is not) .

If thri is possible ( I assume it is), he always comes.
* .Weré MI a millionaire, I eobld not resr*ct him.

II. DRILLS.

After the uses of the subjunkve have been explained, understood,
and learned, the conjugatkon öf be, subjunctive mood, is memorized.
Then the most ess.ential thing iF drill. " The correct form should al-
oviir be heard in the schpol room, and/ in general there should be
.more drill in buildink sentences than in tearing them, down."
'Drills and exercises to fix the corred use ot mood may be made very
*terésiing, because the .4veraxe pilpil hears the incorrect/ form
offener than the corregt,. and is .so sure that hio knows. Therefore the
live telicher may h4ve many helpfu?diseussions and even' polite arb
guitents.' Even 'whim the pupil *knows the rules, he ii prone to

e co zed Oome,timts in the application. It isdrilling until the ear
is trai s d and t1i4 tongue iO the *form automaticAlly that,,counts
for most:,
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GAICES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.
1 it 24. »

e fonówing are placed on thé board and used fre-. , N.,.
$

quefi . v jp
'.T. tit

. s.

-
u aLik : ,m',tie s

, . , ! 4/ If: lite 'were.. If she were..49..
.. i ygu were. If Mary were.
46 we Pr ey were. If John were.

'

alt I

r

44 I

(b) Suppose. I were, etc.
(0) I wish I were, etc.

Chapter XL
wDOUBLE SUPERLATIVES.

I. STORY.

Tell the story of Snow White and follow it with a dialogue on this
order :

Who was Snow White? She was a princess.
Who was the queen? She was Snow White's stepmother.
Did she love Snow White. No; not at all.
Why not? Because Snow White was beautiful.
But was not the queen beautiful too? Yes; b.ut Snow White was

more beautiful than the queen.
What did the queen ask the mirror! The cnieen asked the mirror

who was the most beautiful in the kingdom.
What did the mirror tell her? It told her that she was the

most beautiful, in the kingdom, but that Snow White, who lived
*ith the Seven Little Men, was the most beautiful in the world.

Si*

II. GAMES.

In teaching the comparison of adjectives and in the subsequent
drill, actions play a very subordinate part in explanations. Conse-
quently, it seems well to consider them only in connection with
the other general exercisei.

Cokr8.----A box of crayons is pfaced on the desk. The teather calls
on Mary, who hideq her eyes, and then on Helen, who comes forward

. and selects a color. When Helen has chosen one *the class isays,
" Ready." Mary looks up, and Helen says, " GuesS what color I
chose as the moot beautiful."

Mary You think blue is the most
Heleii. No; it is not blue.
'Mary. Thai, you think.green is more beautiful than .blue.

,

. .ilekti. Yes; it is green I like best. I.
tflachgr the!' cilia on two more children, arOthe game goes on.r

is. game .might be varied by alteinating the 'colór liked best. pith
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DOUBLE SUPERLATIVE

III. EXERCISES.

61

I. Compariion of adjective8----kitowkdge of grammar not in-
volved.Gompare various objects in' the room as to color or size
and so on. Compare the height of two pupils. Which of the boys
is taller," Sam or Ted I WIlich of thesè two pictures is more beauti-ful?

WayIn the sam'e by using_ three or more objects the idea of the
superlative is developed. The children may be asked to frame a
sentence concerning one of the articles with reference to the other
two. The shortest pencil is the sharpest. If one of the pencils is
removed, the §entence becomes: The shorter is the sharper. The-
same process is.repeated with other objects and other qualities. The
yello* daisy-has the shortest stem. A clear idea *of this use may
be gained from the following descriptipn The Material used is two..
pencils, one *ith no point, the other with a broken p9int. A teacher.
says, " Let us look at thesg two pencils. What kind of a point has
this one in my left hand?' " " It has a 'bad point." " What kind
of a point has this other pencil? " ".It has a bad point, too." " Is
it the same as the other? " " No; it is worse." " Now; tell the whole.
story." " The point of the plancil in' your right hand is worse-than
the point of the pencil in your left hand." In a like manner colors
may be used . for the pupils to decide which shades are lighter or
darker than others, or which are most beautiful.

One of the steps necessary early in the teaching; though by no
means the first one, is checking up on the. earlier preparation to make
sure that the 'pupi.I fully understands what is meant by positive,
copvarative, and superlative degree. The pupil should be perfectly
sure that when only two things are compared,the comparative degree
is used; that when more than two things are, compared the superla-
five degree is used. Sometimes drawing a .stepladder with thlte
steps helps visualize the idea. 04 the first is written, -for in
stance, " on the second " More beautiful," on the third
step " Most beautiful" The thought is developed that if one stands
'on'the third step he can go no higher on that ladder, and that another.
ladder" of the same height can afford no help; as the highest point
has already beep 13.ttained. Therefore one. ladder is all that is neces-
sary. for reaching the desired place.

2., Comparison of adjective:0-i-knottákdge of .grammar imamate
(4): Comparison of .adjeotimu that ea; in --en. ,eIt..-.Wlien twp =

things are compared, as." This batec is p6ittierthan that book," most
adjectives end in. -"or; but when more than' two things are conred,.
as, " 6f boas, this is the smallest,". the adjectiyes usually
end in is added the idea. that adjpçOyes of one , .
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GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.

(b) 'Comparison of adjectives by more and mostThe pupils are
next ready to learn after many illustrations have I;eqn given of adjec-
tives ending in -er and -est that adjectives may also be compared by
using in front of them mdre or mostthat. is, by adding -words (ad-
verbs) ; the endings -er and -est are used with words of one syllable
and sometimes of two, while the words are used with longer adjec-
tives, as stronger, strongest, lighter,_ lightest, more beautiful, most
beautiful. Emphasis should be placed strongly on thelinumbet of
syllables in a word, and on the sound, as euphoriy larg4y d'étermine:i
the choice between -er and -est and the adverbs more and most. Par-
ticularly in the lower grades- should euphony play -a large part.
Here the teacher asks, " Which sounds 'better to you, This -is the
most beautifulest I have ever seen,' or ' This is the most beautiful "'?
In this respect, at least, the children's ears sbon respond readily and
rightly to the correct form. 4' L

(c) Irregular compariAons.Finally the pupils are ready. to learn
thatsome adjectives are not comPared by adding :er or -1e,st or by
using *more or most, but I)..y changing their form entirety ; good,better,
best ; bad, worse, worst. These forms must be learned. They should
be .put.upon the board, recited in chorus and individually by the

O pupils, and dsed in sentences oralboil' and written.
(d)

.

General obgervatans and directions.To correct the fault of
the double comparative, especially after the pupils

.
have

.

learned the
methods governing the co'mparison of Adjectives, oné device suggested
several times is to show the absurdity of comparing the, same word
by -two methods at the same time.. The teacher explains-thqt such
a heaping of terms is called a double comparison. Sometimes..
may also explain that such a use was at one time commodin English.
so that 'we find in Shakespeare more braver, most unkindest; but stich
expressions are not used by our writers of the present day.

(e) Reviewing and testing information.After the pupils have
been familiarized with explanations, various methods are used for re.
viewing and testing their information. Soinetirries from sentences
they are asked to pick out the si,mPle adjective and compáre it. Again,
what three degrees.. of comparison gf adjectives have tire ? What
*three ways have we of changing the positive tds' the comparative, or
superlative?, Whatikind of adjeCtives. add .é.9t to 'form the superb'-
five.? .What Part ot . the word4arker says morel. .

*1

I'Ve. DRILLS.
4

1. Li8e8.One method of drilling the pupils consists in placing I.

llst of adjectivesiíi. the'board. These the pupils are required to coin- 1:

pare quickly. A list of, adjectives irregular i their 6omparison
s be memorizqd 'and used uimtly in oral drill. The most
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CONFUSION OF ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS.'

drill naturally should fall upon the Most puzzling one. .Sometimes,
instead ofgiving the degree.of comparison, the pupils are asked to A

63

use the different forms in sentences.
2. Ladders and triangles.Sometimes for drill work the ladder

suggested under the explailation of degrees-of comparison is used;
or three triangles of increasing-sizes may sometimes be substituted.
Only one word can he balanced on the point. rWith three triangles
beföre him, the child is to point quickly to the one where the foim
he reads from a list belongs.

3. Other inetlwds.Adigctives are selected from sentences on the
board or in text books, and each one capable of coMparison is com-
pared. One report suggests that, " It gives pupils power to bave a
mental picture of a page of compared words. Most pupils learn
by being able to recall work as reference on vhiech to -build new
hingutige expressicns." Much drill finally is given in sentence build-
ing both oral and written..-

The main elements emphasized in teaching the corred use of the'
comparative and supWlative degrees are: (a) Have the pupils under-
stand the meaning of thellegrees of comparison; (b) Teach the
'pupils that it is incorrect to use doult comparatives and superla-
lives; and (e) Drill.

'Chapter XII.

CONFUSION OF AÑECTIVES AND ADVERBS.

Games, drills, and exercises on this subject should extend through
the whole school life of a pupil, for no other error is so widely made
by all clasiés. Fuithermore, the teacher should never miss an
opportunity of calling a .pupil's atte'ntion tactfully to the ificorrect
form, po that he will be alert in watching for such errors among
his -classmates.

GAMES.
s

1. Behool.Children, even good-sized ones, like to play school.
nave had good results and intere§ting lessons, when occasionally
I have turned 'the class over to*

*at
them. Selecting some child whose

language is goodlind who is sensitive to incorrect forms, I give him
a list of incorrect sentences and haxii reaa them *one at a Mae,
calling on some other child to correct thé forme.

2. Etnployrneftt ageney.--,-John stands in front of the, room and
plays he .,44teps an employment .agen9y. The other children*. ice
pepple yvhd".iivjsh to doe some work. Each child decides ohat kit
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64 GAMES FOR -reEPROVING PUPILS' )1INGLISH.

of work he Can do. When they have decided, they raise their hands
and John calls on different ones:
, John. Miry, what can you do. well?

Mam. I am a good writer, and I write well.
*John. I know a man who wants a 'good writer who can write well.
Ned, what can you do.wdl
Ne Ana a good tailop, and I can sew well.
J9 answers as before. He then" continuis calling on different

children and receiving- answers as, " I am a good cook and can cook
well." " I am a good blacksmith," etc.

3. W ell, well.Call on different pupils to describe, in three
sentences,- using weil in each satence, the dress of itny child they
choose. The other pupils guess who is being described.

4. F112 in- the blanks.--While one child fris out lof the rociin the
others select .some.adjective and also its adverbial form, assigning
these alterintely to the members of the class. The cf;11d. sent out
returns ai:crasks questions of the children in the order in which they
sits. The child questioned answers, using the word forin assigned
him, but instead of saying the word out loud he says [Oink] in its
place. If he uses the form incorrectly; the other Children raise their
hands and give a .fitting answer. The questioner continues asking
questions of different children until he guesses the adjective and
adverb. .

Alternate 8entelice8.At times the teacher, after putting a list
of adjectives_ and adverbs on the board, may divide the class into
two sides and write the names of the two divisions on the board near ..

tht list of words. Shir then calls upon the -children from the two
sides alternately to make séntences, using the words in the list
togqher With an adverb modifier in the ordl in which they are
written. Ever* tiliae. a child make.; a correct sentence the teacher
puts á mark in the space allotted to his division. At the end of the
p od the marks of each division are counted; the side haiing the

credits wins.
".4.rtiat ords."Littlé people may be brought to understand,

adjectives and adverbs better b playing artist. The teacher begins
by siying, .`6-.:,X?d us play artist .a:nd paint somelpictures, word pic-
ttires. J aliallvaint a rose'. What color shall it be "

.Chikiren... Red: ..

re0.04.- Mary, what will you' p. apaint!
Aid*

'readier: What kind oi it house!
MaryfA Ow. hguse: 4

fter having a list of noini to .which suitable . adjectives have" been
tOòhét....0xplaiiigi.:thitt:Olefie wórcbi './

continues, "Ad éc009 cousins that.
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OONFUSION OF sumenvBs AND ADVERBS. 65

often resemble them. They are called adverbs. They never paint
lovely pictures. They are always busy answering questions. See if
you know them and can tell me which one to use. The river flows
(h9w) I " "

Children. Swiftly.
Other sentences are given in whiCh the children supply the adverbs.

IL kkERCISES.
le

The use of a word in the sentence, the kind of idea it expresses,
determines ''That part of speech it is. The chief and really only
way of distinguishing between adjectives and adverbs is by their
use in the sentence. One of the fitst things to make clear, then, is
the use of the two classes of words.

1. TVhat question doe8 the word antwertThe teacher may *rite
on the board, " These appks are good," and " He is a good b6y."
After which he may .ask, " What do we find out in the first sen-
tence? "

Children. We find out that the apples are good.
Teacher. What else could we say t
Children. We know what kind of apples. thvy are.
The teacher then emphasizes' what kind, and deals with the second

sentence in the same manner, showing that it tells what kind of
boy he is.

Fr6m such a beginning she proceeds to show (1) that adjectives
or adjective modifiers answer the question what, a, The rose is ihine.
What fose? The red rose. Red is an-adjective modifying rose. (2)
That adverbs'answer tile questions where, why, how, when, at, 'The .

boy runs quickly in thii yard. Runs how ? Quickli. RUns where?
Ip the yard. Hence quickly and in the yard are adverbial módifiers.
(3) That regular adjectives as quick, slow, pretty, etc., become ad-
verbs by adding -/y. .

2. What kind- Of a -word is modified?-0Be' explanation of the
adverb is that it is something added to a verb to tell us a fat about
that yerb. thus slowly, Oklely, lightly, coldly, are _all calverbs.
Cgmbined:with a woisd of motion or state or condition,they tell us
soniething about .the 'actions: Such w9rds often end. in -4; then.
they .are eásily dittinguished. But ,soraotipaes thity have the same
font as Ile adjective or are uniquelnfi6rtiii: Ilienever one wishe0
to know"whether to .titiiiiati-adjeetiri OT an'adverb,.teuf Iket s
to ask*.whether,..the rita'tells..gOniething'about *a. notin, the time

fierflÉon òr thing,r whetheT. it .tellif 49nlethitig ibout the iSicin of.
he -yobs . 14 ii* in-faffectir.t4 form4.is,

-if abciiki.:rb; 'Mil, .4d74rbial ihoul4 be
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66 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPILS/ ENGLISH.

children ought to be able to respond quickly to " How do we recogi-
n.ize an adjective? " "An adjective always modifies a noun." In the
same way the teacher must drive horde the fad that the adverb tells
shout the verb. The sentence, " The fast horse ran rapidly,". may
illustrate, what kInd of a horse? What kind of a word is fast? Fast
is an adjective becaiise it modifies a noun. How did the horse run?
What part of speech is rapidly? How do you know ? BeCause it
tells about the verb. If the 'meaning of modifies is not clear, take a

piece of puper and tear off one eorner. " What haye I done? " " You
have torn the paper." " I have modified it. I have changed it so
it isn't now quite the same as it vas. before." .

3, Him many questions mcky an adverb awiveri.----After the nature
of adverbs has been developed, show the children thit mist of them
end in ly dnd answer one of four questions; how, tiihen, where,

°how much. Thus, in the sentence, " Run as quickly as4ou can,"
quickly is used becaiise it tells how and modifies the verb; in " my,
you wriré well," well is -used because it tells how you *rite; in
" Surely, I will," surely tells how I will. Considering the sentence,
" The rose smells sw.eetly," another teacher approaches it by asking,
" Does smells denote action ? Substitute is and read. Does it sound
correct? What is the syntax after is? Is sweetly an adjective or
adverb? Which form is heeded here? Then she explain's ',that
after such verbs as f eel; tfiste , 8ïnd, look, seem, Aurn, we should use
an adjectivé if we wish to describe the subject, an adverb if we wish
to tell the manner of the actidri expressea in the verb. Thus, " We
say, 'we feel warmly on tfiis subject when we meanIthat our feelings
are stirred up."

4. Summary of exercises.--(a) Review the lessons on the adjective
and have ple.fity of drill wor,k ozi, the selection of the,adjectives, with
the reason given why each particular word selected is an adjective.

(b) Review lesson on the adverb. Have a great deal of Orin work
on the selection of adverbs, with the reason given why eacl\fiparticular
word selected is an adverb.

(c) -Select- adjectives that are often confuse'd with 'adverbs and
show that when the word is used' to describe the-persow or thing, an
adjectivè shoubi be used; but when the word is used to show the
manner in which an actioiris performed, an advérb must be selected.

.11
DRILLS.

t
. Perhaps too inuch stress can not be placed on the uses of the adjec-

tivei and of the ildverb. A thorough drill* and understinding of
these, together with the application of a little :thought. avoids Stile
cimfusion 'betwernefi the tr.°. Over and 'over again the pupil should
kivolve the, fact that adverbs modio verbs, adjeçtive gild other ad*

(1' --verbs' 'and that tnöst words ending in 4y are adverbs.
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CONFUSTON OF ADJgCTIVES AND ADVERBS, 67

it is difficult for young children to discriminate between adjectives
and adverbs, so that Much reliance must be laid on drill in the use
of such words *as well, good, very.

1. flow shall it be doneOne form of drill to which the pupils
respond quite re/tidily consists hi having each child tell another child
in turn to perform some act, and in the telling use an adverb.

Tom. Lucy, run quickly to the door.
Luey. Certainly, I Ou Ili. (She does so.)
Lu'ry. Sarah, write a word neatly on-the board.
If the request is not made correctly, the one asked need not re-

sppnd. On the other hand, if he forgets so far as tti make a slip,
be is deprived of executing the command. Each child is allowed. his
tu'rn in giving commands and may give as many as the time, size of
classe.or prevalence ;lithe error requires." The sallie idea prevails in'
the suggestion to choose a leaciér.who may.select a group of hOpers.
The leader gives command,5 to each rhild, as, " Tom, run is quickly
is you can around the "'mom "Jenn,- walk as slowly as you can
down the aisle." Eiich child must obey unléss the leader makes a
mistake, whew inust go itó his siat and another takes his place.

2. Li48.One of the most frequent methods of drill is to have 0,

list of adjectives and adverbs in two columns:
quick
glow
neat
graciful
industrious

quickly
slowly
neatly
gracefully
inilustriously

These are used in sentences given -rapidly; the girls sometimes
making sentences frovhe adjective column, while the boys-use the
adverbs. The adverbs need not be given. Instead, the pupils are
asked to use the words in the first column to describe a person or
tiiingnext, to these same words, *add ly and use the' word to tell
how soniething wis dime: Tlieu if both the adjective and adverb,
must be *.uscki in the same sentence the pupil's ability. is tested. The
horse travels slówiy; therefore, he is a slow hörse. N .

3. How many can you triite!---kiother .drill suggested is as foi-
loWs: Each row. of pupils is given a noun.. .0ne pupils from. each
row works at the board, preferably at the back board, to avoid giv-
ing suggestiOns to those seated... At a given signal all write as many
well-chosen- adjedives as they can iu three minutés to% de.scribe.theiri
noun. No incongruous,..iriapprópriate adjective will be' cinsidered.
The lists on the boardaire .examined and discussed, and additions
aie.made. to each list from those at theit' seatÀ. The sAme
be used fore.adverhs And for phftses. It is a helpful *ay to enlarge
the pipiPs vocabulary.
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68 GIBEEs Fint IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH. 411

Here again the correct foil» is displayed and drilled upon to estab-
lish correct habits of speech.

The bov Is swift, Quick, rapid, slow.
The boy runs swiftly, quickly, rapidly, sioMy.

The pupil is also given sentences for which he must select the word,
as " The boy runequickly," and, thus creates the habit of selectiiig
the best word to express an idea or to describe an object.

4. Prove another method of drill involves testing the
pupil's knowledge. The pupils are asked to analyze sentences which
contain the two parts qf 'speech, adjectives and adverbs. They !nust
prove whether the word is an adjective or an adverb by telling which
VroM and which part of speech it modifies. After the correct form
is given, a repetition of it by several children will help to make a
lasting impression.

Ciutpter XIII.

'MISPLACED MODIFIERS.

No stories, poems, or games are suggested to vivify the training in
the correct use of modifiers. Even the actions are quite lUnited.

I. GAMES.
.

A kindred use of ...objects results when the teaciier gives to eich
child a number of buttons, varying tlie number with the children.
One of the children asks the V others in turn, " How many buttons
have you? " " I have three." " I have only two," or " just 'one."
The children march past a child at the desk, leaving a varying num-
ber of buttons. Further drill is afforded this time in response to
" How many buttons have you? " to thosb whoikave descencred to
only one or tno.

II. EXERCISES.
a

Naturally V the exercises -and explanations vary. Yet. in tilis case
there is really much less divergence of -opinion and methods than in
many of the other sections. For little people this type of error is
regarded as too technical to be entered into, except to traid the child
to artange and rearrange the. !.%; rts of the sentence until it becomes

. clear which is the best form to convey the meaning intended.
1. Sound.--$ .ixi my experience' I have had very little trouble ivith

misplaced modifiers, as the children seem to be governed by the sound,
of the sentence." V. " Such errors -ca.4 be corrected by placing the or-
rect forms Oil the: board and 'having the childro repeat them aloud
often until the ear becomes accustomed to the corrict fonts." :A. 4°4 If
tin error is made and escapes unnoticed by the childrim, it should be
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KISPLACSD MODIPLERS. 6.9

corrected by the teacher, and the forms illustrating the correct posi.-*
tion read from the board." .

2. Meaning.---(a) Do you wait wkat you said? One of the chief
points to be emphasized in dealing with misplaced modifiers is the
meaning of the sentence. The, sentenceii causing trouble should be
'analyze the meaning of each explained, the thought 'tested .to see if
it is really what the speaker intended to say.. .

One of the most advantageous times fer.corNidering an error in the
placing of a modifier is when returning or checking up ot spelling or
arithmetic pdpers or in timing s6at work. If the work is not such
that an interruption will prove sericiiis, the teacher may ask from time
to time, " How many sentensces lukve you yet . t-o write? " I have
only three more." " How "litany hate only two more problems to
solve? " " i have only two more." If this form is not giveri cor-
rectly, the teacher repeats the question and stresses the point until
the pupil sees *hich ivord is modified. The teacher may furthes
guide this woik by asking in convection with. such a sentence as " I
just have one to do," " Do you intend to emphasize have or inlet
In such eases as the sentence " I only have one wrong,". the questions
may be,I ",Is it only have or only one? " or " You only have one
wrong'? Has no' other child one wronfi "1 Hands are raised. " What
made you think that ydu were the only child .having one 'wrong V"
or " Mau-only has one wrong; then all the others are 100 per cent."
"-.No ; Jan .11as two wrong; George has three wrong. You said that
you were tlw,.tim6; one that is wrong." " I didn't mean that. I meant
that I ha4 'only pne wrong." By means of these questions the chit:
dren are led to see that by inappropriate posit* of the modifier all
ambiguous or wholly wrong meaning may be bibought to mihd. One
helpful device, here as in most other corrections, is to get the pupils
enthusiastic Covet " catching " one another. .When this specific is
fully. at work the teacher will find hetkirden much -lighter.

(b) 'What does the ttodifter tntan?--:One good method of showifig
the force bf modifier -is thai of pla:cing it in as many positions as pos-
sible in a single.séntenc&or in several similaf ones. For examplt, the
senterice to begin with is " I hive oife wrong "; to this only is to be
added wherever possible. The childreh readily give " I only have
one wrong," " I pave only. on; "wrong,'", Only I have one wrtmg,"
" I have ()fie' only wronig." The teaçher the4 asks tlie dos to
analyze the. sentknces.?and to explain the different meanings.. In.'
such sentences as " Shé. is only a and " She is an.ohly child"
the pupils will have no4ifficulty in seeing the differénce in mning.
Thé class may be led to -see that the difference also in g only said
one " (I said it, but did not write it) ; "g Only I said one" (it iwas,

and .9e else skid one)-; " I said :only one" (I -said one and. not,
.two).. -With a little.. training *tong NO line the. pupils will stion
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70" GAMEs FOR TIWPR6VES"G PUPTLS' ENGLISH, -6

136 able to distinguish quite readily shades of meaning.. Pupils
should then be given furthei drill in changing the position# of
modifiers 'Ind in showing the resulting change in meaning; they
should be required to bring to class illustrative -sentences which
they have *Ind in textbooks, readers, magazines, or papers; finally
they sliould be drilled,in writing sèntences to express different mean-
ings, explaining clearly the import ,of each sentence.

(e) Where should the modifier Rtand?--The establishment of
rule will help in determining whether the modifier has been p ced
correctly. Sonietimes the teacher develops the idea in so such
fashion as 'this: _

,

e
.

14 .

We like to have the things that belong to us somewhere net us. Y lend
your frierid a book; and, if you are fond df the book, in ( time you' ke to
tiave him return'it. Much the same ts true of words sentences; th like
to have the words that modify them nearlfy. T the principal words are
happier, and the whole sentence does its duty better.

Again
01%

The pupils are told that a modifier must be placed near the ivord whicb it
describes or limits. Then they are given many simple subjects and predicate&
such, for example, dog ran, cat ate, etc., to which they add modifiers, thoir-
ing inch case how the meaning is changed by the addition, and explaining
why they added the word just where they did.

The following exercise may serve to emp1pa4ze the importance of
the position of a modifier in a sentence. .'Write the following se4
tences and modifiérs on flit! board:

The flower is" growing :n the pot_
The little girl Is hiding behind tbo tree
The child is sick' in bed
The boy is vlaying in the park

(1) Teacher. Think of a sentvnce in which the modi '4:3* in the, po
is uied to tell which flower is growing.

Pupil8. The flower in the pot is growing.
. 'Teacher. Which flower is, growing'?

Pupil& The Bower in the °pot.
Teacher, In the pot then modifies which word?
Pupils. In the pot modifies the word " floweV
Teacher,' What important word is it near?
Pupil& It is near the word " flow
Teacher. Inclose the modifier ihe pot in parentheses and indi

eate the word which it modifies.
Pupil8. The flowei (in ,the i5ot) ié growing.
The teacher repeats the process with the other sentences, using the

phrase as a modifier of a noun.
(2) Teacher. Think of a sentence in which the modifier (in the
t) is used to, tell wbere the flower growing.
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DOUBLE NEGATIVES.

*III. DRILLS.

After -all this prepajbatory work several methods are ùsed for drill.
-1. Li Ats.----.(a) Words.1 --(1) It is well to have memorized a list of

commonly.' used words which frequently °cause trim-hie-by liing mis-
Awed, and which must be placed next to the words they modify :
Only, me________rdp_4444hrfiTst, ever, hordly,'scareely, guiM, nearly.

(2) The teidler writes the Nord just on the blackboard and tells
the childrén they are jo use that. word in answer to every Auestion.
How many books hAve you? How many flags are in this room?

I How many more problems have you tò solve? are some of the ques-
l.ons asked. .

(b) Sentences.(1) Place-on the board a listlof sentences, the
o

iheaning: of which is to be explained: He (Ally bianed me 0. He
loaned me only $5. #e only hinted it to .ine, He hinted Anly to
me. I only saw him/yesterday. I saw him only yesteisday.

Chapter XIV.

DOUBLE ÑEGATIVES.

I. POEMS AND STORIES.

Perhaps on of the first things to be done here is t4;? secure an
introduction the negative family.

1. " The I/egative Family! Let's learn all their n'ames; None,
Nobody, No0ing, and Never. Not, Neither, Nor, Nds;--Tbey
tradict so. Only .two'get along well together. Zither, Nor." The
quarrelsomciness of the family is again revealed in--

Negitives double
Cause, trouble.

a

After tliie general family trait has once been understood, all the
correction' that is necessary may be a reference to the negative family
or negatiife double.

2. A l'ttie story,that serves occasionally as a timely reminder is
thid of t ie boy, whq, on being asked for the core when he was eating
an appl1 replied, " There ain't going to be no core." " While the

ory is
after
are use
to con y

3.
Si Ho

cru e one, it ha is een very helpful at tunes. le teac
vi*ng applied the story once needs, whe.n the two negativeti
I together, only reply, " There 'ain't going to be no ciireP.

the impression and .sugge0 correction.
Hopkin8.In the same wanner can be used also the remark of .

kins, ' never do nothin' for 'nobody that don't do nothitt
613*-28-4
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for me." Sométi esm the' comment itself is rep.eated; at other times
only:" Remember Si Hopkins." This always causes, laughter, but
rerginds pupils that a double negitive has been used.

,
4 0

. II. DRAMATIZATION.

1: Polly's Mistakes.=
When Polly first cape tolkre in the city with her etrrandmother,

she mad; queer mistakes. In thetcountryi where she had lived, there
was one store' afor everything ;Pao she thought that in the city she
çould buy in ofie store everything she wanted.

After hearing the st'ory of Pblly'*s 'search fdr candy, the childr,
will :undbubtedly enjoy acting thé story. No p.ropesties are neces-
sary. The milliner, Ale florist, the grocer, the bake'', the dry goods

"' merchant, the butcher, the keppêr of the fish market, and many other
terchants may be represonted, each 'by one of the pupils. Besides
these charircters, there are Polly, arid her erandmbaker. .1

Grandniother., Polly, her% are 10 cents for yol IQ speRd just as
yoù `w¡sh..

Polly. Tharik Toga, SGrandm al e r, I had n4 .had any cancljr for a-
AVng tinp, so I shall, buy sorhe. .

Polfy tho go"es to the butcher's.
'16': Polly: I ivant ,,to fibuy some candy; please. . .1

. Butchei. I tqiven't .an.y. This isn't a calk y store. ,ft
.:I4This dialogue .is,.- 'repeated "at Rach'stoive;
kv gtandniothet withok any candy..

a

.

inally Polly returns to

.nib/. :This -is' the It gest Plactt, grandrifother. one, of* the. . .. .
stores havê 'any tandy. Oiir store at horti -always has some."

Vialutmoilter. You must have goneto the virpug stoie. None of
, the sares liOps cand¡ but the- tan.dy store. I shall go*Nalkyour now,

and we may trnd some. .

. The, two start for the candy store. *hv Poil litsi makes -her

I.

,Ordknise: .
,P.. Polly.,Have. you any lieoFice I

. .
. t Conftetionei. I ha-ve no licoAce.

Pak. Have 'you try marshnialk;wg?
. C6nfectioner. Yes, I have sonv7

'7 PoUyt.I should like 10 cents' worth.i- , . .

teN

ob.

This gives ati ,ToppoitutitS7 to 'many children' to play, for ithtiost
as many stores may be: represented as there are children. Thpse left
at their ileafi max 'be politemo. If o .of them catelles a merchant

P, uting a, double négativie; the pilkempa u ay 44 avest,' the mderchi6t;

.5

that ist send hjm ThES one maliing
the irrest may then become, the iiiefehant In this ,miumpi till tie

inai\be kept intorbsted.. The dia1que 40,4d be spoken9
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DOUBLE NEGATiVES:, 78

rapidly, for speed will prove the pitfill for the careless; hence--
teach them the necessity for speaking correctly; even when in haste,
if they wish to avoid, the arm of the law. f;)

O nI. GAMES.

L Button, Button, !lave 1' outlua Butto.0The game most often
recommended for Correcting .the double negative is a form of the
old button, button, which has piteN;iously been described in iehaptek
II. Here the pupils are asked not, " Who has the tiutton or penny
or ring?" but Have you the' button T" The responsep are usually
e` I haven't any," or ". I haven't the button, ring, or cent,'.' whichever

.is being used. The pupil.% make the motion of 'passing the object
until told by did leader to stop. Then the qiiestioner begins to guess
who holds the. Qbject. r2: Mind geading:As mistakes in using the double negatife are.'
made from tinie to time by the children, the teacher writes the correct
'form on the board. When there is a list of sevra1, a gape is played:
One child says, " I am thinking of a ientence on the 4oard." The
thildrevin the seats gue.§.4 which one it is by asking,'" Is it ' [have no
pencil ? ? " The qiiestions continue until tile sentence the child was ,
thinking of ig given.. .

3. Hav,e Y oticli Bird?The children *write ofi slips of paper the
names of birds; flowir§, or objects on their desks as the teacher sug-..
.gests. These slips are' exchanged. The teacher becomes .a guesser.
Against her, score is kepi.. Her olVect, seelningly, is to see how+ many
correct eguesiesn she can Anaké.. . She guesses,. " Haté. you a bird I a,

se fobin? a bluejay f ti' sparrovi ? a blackbird? "4. The game affords,O ,1
repetitionplenty of of "I have no--'----.."

s
LI Did You Get So7hething?--7-Many Qbjects hre placed on t1r04 table.

,..4111i Iiildikn, close thMi eyes as each take.s an Qbject. When till' tlie
3écts have' beéR taken,. the children open their .eyes.:- Ali th2se 'who,.
have objbcts, remain. standhig.. Alay,.. who his taken a pocil, sakes..
some-44r childitan.ding, " Sarah, did .3T6ii. get a pencil? ".. Her ob.:. '
ject is to guess rim Qbject vaghich Sarah doe,s not hav.e. If slit sue-.
eeds in this, she remains ariding While Sarah *lessee furthei. If.

pile 'brat, ih.e.must takë. her seat, the.. qbject6b-eing. to see how .many. . . ..
can rediain kanding: .- .. .. . ,

.

. . .
01

1: 5. th, NdqUorhood Grocery .-or ..714. Cortwr .StOreeni-Chiceln tv.::'N.' .,k. . .' s. A ' i
: whilt..án .in!aestlat .-wsonsmay res4.1t::# from ...playing 'stote..'..0,iie';''):.'
phild..:*.ptoiefFeliei..."Oth'ers Ony) Wbuy.P-..Of ;.coiiite'i ..0.0aqiiinall*:::,-:,.:..
46...stiriblf,eper is 0C-of thino;Le .A cuptiinier iiiilis ".gave. You..anyt A

, eggs tii-dayl.r i,Thb. st4ekeeper:atmipii,:;" $ot.I.hartzq any eggs's!'
14.Eavonv.
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suggestions is needed from the teacher.. Children ieadily play this,
and " I haven't" is not such d bugbear as in doing less interesting
things.

III. EXERCISES. 4

In turning now to-the
OP

explanations and exeraisfs dealing with the
double négative ope finds matters more complicated. Two main
Methods are used m teiching the avoidance of the double negative.
One of these is based on faith on the child's part; that is, he is to
believe what is told him with the prospect that some .day he may

understand. :The second includes explanations which try to Make

plain the use and gleaning of single and double negatives.
4. The use of the vegltiveor-In the first place 'the teacher én-

detrOork; to show clearly the use of the negative. To do this he writes

on the board two sentences, " I have a pencil," " I have no pencil."

Teether.. is the meaning of the first .sentence?
Pupil& It means you ()Ivy'n or possess a pencil.
Teacher. What is the meaning of the second sentence?
Pupil. You do not possess a. pencil. 4

Teacher. Does the second sentence inean the same as the first?
Pupil& No.; it means just the opposite.
Teacher:- Then we may say that the seeond sentence denies what L.

I. declared to.be true in the first. Which word did the denying?
PUpil8. Nos:

Pupil& One. *4 A.

Vedoher, Now, there is something we mustremember abotif these-
.

teven little-wordo, We can use only op'e.Ìnegotive in one ititeruent.
I ,

Tis
last statement is, written on the boaid.

eacher, yananY chilsireni
*.fr a/.

The teacher the"' .prôcevig with
e

similar sentences until ;sevèral

pegatives have beer! used. The sentences are left on the.bowd.'
Teacher. We.now have a fiumber of words which tell me whether

Ptlitng is tleue or not. Suppose Vi'Q make a list of them.
wrttes on the board as the children llime them: No, not, nevd,

nothi4g, nobody, nonerneither.
reacher. These are short 'words, -but they have, a long 'name,

They are gilled emotive& The word negative comes from an'otimy.

ward whiet mearis.to getly. Let us count thiai words. _Row many

did you find.?
Pupilq. Seven.
Teacher. How many did you find in each spntence?

O.

'Pupils. We mil use ()illy one -negaiiie* ip .a'statinient.

. y 4rile .61:ken are' then. alIgvoul .to iiaké .sinitelites- colitaWing 'the.

-negativ6.:. Here the Meaning orjf the, .nogatiye is made ;clear. ',.The.
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DOUBLE NEGATIVES. 5

make an affirmative, They are simply told not to use Iwo negative
words in the same sentence.

2: The use of the 4.gaave explained.This seCsond method uses
several types of explanation, each of which endeavors to clarify the
point.

(a) "I make the children realize that two words of the same
meaning are not only more than necessary, but are so unnecessary
that they !mike a difference in the meaning. I,take the two negatives
and place them sitle by side cm the board showfng that they are just
as wrohé when separatéd by one or more words as when they are
placed side by.side."

(b) " This comment .paves the way' for an _explanation that is
frequently made, n'aniely, Witt the expresgion .is redundant.- When
two negativek3 Are used I show that the word no.is equivalent to not
äny, then 'by writing the sente.nce on the board and hiving the
children read it, they come to see by the 'sound thát one negative
is superfluo.u.s. I .did not get not any excuse. This he is willing.to
change, to.' I didn't get any excuse.' Teach tkat one no in a sectitencé
expi'ess4 the negative, thi?refore no otheenegative is necessary."

3. ?he m.eaning4 the 8entenee.After the pupils have legrned the
effect- of the .4ouble negative, if they consciouslY observe the meaning .

of the senteke 'when one occurs,et qey- see the absiirdity and are ready
tif) say at oro: what they mean. Onk df ihe tests, then, is the meatitng.
What. (16es the serknce realiw .say? Is that what was really meant?

making it cleaeto the child that if hè hadn't no apples, the inean-
ing he had not non., the child may .come to see that not none may .

mean some. , The double negative then_corirts to mean to him a posi,.
five, after heAteally understands the:waning. The. meaning of the
sentence tnay be analyzed in some. su6 way as this: " I. didn't get no
excuse. // What does. didn't' mean ? Did not. What does tto- nieaiii I

Not. What does the s'entence as it st.ands really mean ? Whit irlean-..

ing was intended? What unnecessary word was used? To hplp jj
the iffideistanding, tbe sentenc4 is sometimes expahded, sometimes ,

contracted. It becomes " I did not get no e"ccuse. .*I didn't get n4
excuse... ididn't gd tin wieuse.. I slid get no excise." The meaning
.0 each fórm is explitined until the.-puaili ome.to. learn t1ie cwreçt'

Sometiines if the -pupil sit¡rs, niiver studied Ao..vir dg," a*,
..ing him whti.t he did.' study :wilt cam him 4i---xplain his mekinti4.-',.
On.thp .9thoriitand; this-May. be explaiñed by sityitig

'..nieantiba *la* cif words, it.vaean6y. A pie,(5 of piper:Nevithe4t-.*tiiihg
;re reset tf

no If. 01».13Iatik, paper.- is what.swasrilt, .st.udi`ed,

'What .was studied niut4 '.have .11;ten piper4with: ivritiOg or .sonie ,wOrds
that ii,.8pOis'.woMit iriOstj'hOé' er..0?11 a
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-Chapter XV.

rr.

6

CONFUSION OF PREPOSITIONS AND CONJUNCTIONS.

The recommenditions made for treating the confusion of preposi-tions and conjunctions are noticeably less nunrerous. ihaftdn. paskly,of the other:cases. Several reasons for this. paucitv 6f material sug-gest themselves. One is that, " This is a difficult' form to *correct."Another, that onlysone type sentence was given in the questenaire:anothee, that this .feature is not especially empha.sized in many.schools.

1. e loola as. if li;t11)4ere11 This is a pontmine gamelar to " What Cif' Yod Do? " and " What's Your Trade? " .0fiechild comes to the fron,t of file room And imitates some action such asrocking .8,, cradle, sowing seeds, playing horse, *etc,. The thildren atthe seats comment,*" He looks as if he were playing horse." ." Helooks as if he.were playing ball.", The child whò guessos correctlywhat isIbeint done may become the performer. (Any child who says" He-looks liko he was playing may be penalized one point ormore and not allowvd.to kerform, although le guesses correctly. If-sides are chosen, score may be kelit,.und the "-sidq making the fiwer
s errors proclaimectjte winner. This would stimulate more interestin the.gapie.)

.413
2. Comiilete my eenteAce.After the pupils have lealid that hkeratty not be folkowed by a' stateinent and that as ör oiould be, oneof them begins a sentenbe,: " He looks which a second..pupil finishes.'. Tba,..pupoil who finishes the first sentence ;Arts

- another': " It feels As if " which a, third chila finishes aildso on,
.11. =mimics.

One of the chief features to be emphasized in teaching the use
I. of tilef ¡).reposition is the difference between like and af and the

_1

A8 Mace upck the

.

correCt use of like.
1.* Difference between " tiko " and "

, boauttheifollowing unit: .*. ,

at* Jam.es Wive a. new cano,e3.
icier teaching them .to

tells them to sit 'in tho,c(anoe as he sits.
4. They tit as, he

A;(e sue,!:;:told Tour.paddiss L.:bold 1'00,1
1040. WetiOxioduái- 44.1. he *pIds: :

afttotoke.'.!: Wits.
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CONFUSION OF PREPOSITIONS AND CONJUNCTIONS. 77"

8. They stroke as he istrokes.
9. They do as he does.

Hsye the childret read these sentences aloud. Then question as
follows: e.

a

a In sentences 3 and 4 what likeneln is exprissedl

a
Via

The likeness ofepositi'm of bodies."
Through what word is likeness expressed?"
Through the-. word as:"

-6" It'sentenc6s 5 and. 6 what likeness is expressed V"
The likeness of the positiqu'f the paddles».

." Through what word is the likenesli expressed?"
" Through the word. cm."

. In sentences 7 tind what likeneis is-expressed ?'
"" The likeness cif method of stroking:"

k4 Thrpilgh what word is ihe liken'ess,expms-sed?"
. .

" Through the word af."
4 In snténce &pres.si!d"

"The likeness of action."
. " Through. whati word ?"

Ate

"Ae." I.. ,

tWhai is expressed' in each sehtencer
" Likeness." . ,

" ThrQugh wilt isrthe likeness expressed?"
. Throughlhe word a." ..

"What is' [sed each time' after as?"
" A sentence or clause."

4

4..

110

a.

O

e

IIP

Deductions: Ilse k to show relatio etween *sentences that express.
,

a likenegs. ,

(b) .rike.Place ppon the board thétoilo ing inlit: .

1. Here is a picture or Ole, the imnligrant. .
2. HU belfr 4s.like flax.,
8. His eyes are not bfaek like Pediv's.
4. They are blue like Blends's.
5 Illecheeks ire like red roses.
6. By ana by he Will wear shoes like *ours, Fred.
7. Does he come from a country like ours? .

Have the childrin mad41e seitten6efi aloud. Then question-
'follows:. s ,

wo

"`113. seigence 2 1ikengswhat is
DN, .} .

: " Thé color' öf.hair atid the &Am? li

1.' Through v,hit'liptod is 't liken* expresspdf44" ,
`. T4rougbthe,*ord 'like , * ,.,

., . . ..; #. .

k ' " In kin .what likénessoisitcp sied '1,0 ;,.,.
'" The color of 16/0 itli v

40 fle.P.,,... , 4
likeliest; is.`exprei .,iientence 51- ,
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.411

tfr

" The color of Ole'§ cheeks and red roses."
" Through what word in sedences 4 and 5 is likeness expressed?"
" Through *the Word. like."
"In s'entence 6 what is the likeness expressed? "
" The tilrtness 9f Ole's and Fr6d's shiós")."
" Through what wad? "
" Tittough
" In -sentenco \v4at* i keness is' expressed ? "
; Thi'e likeness of Oti's counrry ani1,9Ar couptry."
" 'Thugh what wotcli'

.4wke. t

" What 1 express0 in e4141 sentence? "
IN. ,Likeness. , , 4»

" ThrougL what word is ffivlkkeness expressed!"
" Thrinzgh the word ae." km

.

p " reiat,ion does like show in each of the sehtencesrY
"'The Mation of words," le t

i

"Do you find in any caséa sentriice after like?"
"No; only words." Deductiolf: 47.9p like t6 show relation between

a

-

fob

. ,

words that expres's a likeness. ikgi D " i
S.

4f ..

sht!)*. relation,
V &

betwee&Establish rules: I. A's is use4 to sentences
. ,

that express likeKss. .II. Like is tisedI show relations betweens ...

exptess
, ,

'words that likeness. In order to t. whether a.statement orrk. e 5,

a word follows, this adilce is used : (.1) È'i*ou sing as, or like,. I
do? (2) Can you sing as,,.or like, me? , iv. 0.

What follows in seVtence numbér one? S#hoilld i'M or like be usedt, ..

Why.? . .
. , of

o

- 4 t
vestabl'u2. Zhe times of like.One teIrch0 .',.the use of as, as if, or

- et .vtFious.*
a8

. .

rlfrough: instead of like bylleOhing the wt,tys in wbiclqA:e
may be used correctly, by meansclg which its 'service as a conjunctive
isweliminated. vTo do this she places ett 'the Haekbóard the iffileyving..

grbups of
?

sentence*? . a op

-

Group I. 1. I 3.1101 not
II

look ,pon Ills like
2. You do not coniiiaer my like.s and disliked.4

4.Gro0 appletv.
22 like to dance!'
°§:iThe bops ;like Aistpry.,

Vebup
.
rite like enié. :` .

.2. He falks like a crazy mán.

4. 'ihe sings'llie a 'nightingale.
as

I

'are led to 611 ivitvir;the wbrd Wee it used in
:groups, . As tljey de9Ae for -16ath, `the teact!er writes 0 er

gp. of seitOces, twp; Ditet the sOon4 kr6upf verb; over
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group, poffition. Following this she places °on the board

CONFUSION OF PREPOSITIONS AND CONJUNCTIONS. 79

such

sentences, as: " looks like he is " Do like I do."° " IIt
talks like he knew how to sail a boat." The sentences a4e.ana1vzed to

find the function of like. When it is pronounced a conjunction the
pupils are referred to the dictionary. Occasionally it is well to
have one pupil (()nsult the dictionary right in the classroom, and

tv the class just how the whrd may be used. Is it ever a

conjunction No. But in the sentence here given a conjunction is

needed, because the sentence is complex and needs a connecting

word."
3. The ronnecti1y1;nli. bct Ween two e1guse8.Somet imes the idea

of the two clauses is developed in a manner like this: " To-day I
heard a little girl say,' Helen tries to do like Iary: (This is written

on the board.) Can any pupil tell how many sentences are -in that

one sentence! Read the first one. Bead the second. What wor0
joined the t wo sentences? may use the vord /il..c in many places,

but we must never use it to join Or connect two sentences. A8 is a

conjunction and may introduce a clause: 1i/o is not a conjunction

and should be substituted for ds or (78 W."

Older pupils may learn 'that (7.3 is a conjunction intrAducing a

clause: /i/o is frequently a preposition introducing a phrase. They
(liven upon the difference between a phrase and a clause and also upon

the fact that the preposition needs an object chat is a noun or pro-

1101ln, not a dependent clause. Thus, "Ile ácted the rest did,"
is vulgar : but "He acted it,f the rest did," or " like t st," is correct.

4. Like implies re4emblance.Another means often employed is

tha of impressing the fact that Jib) intplies reseniblance. The

teacher asks, " What does he look like? " ' " Ile looks like he was

sick." " Did you ever see a sick? " What is a sick? Could you see

R sick standing before you?" The teacher .then develops the fact
thht the word like in the sentence needs to be followed by something

that is s. ick or, " Why is the word like used in this sentence?" " It is
used that we may compare." ," What kind of things may be com-

pared?" " Only like things may be compared." "Like what person

does John look? " " h does not tell." "Like,what does' it say he

looks? " It says Ile looks like he is sick." " Is he. is.sick ' a person

or a thing?" " It is neither a person nor a 'thing, but tells how he
looked, not like whom he looks." "Like, Men, i$ used to indicate
resembling or similar' to and should bt followed by the noun or pro-
noun that names the 'Orson or thiug resembled." Sometimes the pu7

pils-may be told ,that like is used, generally, when it can be followed

by torotherwisèlaa if is better English. 1

He sick."

"

report like

We
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GAMES FOR. IMPROVING Pumas' ENGLISH.

III. DRILLS: tov
" Often a child will use the incorrebt form because the correct has

never rsallS7 become part of his vocabulary."
1. Type senteme.---" Give a list of type sevitences containing fre-

quently confused forms and,drill constantly on them until this pupil*is so familiar with the correct form that the-incorrect fgrm calls
attention to itself."

Alb

Be look§ like a king.
He stands - a s2idier.
He walks u U ke might
He studiels as he should.
Do as your teach.ei; tells you.
Re looks like hislitiher. ,
He walks his father:-
He acts as if he were in.
He flings he had a cold.
He walks he wre tired.
They they wereibored.

. - libl

e

p.

41

s
46

2.. Elliptical eenterwea.---Anotheis way ot drilling upon the correct
usage .and also of supprying the correct form in elliptical ieutencesis that of having faur pupils come to the front of the room. They-are named a& if, wgref and.tlank. The teacher writes on the board,
" John looks told asks wiiich Dnes shall be Chosen to fill
"blank's" »la& .The words de then properly arránged and an- .

%other sentence is given as before.
AirB. .Looki\.(a) One child stands before the class saying, "" I Jed

Hor di) I look? " The aildren;taking.their cue from his
statement, answer., " You look as if you were going to the circus."
When their invention flags, another child is' called to "the front. He
may vary the statement IV.saying, " I feel tired; " " I feel a "aid the children shape their .anstrs, accordingly.

(b) Purther drill ts furnished by having a list of adjectives'Sn'
the board-Zkind,. happy, scUd, sliep, dusty: The children apply
these to objects in the room in- replying to the teacher's question,
" How does the kitten hi the picture " ie looks as. it.it were
sleepy." " How does the road look V .It looks as though it were
dutty." . 4

(6) If sévoial pictures in Aich the children have definite,..strong
isxpressiown.,their .are provided,. the teacher z the, atteniion

thetupilgv to their different expression's. ." does this little;
y. look?", ,, .}.1e looks its if he were Pleased." Or One pupil me);

" How does 'John look? " The second pupil replies; ," He lo9ks .

if he Were sick:" Second pupil, " How dqes John. look! "
tipili!'..ge looks wit: he were " doee ,John loaf'

so
on.itide

ter ; :
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SYNTACTICAL REDUNDAN&E,

Chapter XVI.

SYNTACTICAL REDUNDANCE.

1. STORIES.

81

Among the stories servi4eab1e in the correction of syntactical re-.
dundance are the following:

1. Boy Blve.After telling the story of Little Boy Blue, the
teache.r says to the pupils that when the people could not find Little
Boy Blue they asked, "Wbere is he? " After that, whenever the
incorrect form Where is he at? " is heard, she says, "What did
the people ask about Boy Blue? " The pupils answver "Where is
he "

2. I?ed Riding Hood.In the story of Red Riding Hood the
mother says to Little Red Riding Hood, " You must go tis) your
grandmother's cottage." Thereafter, when the expression " You've
got to go" is heard, the teacher asks, "What did Red Riding Hood's
mother say to her ?" " You must go, not yóu have got to go."

3. Simple Simon.Simple Simon when questioned as to his penny
replies, "I haven't any." When the expression "I ain't got no pen-,
cil" is heard, the teacher replies, "What did Simon tell the pie
man? "

4. Polly's MiAtake.The story of Polly's Mistake, mentioned pre-
viously, also affords drill on " I haven't any."

. II. GAMES.

1. Button, Button, Hase You the Buiton?The game of Button,
Button, or A Penny, a Penny, is commonly used to add in the cor-
mction of " I ain't got." The central feature of the game is that
some object is given to one among the many pupils. Another pupil
who doee not know who holds the objects guesses, asking, " Have you
the button! " The answers must be " I haven't it," or " I have it."

2. Shouting answers phrase4.Shouting phrases again _APpears.
After some object has been given to one pupil the guesser returns.
He ask% " Who has the eraser!" and the chorus responds, " I haven't
it," ail save the' or voice which says, " I have it." With this clue
flit guessing begiik

IL Have you a PeneillOne child acts as leader. Several o
hold small desk articles m their hands. The leader asks each o
question, alwitys trying to ask about something he hu 4ot. ; Haver
you a pencil," " No; I haven't a pencil." If atany time he asks a
chilci about the objegt he has, the leader has' faii9d, and a now op*,
takes his plus . .4

J
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82 GAMES FOR IMPROVING PUPIL:3 ENGLISH.

Bean Bags.In the midst ota bean bag or ball game the teacher
may ask frequently, "John, have you the ball ?" If the pupil answers
incorrectly, he may forfeit his place in the game.

5. How Many g1'ain8.)The class is divided into two sidews,
chila is given a certain number of beans or kernel's of corn. One
child then comes to the front of the class and tries to guess the num-
ber of beans a child on the other Si& 'has. A score is kept of the
correct nufs/jer of guesses frr each side, and the side with the orreatest
number- wins.

.6. Who IL(98 my Ball? Pass one card to earl .pupil. using as many
as desirtd for the game._

hull clock . hat candy
doll vase gloves 4ininge

. .
skates iii..cap pencil cap
appie _ box paint box purse
book dollar rubioprit watch,

The teacher ret-ains a duplicate list and begins the game by saying,
" I have lost my ball': John, have you my ball ?" John answers, No,
Miss White; I haven't your ball, but I think James has it." (Nam-
ing the Pupil behind him.)

question,The teacher then asks James the sanw to yhich he gives
the same answer: this continues until the pupil whw holds the card
bearing the w:ord ball is reached, when lie" answers, Miss
White; I have your ball." The teacher then says" William, will
you pleaae return my ball to, the box'?" (This will be place(I in a
convenient place.) When it has been returned the teacher says.%
" Thank you, William, for- returning my ball." If a Child fails to

. respond when he lio,lils Ale card, the teacher shwild take it away,.
saying,'" I ani sorry Jennie found my ball, because she did notlrefurn
it to me. We should always return things that we'. find." .

7. She Has 'to Go.To drill on She This to Go, a leader is selected
who sends a child to any .point in the rooin, as "Alice, go t9 the
Nifindow." The children in the seats ask, Where does Alice haii4 to
go?". :The &leader answers, Mice has to go to.the window." The
slime leader semis five children, unless he wokes a pistake. Then
another leaaer is.drosen.

8. TV 'awe. a-Books are. ThesePTo help pupils. 'form the 'habit of
using thou iiistea0 of those there this game i.E; suggested : One .pupil

, aves the roóro. Anoter-tomes forwird lays ..two. or mcre
idpg oft4.0ame:.kind. pn the tpacher's desk: t a given signal, tiie

:the room. . The 00.10ren..it their 'spats ask in
vincert, "Whasé''bòeiks` ar*-thoseir or, Whose pencils fire those?"
'The ansigier 'is .given in tfiis forni,. "Those' books are John's; or,
,.Those pencils aim, Mary's." if th0..ans*er ia 44 .corre.4, -the doss.
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evir.isrtAtefrirCAL REIVOTDANCE. 88

repeats the question until three gue.ins have been Inade after which a
fresh "guesser" is Chosen.

.

1

9. Stop.-7-To correct such a habit as " Louis. he " the §topping game
is played. This game is a continuous poformahce and is not played
at set time§ as other games are played.. When such an error occurs
durin* an oral recitation the class "stòps" the story .by clapping
hands. This is taken as a signal that thei child reciting has stuttered
or said "Louis, he" which is the same as saying "hë, he." The pupils
usually enjoy usirig this device, which has proved very effective.

111. EXERCISES.

1. :What did, he doiLThe use of actions is limited lariely to
A establishing the conTct form for "'Louis, fie was hurt."_ The teacher

writes. on the board or gives several commands, as, " jo,hn, open
the door." " Sam, pick up the book.", When the :children*designated
have executed the Commands, the teacher asks. "What did John
do? " "-What was °John doing? ." " What did Sift; doe?" " What
was .Sam doing? " The answer is, "John opened the door."' " Sam
picked up ,the book." Aftei such a drill the teacher continues:
" YeAerday in one 'of your written storis (or when Mary described,
the game, or "wheniver the error was made) *this sentence vasdkaren:
'John, he put up the window.' Did you say-it that vivay just now in
making statement telling what the-ge people did?" By a few ques-
tions here many .children will soon seq. the mistake and tell what is
wrong without help frorri the teacher.. Or, john may walk down
the aisle; As he does so, the teacher writes on the board: " 1. Sohn
walked down the aisle:. 2. He- walks down the aisle. 3: John, he
-walks down the aisle.". Placing before the/ child thscorrrt forits
in sentences 1 and 2 makes him feel the r tiOW as he 6x-,

presses it, 01 repeating or daulrling his s

111,

IV. DRILLS.

ft

1. Questions.For drill on omitting ee
Ç from the expression

this 'here one child takes a pencil from thé teacher's desk.* " Alice,
point out and tell which boy took my pencil," says Miss Smith.
"This boy took your pencil," replies Alice. Several children then
take pencils. Once more Miss Smith inquires of. Mary saying,
"Point out and tell which children took pencils Oeas'e, Mary." So
Mary 'responds, " These children took your pencils."

2. 11i8ouR8ion.--;Such éxpressiops qs thiir here, those Mere, are
often used by pupils.coming from illiterate envirmiinents.. In order
not to reflect on the.honres of-the pupils, the Matter must be handled
tactfully'. $ometins the discussion play be -a general 6ne dealing,
with all or almost telI ,.pako of syntactical redundance.. There ma
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84 GAMES FOR. IMPROVING PUPILS' ENGLISH.
a

he frequently discussions in class as to why such forms hare come
into our language.° The pupils are asked to make note of similar
expreisions and to bring thes$' to dam. Playground workers may
We and correct all they can outside of school.

3. Lists.Sometimes the cbildren keep a list of these errors found
in a week's work in all their classes and at the end of the week make
a class comparison. The teacher at times writes on the board such
sentences as give the pupils trouble. These sontefices aré read- aloud
again and again:- the exact meaning of each one is explained. The
geheral principle is stated and restated. In writing or talking
usé,no word that does not add something to the meaning. Use no
useless w9rds.

4. Ana/pi/I.Have the children test their sentences in this way:
" What word in your sentence is useless? Mat Word may be omitted
without taking anything away from the Is an unnecibs-
sary word used? Why is jt unnecessarYi , Reread the sentence-,
omitting the useless words. What does the sentence mean now? Is
the meaning changed Rny by omitting thee word?" In some Cases, --

howevei, die sentence with the superflugus woras is r6lly absurd. .
After such explanations, when the mistake occurs, the pupjl mak-
ing it is asked to explain the exa6t Meaning of what 11, said. S. uch.'
analysis of the sentence 'containing the tredundantiwords seldo
to show the uselessness of them. One teacher finds the ter

tiness1 words " appropriate to them. " With all such
'the teacher's criticism, Your sentence contains
produces an immediate remodeling." The
the needless ivords in sentences like the'
tionnaire: Such a list is placed o
studyreach Psentence carefu

worilii-
rors, usually

grd_ not needod4
r)ls are asked to find

ustration given in the gpes`-
e board.,. The class is askeld to

, and to . decide which word or words
could be left plkt witiloM 'destroying the wise of the sentence. /

5. riatial repreaentation:----A visual representation of this error
spmetimes hetps. The teacher' explains thai " We have pit airi't
got ' or this here in a cage so it can not escake." -The pup4s then
cage airthe tuperfluous words in the sentences. After the correç-
tons are made, the se ces are read and rereall. ." Since fhis is a
common iiistake ip,oral composition but extremely rare iú written
nork," cbitmentalabother paper, " these errors should be corrected
orally tiy having the child siy sentences correctly, beink careful to
.15mit an unn word, Pupils should b.e led to *see that flip

71. ti
;

of itipetft ous wordiWlakes i11so4iding sentencis,, and that they wbo
would usò good English mi;st 'not lie guilty, of using'urineee:,: ary .

words." We t.t:yi to realiie thai good Elish. also has its co*,
mercial vilue in these days of practical education."
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CONFUSAN DUE TO 8TM1LARTTY OF SOU4NDES, 85-

Chapter XVII.
CQNFUSION OF ?ARTS OF SPEECH DUE TO SIMILARITY

OF SOUND

I. RHYMES.
6

1. To, too, two.Here is a jingle which never fails to arousetinter-
est and which, being -dictatek or written on the blacjcboard and
copied, serves to empha'size the use of two,. too, and to:

The question at Issue that divided us two
Was how io spelt rightly the little word 4' to."
So VC.e wrote to two schcilars to learn what to do,
And, strange tbe agrerënt, they spelled it. to, too.

;.$
.2

.. III. GAMES. .
.

.

1

it.Sentencei N6th..-31an.,,It -instead of to, tréo,.-two, or their,
t :..piaced.pn the board. 'The children choose sides. One pupil
says to, fox! the- -pupil oppositt him must place the word iii the. cor.

1.

recthiii'nk. The game is carried on until all the blanks are filled.
- t2.. Mother CatCorrect use of There are.The teacher selects
Mary for thi6 Mother Cat. _Shek touches six children who come for6
ward mid are ink; ind the trap:. \All the other children are kittens.
Mother Cat : " All the: kittens must go to sleép." While they are
sleeping two of the utice run awp.y lind hide. The Mother Cat then
wakens the kittens .and asks, "'How /many mice limp- there in -OA
trap? '" ". Thereywere six mice in t/he trap." Mother- Cat to an-
other' kitten) " How many mice rite' tliere now ? " " There .are
four mice. now." If both kitten§ answeevorrectly, they may find the
hidden niice. The kittens sleip agitin while one, three,. four, or five
mice may be 'caught, thus chanain theshumber in the trap. If the
Mother Cat makes a mistlike, a riew cat is chow:in. -,,

3. What Atee They Doing?In. drilling ppon they for there, and
vice versa, the gamé is playea in.. which several chil.dien act as if
washing clothes, going to sléep, et.. The bthei children. gtiess what
they are.iloing: " Théy are washink clothes."

..
.

III. EXERCISES, I ,
4

AP

1. Dietlittai.Six children are sent to- the board, one- from each
row. A 00tence is dietated,. suckag, " The two boys.camerto school
too or, " Their house is over there." ..*The mistakes a.ie diecked
mire is kept for each row. 'The winning foiv is the, oh6 with the-
lowist-scoie. .

2. he Cirolea,--Foxr circles are driivin on die b1ackhimr4.
*in one air* irwrittA to, in another too in.another tetho ind the
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fourth prison or ho8pital, where those who are weak in lauguttge go.
The teacher allows a minute for the pupils to think of an interesting
sentence containing some form of to, too, two. Then beginning
with a row, the first pupil comes forward, gives his sentence, and
places a mark in the circle showing the word he used. While he is
marking his word the second pupil is giving his sentence. If the,
wrong word is marked, it has to be erased and put in the hospital
circle.

3. Cards.Thé teacher prepares a set of cards containing to, too,
or two, orie word on each card. Of these several uses may be nide:

(a) Let each pupil draw a card, come to the front of the room,
and give a sentence coMaining the word on his card. Next he
chooses a pupil to spell the word he used. If córrect, that pupil takes
his place Lis teacher, gives his sentence, anti, calls upon another child
to spell his word.

(b) The pupils without drawing any cards are asked tci give
sentences containing this word After the sentence is given,the pupil
spells his to; if he spells it correctly be secvrei that card, which he
may keep on his desk until the lesson. is over; otherwise the card
remaffis in the 'pack and another sentence is given. By changing
cards, .laoth of these games may also be used for there and their.

(o) Distribute one card to each pupil. He spells his " 2 " orally
or writes it on the board with his word. Later he uses it in a sen-
tence. In higher grades the sentence should be given at once and the
word spelled as, I" He changes t6o mucD, t-o-o."

2 much
2 school
2 apples
2 sing
2 dollars

2 silly.
2 church
2 quiet
2 play
2 books

014

2 easy.
2 work
2 lazy
2 slow
2 stoOes

Iv. DRILLS,

2 read
2 dinner
2 dimes
2 solemn

fast

41,

a.

2 write
2 noisy
2 sing

4

similarity1. spelling.Thè confusion/of parts of speech due to
of sound is, perhaps in most cases, a matter of spelling; although
in others, as would of, it is also a matter of lack of cmhprehension
and careless enunciation.

A Washington teacher testifies: " eould have, there waa, would
have, to (go), too (cold) , two (books), tkir (books), (over) there,
these Combinations ought to be given in spelling lists,tinstateóf
single/words. Washington pupils used to make a great many ii
takes-with suCh expressions as timed to and !lave to. Since these ex-
pressions have been included. in the spelling lists, improv4tent has
been noticeable." Another teacher, thus comnpnts upon his huthod
of using these words ,in the' spelling lessons :." Fuse a lew minutes
each chty to develop some tine` of these groups, its they for there; to,
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too, two, of for have. Then, at the end of the written spelling les-
son, I give as many sentences as words in the group 'hught that
klay. For instance, if I teach to; too, two in the morning, tMn at
the close of the written spelling I give three Aloft sentences or lit
some other way 'use those three words. Mary went to the library with
two books. Did John go, too? Homonyms arg taughf in connection
with spelling; and many dictation exeicises are given to illustiate
the use of such words as their, tlieire, to, too," two. Let the 'pupils
understand thoroughly they will be graded down on spelling every
time they use one of these words incorrectly. Above all, never fail
to make a pupil riv.rite a sentence every time one of thege words
occurs in it° misspelled."

2. Enuneicaion(a) Avoidance of aintractions.Many such mis-
takes ag " I could of gone,'" They was a fairy," " Who'd a thought,"
are due to the fact that the children have failed to unde tt:and cote.-

redly. Oftentimes the expressions have develLped becit.use of the in-
distinct enuficiation of many adults. " The correct: expression must

. agaiu be placed before the children; they must pronounce slowly
and cleirly, could have gone," Once there was a fairy.'" .Theit-
ears tire not keen, and they have heard the contractions slurred so
often that they are unconscious of error, " I've seen," for instance,
indistinctly pronounced, often carries as " I seen " to the children.
"Who'd have.thought it? " váiced by a careless speaker often seems,
"Who'd it thought it? " Children °light tobe asked to avoid contriic-
tiPns, and teachers should also avoid contractions. It may at timep
seem stilted expression to use .invariably " I have se" " We are
noi," but the children had better hear this form than careless slur-
ring. By rewril ing the sentences on the board with tlie incorrect
word correctly written in capitals, " I could HAVE gone," " Once
THERE was a fairy," " Who'd HAVE thought it," the doubtful
word becomes obvious and the Meaning clear. .

. (b) Pepeation.7-" The first three errors are probably the result of 4

poor enunciation. This I drill upon continually in reading; also
never accept it recitation which iEknot *clearly enuncratid to be heard
and unde tobd all over the classroom. It js;necessary to make the

ils things correctly And accurately .at all times." ," The..repeti-
tion of difficult sentences and parts of sentence combinations serves
as effective drill in enunciktioh;* it is also of assistance by means oi
keeping the correét form before the pupils.; I 'could have gone; hO
could have ?tayed; we cOuld have come.'` Once there were thrve billy
goats." ()Tice there was a little boy.' 4 Once there,was a cat.' ' Who
would lave doild it I Who would have. tliqught "

3. Oral oompotitkot.-4)til omposiq*Vévelopectby allo*ii.

Oils to tell some of their Owit..expetiencei,'im pile of*. most
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ways of* correcting this habit of speech. Unconsciously the pupils
make use of these

..
expressions. After they are through with thOr

stories the class corrects the errors. " Only by persistent and faithfhl
effort on the part of the teacher, and cooperation on the part of eacb
pupil, can success be attained."

Analysis.--Several methods of correction are suggested : Some
of these involve the analysis of the sentence, or the parts of speech
and functions a the incorrectly used words. The teacher asks if of
or a is ever a verb form, if Mete is an adverb, etc. Sometimes,the
pupil writes a sentepce on the blackboard ard is correcteq by another
pupil. He then erases the incorrect form, writes the correct one.
erases it, repeats it, and writeg it once more on the board.

5. Summary. .There follow two sets of suggestipns which may
prove helpful:

(A) First set: (1) Let the pupils bring as many words as pos-sible
that sound alike but are different in meaning and spelling.

(2) Didatessentences, letting children supply the cone& words.
(3) Give the 'spelling of the Word and have it used in a sentence.

- (4y To overcome 'defects in speech :

(a) Give tonkue exercises showing proper position of the necessary
vorgans involved in producing correct sounds.

(b) Give special 'attention to ear training.
(o) Give exerCise to correct careless pronunciation and enunciation.
(d) Don't allow'mumbling.
(B) Second set : (1) Repetitimi of correcyorm after the teacher.

Pupil. I could cif gone.-
Teacher. I could have gone.
Pupil. I could have gone.

(2) Writing of stich form on ,the board.
Piiipil. Who'd a thought it
Teacher (on board) . Who would have thought it!
Pupil. Who would have thought it ?

(3) Study 'of sentences containing to, too, two.
go to school.

. John is too young to go.
Two boys are not too tired toigo.

(4). Dictation of sentences similar io those above.
I (5) Filling blanks in sentencés. v

(6) Writing origipa sentences containing the word " studied."
6
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